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By splitting spatial effects into building and neighborhood effects, this thesis introduces a 
two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model with the consideration of the 
heteroscedasticity problem arising from the nature of the data. Both Ordinary Least Square 
(OLS) and Bayesian estimation are adopted in this study. The methodology is applied to 
Singapore Condominium market.  
 
The empirical results based on Singapore condominium transaction data from 1990 to 
1999 show that in multi-unit residential market, a two order spatio-temporal 
autoregressive model incorporates more spatial information into the model, thus 
outperforms the models originally developed in the market for single family. This implies 
that the specification of spatio-temporal model should consider the physical market 
structure as it determines the spatial process.  
 
It is also found that Bayesian estimation method can efficiently detect and correct 
heteroscedasticity, indicating that Bayesian estimation method is more suitable for 
estimating real estate hedonic function than the conventional Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 
estimation. By examining pairwise correlations of spatio-temporal lagged residuals, it is 
also found that there may be a trade off between heteroscedastic robustness and the 
incorporation of spatial information in model implementation.  
 




Based on the empirical model estimated in this study, a substantial amount of simulations 
are conducted to derive price indices at individual building level, the significant 
differences of price indices across the various buildings and submarkets show that the 
spatio-temporal models can capture the variation of property prices better and track the 
timing of capital gains and losses that investors may accrue on spatially distributed 
properties more accurately.   
 x  






1.1    Background 
Housing assets are important to the economy. At the macro level, housing price dynamics 
have a profound influence on the overall wealth of the general economy. For the 
individuals, buying a house is the largest investment made by most households and 
therefore, owning a home today constitutes the largest single source of personal wealth. 
 
Given this broad concern, it is not surprising that a series of housing price index research 
have been motivated for a few decades. Most of the previous literature focuses on the 
price index construction at aggregate level, for example, price indices at national level or 
regional level. However, for personal and institutional investors, construction contractors 
and project developers, what they are concerning is to judge the potential performance of 
an individual real estate asset, for example, a high-rise condominium project. The 
assessment of the historical and uncertain future return rate of the individual real estate 
asset in different market segments will constitute an essential element in the decision 
making process. Therefore, a reliable location specific price index should be attractive as a 
good complement of aggregate level price index. 
 
Currently the most widely used method in constructing price indices is the traditional 
hedonic model. The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method is commonly used to estimate 
the model. The model assumes that housing prices can be fully attributed to a set of 
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distinctly hedonic characteristics such as structure and location related information of 
housing units. However, a common problem in using the traditional hedonic model is the 
spatial-temporal autocorrelation among residuals, which resulted from correlations 
between the transaction prices of between neighboring housing units. The existence of 
spatial-temporal autocorrelations among hedonic residuals violates the OLS assumption of 
independent errors. Neglecting this problem will decrease the efficiency of coefficients 
estimated by OLS and therefore, cause the inference of hedonic coefficients to be invalid. 
In addition, the spatio-temporal correlation among residuals also mean that some 
information is not captured by the hedonic model, which will affect the overall model fit 
and cause price prediction and price index construction inaccurate.  
 
Although a plethora of studies (Dubin, 1988, 1992 , 1998b; Pace and Barry, 1997a , 1997b; 
Basu and Thibodeau, 1998; Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez, 1998; Pace, Barry, Gilley 
and Sirmans, 2000; Agarwal, Gelfand, Sirmans and Thibodeau, 2001 and Gillen, 
Thibodeau and Wachter, 2001, etc) has been done on modeling spatial and temporal 
autocorrelations in the last decade, most of them are based on the market for single-family 
homes, which may not be well fitted to the market for multi-unit housing. It is expected 
that spatial autocorrelations could be stronger in a multi-unit market than in the market for 
single families because the housing units within one building share almost the same 
building structure and location specific characteristics. In the single family market, 
however, even two closest housing units may have big difference in inner structure and 
may “far away” from each other compared with two units in the same building in the 
multi-unit market. Although they still share the same neighborhood quality, there is a kind 
of comparative location advantage between them. For example, with the same structure 
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characteristics, the unit relatively farther from the main road may have a higher price 
because of less noise. This kind of difference may cause spatial-temporal autocorrelation 
in the single-family market to be weaker compared with that of the multi-unit market. 
Therefore, the current ways in treating spatial-temporal autocorrelation problem in a 
single-family market may not perform equally well as in a multi-unit one.  
 
Another problem is the heteroscedasticity arising from the nature of real estate data as it is 
well recognized that housing products are heterogeneous. This problem violates the OLS 
assumption of homoscedascity, which again causes the OLS based hedonic coefficient 
estimates to be inefficient and the statistical inference from them to be invalid. Thus, both 
of these problems need to be carefully treated when the hedonic model is estimated. 
Previous studies (Goodman and Thibodeau, 1995, 1997; Gallimore and Mangan, 2000; 
Stevenson, 2003, etc.) intended to link this problem to some identifiable factors such as 
age, external area, etc. Although such analyses have some economic implications, 
heteroscedasticity could be generated by both identifiable factors and unidentifiable 
variables, and they cannot attempt to model unidentifiable factors’ influences on the 
heteroscedasticity generating process. For example, different locations may cause 
physically identical dwellings to show drastic difference in prices, producing 
heteroscedasticity. However, it is not clear in the literature on how to specify this kind of 
space-related heteroscedasticity in the modeling process.  
 
By splitting spatial effects into building effect and neighborhood effect in the multi-unit 
market, this study introduces a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model which 
appropriately identifies the spatio-temporal autocorrelation structure in multi-unit housing 
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markets. In the meantime, the heteroscedasticity problem arising from the data is 
attempted using a kind of Bayesian heteroscedastic robust regression model. Finally, 
reliable disaggregate price indices at the building level are derived and analyzed using this 
Bayesian version two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model, which provides us a 
further insight into the dynamics of housing prices in multi-unit residential market. 
 
1.2    Objectives of the Study 
Keeping both the potential need for a location specific price index and the econometric 
problems in the traditional hedonic model in mind, it is intuitive for us to find a revised 
methodology which can derive reliable location specific price indices in the multi-unit 
housing market by explicitly accounting for the spatial autocorrelations and 
heteroscedasticity problems in model estimation.  The objectives of this study are: 
1: To develop and implement a two-order spatio-temporal autoregressive hedonic model    
(2STAR) that can effectively capture spatio-temporal autocorrelations between housing 
prices in a multi-unit housing market. 
2: To estimate the 2STAR model under the Bayesian context, that can explicitly account 
for the heteroscedasticity problem among the data. 
3: To evaluate the performance of the 2STAR model and the viability of location specific 
price index construction using this model. 
4: Using the constructed location specific price indices to investigate the existence of the 
building effect that is defined in this study and to make insightful analyses on building 
level price dynamics. 
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1.3    Scope of the Study 
Overall, the residential property market in Singapore is partitioned into the public housing 
sector and the private housing market. The public sector includes housing units that are 
constructed by the Housing and Development Board (HDB). The private sector includes 
housing units built by individual developers on either private or state-tendered land, which 
comprises both landed properties (detached and semi-detached houses, and terrace houses) 
and non-landed properties (comprising apartments and condominiums).  In the Singapore 
private housing market, 40% of the stock are condominiums. For the rest of the private 
housing stock, 25% are apartments, 20% are terraced houses and 15% are semi-detached 
houses or bungalows. Because of the special interest of identifying spatio-temporal 
autocorrelations in the multi-unit residential market, this study uses transaction data of 
multi-unit condominium market in Singapore. The period covers from January 1 1990 to 
December 31 2000. In total, there are 67294 transactions. 
 
1.4    Source of Data 
The original condominium transaction data with hedonic characteristics are obtained from 
an online real estate transaction database called Realink. The system obtains its 
information directly from the Registry of Titles and Deeds, an official authority on 
recording property caveats and transactions. It is subscribed by the real estate services 
industry, including the appraisal and agency. This system is maintained by the Singapore 
Institute of Surveyors and Valuers (SISV), the national professional body representing the 
real estate professional services.  
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1.5    Methods Used in the Study 
Based on a spatio-temporal filtering process proposed by Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998), this study extends their model into a two-order spatio-temporal 
autoregressive model (2STAR), which explicitly considers the characteristics of the multi-
unit residential market. We argue that in the multi-unit residential market, the spatial 
process is different from that of the single family, which has been extensively covered in 
the US literature. In the multi-unit residential market, there are two kinds of spatial effects 
which cause spatial autocorrelations among housing prices. The first is the building effect. 
It refers to the effect of the unique location characteristics of every building, such as the 
orientation and view, and distance from the main road, etc. Building effects can differ 
from one building to another within the same condominium project. In this study, such 
effect is captured by the first order filtering process. The second is the neighborhood effect, 
which encompasses location, distance to amenities and so on and is captured by the 
second order filtering process in the model proposed in this study. In the meantime, 
compared with the spatial autocorrelation problem among hedonic residuals caused by 
spatial dependence, the heteroscedasticity problem among the hedonic residuals arising 
from the heterogeneity of housing products received less attention in the literature. To fill 
in the gap, this study adopts the Bayesian estimation method with Gibbs sampling 
procedure proposed by Geweke (1993) and then applied by LeSage (1999) to estimate the 
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1.6    Hypotheses 
Based on the research objective and methodology, the following hypotheses are 
formulated in this study: 
 
1: In a multi-unit residential market, a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model 
incorporates more spatial information into the model, thus outperforms the models 
originally developed in the market for single-family homes. 
2: There is a serious heteroscedasticity problem existed in real estate data which needs to 
be explicitly modeled, and Bayesian estimation method can effectively detect and correct 
this problem. 
3: There is a trade off between the heteroscedastic robustness and the incorporation of 
spatial information in model implementation in a multi-unit residential market.  
4: With large sample sizes, a reliable building level price index can be constructed and the 
significance of building and neighborhood effects in the multi-unit property market as 
defined in this study can be tested.  
 
1.7    Organization of the Study 
This study is organized into seven chapters. The structure of this study is as follows: 
 
Chapter 1 provides an overview comprising the background of the study, the aims and 
scope of  the research, the sources of data, and the methods used in this study. 
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Chapter 2 first reviews the international literature on modeling housing dynamics and 
index construction. Secondly, a review of some recent developments in spatial modeling is 
given. Last, the local literature on Singapore housing market dynamics is reviewed. 
 
Chapter 3 introduces the structure and evolvement of the Singapore condominium market. 
A detailed description of the dataset used in this study is presented. 
 
Chapter 4 starts with an explanation of the conventional hedonic model. Subsequently, a 
spatio-temporal filtering process is introduced and extended into a two-order one. Finally, 
Bayesian estimation method with the treatment of the heteroscedasticity problem is 
incorporated into this 2STAR model and the econometric implementation of the model is 
fully presented in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 5 begins with the reports of the empirical modeling results. The modeling 
performance and the ex-sample prediction exercises are also given in this chapter. Finally, 
the trade-off between heteroscedastic robustness and the incorporation of spatial 
information in model implementation is examined. 
 
Chapter 6 presents some detailed analysis of location specific price index construction 
using the 2STAR model to reveal the dynamics of the Singapore condominium market.  
 
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings from using the 2STAR model in the condominium 
market and suggests some further directions in research.  
 
 






2.1    Introduction  
It has been well recognized that housing is a complicated commodity differing in the 
dwelling related attributes as well as the location and neighborhood related attributes. 
Because housing units are fixed in space, a household implicitly chooses a bundle of 
different attributes and services when it purchases a housing unit, including neighborhood 
and school quality, as well as components of the structure and the unique location of a 
housing unit. On the one hand, structurally identical houses on the identical lots will often 
sell for very different prices because of the different location characteristics. On the other 
hand, it is not unusual that two housing units with identical purchasing price may have big 
difference in inner structures and neighborhood environments because different 
households may have different evaluations on the bundle of housing attributes as a whole. 
 
Therefore, in studying housing markets, it is important to distinguish between the 
expenditure (purchase price) that households make and a true measure of market price 
(Dipasquale and Wheaton, 1996). A true market price (or hedonic price) is defined as the 
price of one attribute associated with a housing unit (e.g., price per bedroom, etc); 
purchase price is the hedonic prices time the quantity of characteristics purchased. In the 
housing market, we generally observe purchase price, not price per standard quantity (or 
quality) of housing (hedonic price).  Hence, when a housing unit is traded, implicit prices 
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of the unit are said to be revealed from the observed prices of the differentiated housing 
units and the specific amounts of the attributes associated with them. This proposition has 
been the basis of a broad range of empirical research called hedonic price analysis in 
housing market.  
 
This chapter will first review the conventional hedonic price models, followed by is a 
review on the spatial and spatio-temporal models, which focuses on the problem of the 
spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity when estimating the hedonic price models. 
Subsequently a review of literature on the issue of heteroscedasticity problem in the 
hedonic models is provided. The chapter ends with a review of the local literature on the 
price research of the Singapore residential market.   
 
2.2    Conventional Housing Price Models 
This section gives a general review on modeling housing price dynamics in the 
international literature. The most widely used model in housing price research, the 
hedonic model, is reviewed first. In addition, the literature on some models extended from 
hedonic model in index construction is also introduced such as the repeat-sales and hybrid 
models. The section ends with a discussion on comparison of model performance. 
 
2.2.1    Hedonic Price Method  
Derived from consumer theory (Lancaster, 1966) and seen by some as the successor to the 
spatial equilibrium model of the city (McConnell, 1990), the hedonic price method relies 
on the proposition that an individual’s utility for a good or service is based on the 
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attributes which it possesses. In the housing markets, the method of hedonic equation is 
one way expenditures on housing can be decomposed into measurable prices and 
quantities, so that prices or rents for different dwellings or for identical dwellings in 
different places can be predicted and compared (Malpezzi, 2002). 
 
Rosen (1974) provides the conceptual justification of using hedonic price functions. He 
modeled goods (e.g, housing units) as single commodities differentiated by the amounts of 
the various characteristics which they possess. Applying Rosen’s (1974) insight to the 
housing market, a large body of literature appeared, focusing on the inferences of the 
implicit prices of housing and environmental characteristics. Such information is of 
considerable value in the construction of price index which takes proper account of 
changes in the quality of the goods produced, and also in estimating or forecasting values 
of real estate assets.  
 
A hedonic equation is a function of the purchase price or rent against characteristics of the 
unit that determine that price or rent. It can be expressed as: 
),,,( TLNSfV = + u                                                                                                       (2.1) 
where 
V = value; (it can be the purchase price when deriving transaction based hedonic price 
index)  
S = structural characteristics; (e.g., plot size, number of rooms, level of unit, contract 
conditions, garage space, structural integrity, etc) 
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N = neighborhood and socio-economic characteristics; (e.g., quality of schools, 
unemployment rate, racial composition, local taxes, etc) 
L = location characteristics; (e.g., access to services, communications, etc) 
T = the time transaction occurred. 
u = error terms which follow an independent identical normal distribution (i.i.d) as: 
),0(~ ΩNu . Here Ω is the variance-covariance matrix of residuals which equals to . 
Therefore, u has a mean of zero, a constant variance of  and zero covariance between 




As a tool of price dynamic analysis, the hedonic price index can be computed either from 
the coefficients of time dummies in a single regression or from the values of a standard 
property through regressions for each time period.  
 
One problem in using hedonic model is the specification of functional form, and there 
have been many studies on this issue. In the 1980s, beginning with the work of Linneman 
(1980), hedonic studies began to use a flexible functional forms obtained by applying the 
Box-Cox transformation, either to housing prices (dependent variable) or non-
dichotomous attribute quantities (independent variables).  
 
Halvorsen and Pollakowski (1981) argue that economic theories cannot suggest an 
appropriate functional form for hedonic models. In this paper, they propose a statistical 
procedure by performing likelihood ratio tests from a highly general Box-Cox functional 
form to identify the appropriate form of hedonic model. 
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Cassel and Mendelsohn (1985) discuss some drawbacks of testing in the Box-Cox 
functional form. For example, they argue that Box-Cox functional form reduces the 
accuracy of single coefficient and therefore, affect the estimates of specific prices of 
housing services. Meanwhile, this form is not suitable in price prediction, which seems to 
be an important goal in housing research. 
 
Although many procedures have been proposed in testing the appropriate functional form, 
empirically, most of the researchers tend to use simple linear, logarithmic or semi-log 
parametric forms that performed reasonably well and were computational feasible to 
estimate. Among these selections, semi-log functional form is used more frequently than 
others. Malpezzi (2002) points some advantages of the semi-log functional form in 
empirical studies such as non-linear marginal hedonic price of housing attributes and 
simplicity in coefficient interpretation, etc.   
 
Based on the hedonic approach, a great deal of interests focuses on the use of estimated 
hedonic price functions for the construction of constant-quality price indices in dynamic 
analysis.  Pitzer and Sebastian (2001) calculate a transaction based price index for 
apartments in Paris using hedonic model. They argue that the real estate market faces 
various market frictions such as production heterogeneity, etc, and they can be taken into 
consideration by hedonic indices based on large sample of transaction prices.  
 
However, the accuracy of these indices may largely depend on the availability of 
extensive information about housing attributes, which is always difficult to get from 
public resource. If information about important characteristics of housing unit is omitted 
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from the data, and these housing attributes have changed over time, there will be 
systematic bias in the estimated hedonic price index. Epple (1987) as well as Haurin and 
Hendershott (1991) both address the problem of stringent data requirement for hedonic 
model implementation. Even the detailed information on housing attributes is available in 
data, the reliability of it may still be an open question to researchers. For example, when 
measuring neighborhood quality of a housing unit, it is not clear on how to observe and 
quantify it appropriately. Empirically, we always use some variables such as quality of 
school education and racial composition as proxies on the measurement of it. And it is 
very likely that some information on neighborhood condition may not be fully reflected in 
the selected variables or proxies. As a result, the inaccurate measurement of attribute 
variables may cause the autocorrelation among residuals, and therefore produce biased 
estimates of the coefficients in hedonic model. Repeat sales methodology, which does not 
require detailed attribute information about unit, partially avoids these problems. 
 
2.2.2    Repeat Sales Method 
Repeat sales method also uses market sales or transactions data to track changes in prices 
over time. This technique, however, only examines transactions in which the same house 
was sold more than once during the time period under examination. Repeat sales model 
was originally proposed by Bailey, Muth and Nourse (1963) and later refined by Case and 
Shiller (1987). The idea is to control quality by utilizing the transacted prices of the same 
property in different time periods, provided that property characteristics and their implicit 
prices do not change between sales, and the price differences can be solely explained by 
time dummies and thus the problems of specifying the function form and attributes as in 
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the hedonic method can be avoided. The price index is then obtained directly from the 
coefficients of time dummies. 
 
One big advantage of repeat sales method is that it needs no attribution information of 
housing unit, which greatly lessens the requirement of detailed information in transaction 
data. However, it still has many problems. First, as Malpezzi (2002) points, repeat sales 
method only focuses on estimates of price changes, and it cannot reflect information on 
price levels or place-to-place price index. In addition, since only houses that were sold 
more than once can be included, the method ignores information on the vast majority of 
transaction, which is obvious uncomfortable for most statisticians and empirical 
researchers because of the inefficient usage of data. Another problem is that certain types 
of homes sell more frequently than others (e.g., moderate to middle-priced homes in 
neighborhoods in which household are more mobile). In this case, the repeat sale method 
will cause sample selection bias problem and tend to reflect changes in the prices of those 
types of homes. Clapp and Giaccotto (1992) examine this problem in detail. Bailey, Muth 
and Nourse (1963) also concludes that repeat sales method may ignore the age effects of 
repeat sold housing units and therefore, produces biased estimates of dummy coefficients 
and erroneous index.   
 
2.2.3    Hybrid Method 
From the beginning of the last decade, several hybrid approaches have evolved as a result 
of refinement of hedonic and repeat sales method. Case and Quigley (1991) and Quigley 
(1995) seek to improve the precision of the estimates by combing information on single 
sales and repeat sales in the estimation of housing price index. As Malpezzi (2002) points, 
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“the essence of these hybrid models is to ‘stack’ repeat sales and hedonic models, and 
then to estimate the two models by imposing a constraint that estimated price changes 
over time are equal in both models. In fact, we can regard hybrid methods as some 
weighted averages of the hedonic and repeat sales estimates, and it have the advantage of 
making use of all available information”. (Malpezzi, 2002; Page 10) 
 
2.2.4    Comparison of Performance among Hedonic, Repeat Sales and Hybrid    
            Models 
For comparison, many empirical studies have been done to evaluate the precision of these 
competing approaches. Several good articles include, but are not limited to, Case, 
Pollakowski and Wachter (1991), Clapp, Giaccotto and Tirtiroglu (1991), Crone and 
Voith (1992), Gatzlaff and Ling (1994), and Messe and Wallace (1997). Overall, the 
conclusions are not consistent, and there is no agreement of which method continually 
works better than others. Such varying results may attribute to difference in sample data 
and judging criteria. However, many of above studies find that, in general, the hedonic 
method is able to achieve greater precision than repeat sales method due to its 
consideration of all available sample information, which in turn minimizes the bias caused 
by the unusual observation. Therefore, it is not surprising that hedonic method is used 
more widely in literature when comparing with other competing methods.  
 
Although theoretically sound, traditional hedonic approach still suffers from some 
problems in addition to the data requirement as discussed in section 2.2.2. One of the 
often-quoted problems in hedonic approach is spatial autocorrelation in error structure. 
The existence of spatial autocorrelation among hedonic residuals means that much useful 
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information is not incorporated when estimating the hedonic models. Meanwhile, due to 
the production heterogeneity of housing unit, heteroscedasticity problem also appears to 
be significant in hedonic model. And both of these two problems will produce inefficient 
estimates of coefficients when regressing hedonic model, which also affects the accuracy 
of price indices when analyzing market dynamics. Another problem in traditional hedonic 
model is that it can only derive aggregate level price index for whole sample data, in 
which we must propose the assumption that each building in sample show definitely same 
dynamic paths across time. It is obviously unrealistic because it is well known that 
housing prices are location specific.  
 
Facing these limitations, spatial and recently developed spatio-temporal models, which 
can effectively reduce spatial autocorrelation in hedonic residuals and even produce 
location specific price indices, have received much attention since the last decade. Section 
2.3 presents a review on it.  
 
2.3    Spatial and Spatio-temporal Models in Housing Studies 
It is well known that the most important factor in real estate is location. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that spatial effects are likely to be present in any situation in which location 
matters. In a housing market, spatial effects caused by housing price determination 
process require a formal representation in the econometric models based on theoretical or 
conceptual considerations. Following Can (1990), the caused spatial effects always appear 
to be two types: spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity. Section 2.3.1 and section 
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2.3.2 review the issue of spatial autocorrelations in housing studies, section 2.3.3 reviews 
the problem of spatial heterogeneity in housing research. 
 
2.3.1    Spatial Autocorrelation Studies 
Spatial autocorrelation has been studied extensively over the last decade, especially in 
housing market. Following Basu and Thibodeau (1998), the reason of the existence of 
spatial autocorrelation in housing market is that housing values in the same neighborhood 
capitalize shared location characteristics. In hedonic price theory (equation 2.1), housing 
prices are influenced by both neighborhood characteristics and location related 
characteristics. Housing units that are close to each other should have similar 
characteristics on neighborhood and location, which cause their prices show dependence 
with each other. Therefore, it is very likely that in a hedonic model, the neighboring 
residuals may be highly correlated with each other unless both neighborhood and location 
information are correctly measured and fully included in hedonic model. However, as 
discussed in section 2.2.1, there is no consensus in the literature regarding to which 
variables can accurately measure unobservable neighborhood quality and accessibility. 
And empirically, this problem is still significant even when a large bundle of 
neighborhood and location related variables are included in the hedonic model. For 
example, Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000) estimate a hedonic model using 199 
spatial indicator variables, and for the hedonic residuals of the nearest neighboring 
housing units, the model still shows positive correlation at above 0.15. The existence of 
spatial autocorrelation violates the traditional assumption that all residuals in regression 
are independent with each other and therefore, causes the OLS estimates of hedonic 
coefficients inefficient and statistic inference based on them invalid.  
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Several techniques have been offered to deal with spatial autocorrelation in econometric 
modeling. Pace, Barry and Sirmans (1998) points that, although spatial econometrics has 
usually worked with analogs to time series models, spatial autocorrelation is conceptually 
more difficult to model than time series autocorrelation. That is because in spatial context, 
the direction of influence is not limited to one dimension as in time series, but can occur in 
any direction. As a result, special techniques have been developed to detect this kind of 
autocorrelation and various methods from econometric model specification to estimations 
have been provided. Ripley (1981), Anselin (1988), Anselin and Hudak (1992), and 
Cressie (1993) provide various methodologies from geographic and econometric 
perspective.  
 
Dubin (1988) is one of the first who introduced spatial models into real estate study. She 
uses geo-statistical model to test the presence of spatial autocorrelation between the 
hedonic residuals. She finds that spatial autocorrelation may cause negative bias in OLS 
estimates of variance of hedonic coefficients, and ML estimators using spatial model are 
more efficient than OLS estimators.  
 
Pace, Barry and Sirmans (1998) and Dubin, Pace and Thibodeau (1999) provide 
overviews of spatial models for real estate data. They discussed alternative spatial 
autocorrelation specifications, estimation methods and predication procedures. From these 
reviews we find that, generally, there are two ways to make spatial data fit the mold of 
extensively used hedonic model in property market research. One way is to specify 
independent hedonic factors sufficiently so that the residuals appear no pattern over space 
(e.g., Colwell, Cannaday and Wu, 1983). The other way is instead of including various 
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space related hedonic variables, we can omit part or all neighborhood and accessibility 
variables from hedonic specification, then examine and model spatial autocorrelations 
among residuals (e.g., Dubin, 1988, 1992, 1998b; Pace and Barry, 1997a, 1997b; Basu and 
Thibodeau, 1998; Agarwal, Gelfand, Sirmans and Thibodeau, 2001 and Gillen, Thibodeau 
and Wachter, 2001). Empirical results show that the first way is sometimes problematic. 
As Basu and Thibodeau (1998) argued, “even when some location variables are included 
in hedonic model, the residuals may still be spatially autocorrelated because analysts lack 
ideal measures of neighborhood services and are uncertain as to how location 
characteristics are capitalized into house prices.” (Basu and Thibodeau, 1998; Page 64) 
Because of unobservability of neighborhood quality and uncertainty about how location 
characteristics are fully capitalized into property prices, researchers have more focused on 
the second way by keeping fewer independent variables and augmenting these with a 
simple model of the spatial error dependence, instead of eliminating the problem of spatial 
autocorrelation through the inclusion of more location related variables in hedonic model. 
An obvious advantage by adopting this way is the less need for detailed neighborhood and 
location related information of housing units, which causes hedonic method much easier 
in implementation. Later in this study we can see that with only four structural variables of 
housing units, we can get much better model fit by using spatial modeling technique, 
compared with traditional hedonic model using fourteen variables.  
 
As discussed before, the existence of spatial autocorrelation causes OLS estimates of 
coefficients inefficient and statistic inference invalid. In this case, therefore, maximum 
likelihood (ML) and generalized least square (GLS) or estimated generalized least square 
(EGLS) become alternatives for estimating efficient coefficients. (See Pace, Barry and 
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Sirmans,1998 and Dubin, Pace and Thibodeau, 1999)  The challenge here is to estimate 
the element of variance-covariance matrix of error terms.  
 
Following Pace, Barry and Sirmans (1998), currently, there are two streams of spatial 
statistic models used to treat the problem of estimate residual variance-covariance matrix 
( Ω , see equation 2.1). The first is geo-statistical model where Ω  is modeled directly as Ωˆ . 
The underlying assumption of this technique is that one can specify correctly the variance-
covariance matrix as a function of distance. There are three functions that are often used in 
estimating this matrix. They are negative exponential, gauss and spherical functions.  
 
Using data from Baltimore, Dubin (1992) estimates the correlogram (which can be used to 
deduce variance-covariance matrix) of data by negative exponential function. The 
estimated correlogram is then used to implement Kriging method in hedonic model. With 
predicted values of housing prices she produces a figure which shows neighborhood and 
accessibility prices for houses located four miles from CBD and she makes comparison on 
it. The price ring exhibits substantial variation and proves to be more realistic.    
 
Olmo (1995) uses spherical function to estimate variance-covariance matrix of hedonic 
residuals. After obtain the estimated variance-covariance matrix, an Iterative Residual 
Kriging (IRK) method is used to estimate both housing price and location value at 
Granada, Spain. The results prove to be much credible and the author conclude that the 
IRK method is an ideal instrument for the analysis of cross-sectional data in the presence 
of spatial autocorrelation. 
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Also using spherical function to estimate residual variance-covariance matrix, Basu and 
Thibodeau (1998) examines spatial autocorrelation in transaction prices of single-family 
properties in Dallas, Texas. They find variant radius of spatial autocorrelation across 
submarkets in Dallas. In the meantime, they find Kriged Estimated Generalized Least 
Square (KEGLS) predictions are more accurate than OLS in most of submarkets which 
shows evidence of spatial autocorrelation. 
 
Gillen, Thibodeau and Wachter (2001) also use spherical function to estimate 
semivariogram, which can be used to derive estimated variance-covariance matrix of 
hedonic residuals. They examine the assumption of anisotropic spatial autocorrelation in 
hedonic residuals. The empirical results prove the existence of spatial autocorrelation and 
they also find that the spatial autocorrelation changes with the direction separating the 
housing units in some submarkets.  
 
The second stream of stuides is lattice model, which models the inverse of the residual 
variance-covariance ( Ω ) instead of estimating it directly. Under this framework, instead 
of using standard functions as in geo-statistic model, the process generating the hedonic 
errors is specified by researchers, and the resulting correlation structure is then derived 
from the specified process. This kind of technique is also called weight matrix approach 
by Dubin (1998 a). Currently, there are two types of lattice model which have been widely 
used in geography and real estate research, simultaneous autoregressive model (SAR) and 
conditional autoregressive model (CAR).  Specifications of spatial autoregressive follow 
either SAR or CAR approaches, leading to similar likelihood functions for normal errors. 
Following Pace, Barry and Sirmans (1998), the major difference between CAR and SAR 
1−
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lies in the approach to model the 1−Ω . CAR models 1−Ω directly as ( CI φ− ), while SAR 
models as2/1−Ω )( DI α− , where C, D represent symmetric spatial weight matrices which 
should be specified by researchers, andφ ,α are spatial autoregressive parameter. 
| ILn α−
 
Pace and Gilley (1997) discuss SAR model in detail. In their research, they find that the 
estimated errors on the spatial autoregressive model falls 44% relative to the traditional 
OLS estimates. 
 
One problem that is often met in implementing lattice model is that when data size is large, 
it may cause the computation of log-determinants ( ||,| DLnCI φ− ) difficult. 
Pace and Barry (1997 b) provide a sparsity approach to solve this problem. They compute 
a SAR model using 20640 observations of housing prices in California. The results show a 
big improvement of model fit by using SAR, and SAR also displays a median absolute 
error almost one half less than the OLS estimates. In the meantime, there is a dramatic 
change of t-values between estimators under SAR and OLS, which implies that statistical 
inference under OLS becomes obviously invalid under the condition of spatial 
autocorrelation.  
 
2.3.2    Spatial Autocorrelation Studies: Incorporating Temporal Effect 
Earlier research in spatial autocorrelation in real estate focuses on testing the presence of 
spatial autocorrelation and developing proper econometric methodology to handle this 
problem. However, in addition to spatial factor, time also matters in the determination of 
housing price. It has been well recognized that housing prices depend not only on recent 
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market events but also on their lagged prices. The traditional difficulty in modeling 
temporal effect is that it is not clear on how to combine different spatial and temporal 
scales into one model, (Gelfand, Ecker, Knight and Sirmans, 2001). Spatio-temporal 
models, which have been developed recently, attempt to jointly consider both spatial and 
temporal effects and have shown the potential in explaining the evolution of housing 
prices. Thus, recent research is more concentrated on combining temporal and spatial 
effects within one framework, and applying such models in real estate study such as 
prediction and price index construction.  
 
Can and Megbolugbe (1997) use “comparable-sales” to construct a distance-weighted 
average variable, which is then used as an lagged explanatory variable in the hedonic 
function when deriving housing price indices. Indices constructed from their spatial 
hedonic models prove to be more precise and accurate. And they also conclude that spatial 
dependence is a local issue, and its extent will vary across metropolitan areas as well as 
over time.  
 
Gelfand , Ghosh, Knight and Sirmans (1998) propose the context of hierarchical models 
under Bayesian framework, which provides the flexibility to deal with spatial as well as 
temporal effects in their models. A large number of nonnested models are deduced from 
their hierarchical modeling process, and the optimum model form is identified by using a 
posterior predictive criterion. The model-comparison approach that they adopt penalizes 
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Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000) 
introduce a spatio-temporal filtering process under lattice model context. They specify 
spatial and temporal weight matrix separately and use these matrix to form the spatial and 
temporal lag of both independent and dependent variables, which are then included into 
hedonic model as regressors. The model greatly enhances the accuracy in model 
estimation and reduces the reliance on the number of price determinants. 
 
Under the Bayesian framework, Gelfand, Ecker, Knight and Sirmans (2001) also 
formulate a rich class of spatio-temporal hedonic models by extending three different 
processes in the error term. The specified process allows additive effects of space and time, 
temporal evolution at each location and spatial evolution at each time. Empirical results 
show that spatial component explains a great part in housing price, and relative 
homogeneity of housing units within a submarket and transaction frequency of houses 
affect the pattern of price variation across space and time.  
 
Being different, Hwang and Quigley (2003) develop a model to test directly the 
hypotheses that the prices of individual dwellings follow a random walk over time and 
that the price of an individual dwelling is independent of the price of a neighboring 
dwelling. They conclude that recognition of the spatial autocorrelated nature of prices can 
substantially improve investor returns. 
 
A consistent conclusion from above studies is that housing price structure across space 
should evolve over time. Therefore, researchers should not omit temporal effect when 
modeling spatial autocorrelations in housing prices.  However, to my knowledge, most 
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existing studies using data from single-family market (Hwang and Quigley (2003) is an 
exception), and no study has explicitly considered the physical difference of market 
structure between single and multi-family housing markets in modeling spatio-temporal 
process. Using single-family oriented model may produce potential problem of 
misspecification of spatial-temporal process in multi-unit case, which may cause model 
less optimal. Therefore, it is meaningful to re-examine the unique characteristics of multi-
unit housing market and incorporating them into modeling process and to check the 
empirical difference in model performance. This study is the first one attempting to fill 
this gap in the literature. 
 
2.3.3    Spatial Heterogeneity Research  
Spatial heterogeneity refers to the systematic variation in the behavior of a given process 
across space. Empirically, it is expressed by varying hedonic coefficients throughout space, 
which reflects this change. Compared with spatial autocorrelation, spatial heterogeneity 
receives relatively less attention in literature.  
 
Can (1990, 1992) and Can and Megbolugbe (1997) incorporate spatial heterogeneity into 
hedonic model, and the main idea of modeling spatial heterogeneity is taken from 
Casetti’s expansion methodology (1972).  The method posits that the parameter of a 
regression model vary as a function a set of assumed variables such as longitude and 
latitude. In Can’s models, they allow the estimated coefficients for structural 
characteristics to vary across a self-constructed neighborhood index instead of latitude and 
longitude. Can (1990, 1992) argues that spatial heterogeneity implies varying marginal 
attribution prices depending on location in the presence of geographic housing submarkets.  
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Pace, Barry and Sirmans (1998) argue that using expansion methodology may impose 
more smoothness of coefficient variations than desired in an urban setting where features 
such as road and natural barriers may lead to rapid changes over space. Another problem 
is multicollinearity produced by expansion process, especially in small sample case. In the 
meantime, in addition to heteroscedasticity problem caused by nature of data, potential 
misspecification of expansion process by expansion method may cause this problem to be 
more serious. 
 
The hierarchical models proposed by Gelfand , Ghosh, Knight and Sirmans (1998) 
examines the influence of spatial heterogeneity by specifying a set of priors to catch the 
heterogeneity in submarket level, which can then be updated by data under Bayesian 
framework.  
 
2.4    Heteroscedasticity Research in Housing Studies 
One of the characteristic of property is its product heterogeneity. Due to the heterogeneous 
characteristics of a property, heteroscedasticity problem may arise when estimating 
hedonic model because the hedonic residuals’ variances are not equal. However, the 
optimality of OLS estimates relies on the assumption of homoscedasticity in regression 
model. The violation of this assumption will cause the OLS estimation of hedonic 
coefficients inefficient and the statistic inference on these coefficients invalid. 
 
A number of studies have been done on modeling heteroscedasticity problem in hedonic 
model, and most of them attribute age of the properties as one of the primary reason for 
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existence of heteroscedasticity in hedonic models. 
 
Using data of single-family homes in Dalls during 1984 and 1985, Goodman and 
Thibodeau (1995) first examine the heteroscedasticity problem in housing data. They use 
an iterative generalized least square procedure to examine the existence of age-related 
heteroscedasticity in the hedonic model. In this study, they also propose a concept of 
vintage effect in property market, in which the age of a property significantly increase the 
values of the property. The empirical results confirm the existence of age-related 
heteroscedasticity in housing market. 
 
Goodman and Thibodeau (1997) extend their initial work by introducing more structural 
variables into hedonic model and examining the heteroscedasticity problem at 
disaggregated submarket level. They find significant evidence of age-related 
heteroscedasticity problem in the overall market and half to the submarkets in their data.   
 
Fletcher, Gallimore and Mangan (2000) extends the work of Goodman and Thibodeau by 
examining the impacts of other variables on heteroscedasticity in addition to age. They 
find external area of housing unit also contribute to heteroscedasticity in their data. And 
they conclude that the correction for only one variable may detriment the estimates of 
hedonic coefficients.  
 
Stevenson (2003) examines the heteroscedasticity problem using data for the Boston MSA, 
which has a high average age of housing units. The results again support the evidence of 
the age-related heteroscedasticity. He also argues that the use of a correction technique for 
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a single variable may not fully eliminate all heteroscedasticity problems from the model, 
and heteroscedasticity problem may be reduced in disaggregate submarket due to a greater 
level of homogeneity in housing units.  
 
Although age-related heteroscedasticity proves to be significant in housing data, there are 
many other effects which may also cause this problem. As discussed before, identical 
dwellings in different locations may show big differences in housing price. The irregular 
pattern of housing prices among space may cause space-related heteroscedasticity, which 
combines the mixed effects of neighborhood, socio-economic, etc. Compared with age 
and other identifiable-factor related heteroscedasticity problems, it is not clear on how to 
specify the heteroscedasticity generating process across space. In the meantime, all studies 
above use data from single-family markets, and it is not clear on whether different 
structure of multi-unit market would introduce any special pattern of heteroscedasticity. 
This study attempts to further examine these problems as a contribution to the literature. 
 
2.5    Local Studies on Singapore Residential Market 
The studies on the price of Singapore residential property market have concentrated on the 
characteristics of cyclical fluctuations of residential property prices and price determinants 
at both macro and micro level.  
 
Ho and Cuervo (1999) examine the dynamics of private housing prices in Singapore from 
the first quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of 1995 by employing cointegration analysis. 
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They conclude that overall housing price is cointegrated with real gross domestic product, 
prime lending rate and private housing starts. 
 
Fan (2000) examines the price fluctuations in Singapore private residential market. Using 
ARIMA techniques, he finds that private residential property prices exhibit significant 
cyclical fluctuations over a non-stationary trend over the past 25 years. In addition, using 
cointegration method, he also finds a long-term equilibrium relationship between private 
housing price to GDP, prime lending rates and private housing starts. 
 
Using hedonic price method, Ong and Koh (2000) examine the housing prices in 
Singapore and conclude that apartments close to Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) stations were 
sold at a premium of 3.2% to 7.5% over the average price of public flats.  
 
Ong and Sing (2002) identify the causal relationship between the private housing prices 
and the public resale housing prices in Singapore using a Granger causality-error 
correction model. In addition, the empirical results support the evidence of long-run 
relationship between public and private housing prices, which implies that the two markets 
are integrated. 
 
Tu (2003) adopts a variation of stock-flow approach to examine the dynamics of 
Singapore private residential housing market in the 1990s. She concludes that the fast 
growing Singapore economy in the first haft of 1990s generated a high expectation of the 
future housing price increase which drove down the user cost of housing capital and 
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formed a critical driving force behind the Singapore private housing market dynamics in 
the 1990s.    
 
Kwame and Tan (2003) employ a hedonic model to analyze the effect of good quality 
school on the price of residential properties in Singapore. The empirical results show 
clearly that the school factor commands a premium.  
 
With regard to price index construction, Ong, Ho and Lim (2003) adopt a varying 
parameter technique based on hedonic model to construct a constant-quality price index 
for public housing in Singapore.  The usefulness of constant-quality price index is 
evaluated using three assessment criteria. They conclude that their constant-quality price 
index provides a better indication of pure price appreciation compared with official public 
housing resale price index released by Housing and Development Board (HDB). 
 
Using geo-statistic techniques, Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) propose a method to identify cores 
of different neighborhood in Singapore condominium market through the variance-
covariance matrix of hedonic residuals, which can be used to further test the new 
submarket structures of this market. Using this technique, they identify 18 condominium 
submarkets across Singapore. 
 
Despite active research on Singapore residential market, few of them have attempted to 
use spatial statistics in their studies (except Tu, Sun and Yu, 2003). However, as discussed 
before, existence of spatial autocorrelation would seriously affect the accuracy of 
estimates in hedonic models and predictions based on it. Meanwhile, although it is well 
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known that heteroscedasticity problem is typical in real estate data, we have not found any 
local literature which addresses this problem. Hence, this study would try to fill the blank 
of the local literature on these issues.  
 
2.6    Summary 
This chapter provides a foundation for the study of using spatio-temporal model in 
hedonic function and to examine the price dynamics by constructing housing price index. 
In the first part, three widely used method of constructing aggregate housing price index 
are reviewed. Although results are not consistent, lots of comparative studies show that 
hedonic method performs relatively well in general. Therefore, hedonic method is used as 
a basic framework in this study. Subsequently, recent development in hedonic research, 
spatial and spatio-temporal modeling, is discussed. Both the concept of spatial 
autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity are introduced and relevant literature is reviewed. 
Next part is a review of research on heteroscedasticity problem in hedonic model. Finally, 
a review of local literature on Singapore residential market research is presented. 
 
 After reading through the literature, however, we find that there are some issues that have 
not been addressed sufficiently: 
 
1: Despite lots of studies on the hedonic price index construction, few of them attempt to   
derive the methodology to construct location specific disaggregate price index in addition 
to the traditional aggregate index. 
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2:  In literature of spatial and spatial-temporal modeling, few studies have explicitly 
examined the potential differences of single-family and multi-unit market on correlation 
structure of housing prices across space.  
 3: Most studies on heteroscedasticity in housing data intend to link this problem to some 
identifiable factors such as age, external area, etc. However, different locations may cause 
identical dwellings show drastic difference in price and produce heteroscedasticity. And it 
is not clear in literature on how to specify space-related heteroscedasticity in modeling 
process and to produce heteroscedastic robust estimates of coefficients in this case. 
Meanwhile, there is also no research that has been done to examine the pattern of 
heteroscedasticity in multi-unit housing market.  
4: In Singapore, few attempts have been made to study housing price dynamics by using 
spatial modeling technique.  
 
The above mentioned problems encourage this study to fill the gaps and serve as a 
contribution to both international and local literature. In this thesis, the author first 
introduces the concept of building effect in addition to neighborhood effect in multi-unit 
property market. By splitting spatial effects into these two effects, this study develops a 
two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model for multi-unit residential market, and it 
can construct location specific disaggregate indices at building level. With regard to 
heteroscedasticity problem, this study first adopts a Bayesian version heteroscedastic 
robust model into real estate market. In chapter four, it will be explained that this method 
has a unique advantage that instead of modeling heteroscedasticity generating process 
explicitly, which is rather difficult when facing space-related heteroscedasticity (the 
reason is discussed in section 2.4), the method directly produce posterior estimates for 
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heteroscedastic terms from data, which is obviously suited for modeling space-related 
heteroscedasticity problem. Some interesting findings of heteroscedasticity in multi-unit 
residential market will also be discussed in chapter five. Finally, the methodology 
developed in this study is applied to condominium transaction data of Singapore as a 




















THE SINGAPORE CONDOMINIUM MARKET 
 
3.1    Introduction 
This chapter first illustrates the historical development and the price dynamics of 
Singapore condominium market over the past three decades. In the following section, the 
market structure of Singapore condominium market and space distribution of housing 
stocks across Singapore is introduced. Finally, a detailed description of the database in this 
study, transaction data in Singapore condominium market between 1990 and 2000, is 
presented. 
 
3.2    The Development and Aggregate Price Dynamics of Singapore   
         Condominium Market 
Currently, in the Singapore private housing market, 40% are condominiums while 25% 
are apartments, 20% are terraced houses and 15% are semi-detached houses or bungalows. 
Therefore, condominium market is the biggest part in private housing market, and a 
detailed research on this market should be important.  
 
The term ‘Condominium’ is a legal concept of real property development and ownership. 
The condominium form of ownership implies control over a certain property jointly with 
one or more persons. In view of planning aspect, ‘condominium’ describes residential 
developments comprising flats, apartments and townhouse blocks arranged in such a way 
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as to maximize the use of land. In Singapore, the concept of ‘condominium’ is first 
introduced by government in early 1970s for its attempt to maximize scarce resources and 
to satisfy the demand for private housing.  Therefore, condominium embodies land use 
planning objectives as it first appeared.  
 
Land use planning objectives under the condominium concept were to encourage more 
intensive due of limited land resources, to preserve more greenery and open spaces for 
recreational facilities especially in residential areas, and to ensure adequate maintenance 
of communal amenities and facilities in housing estates, apartment blocks and buildings. 
In order to achieve these objectives, Singapore government provided several guidelines 
during the early 1970s. 
 
Following the adoption of the official guidelines in 1974, the government, through the 
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), took steps to encourage the development of 
condominiums by private developers from the middle of 1970s. 
 
Historically, the development and growth of private residential market in Singapore is 
closely linked to the performance of the Singapore economy. Singapore economy has 
experienced a dramatic growth and development since 1960s, and now, Singapore has 
been a modern regional manufacturing, service, trading and financial centre in Southeast 
Asia and the world. As a result, Singapore private residential market also got rapid 
development during last three decades.  
 
Figure 3.1 shows the historical price dynamics of Singapore condominium market.  
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 Source: Real Estate Statistic Series of URA 
 
The Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), which is the statutory body responsible for 
the urban planning and development of Singapore, produces the URA Residential Price 
Index which covers private residential properties (including condominiums) and various 
statistic data of private residential market in Singapore. Since URA first released a 
separate price index for condominium market in 1984, we use price index of private 
residential market before 1984 as a proxy for condominium dynamics during that period.  
 
In general, from the inception of condominium concept to the present, five phases of 
development and growth can be identified, and this cyclical pattern may, presumably, 
drive temporal autocorrelations among prices. The five phases are described as follows: 
 
1):    1975-1979: The Pre-boom and Early Condominium Development 
The later half part of 1970s can be regarded as the phase of pre-boom and early 
condominium development. Immediately after the official announcement of the guidelines 
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for the planning of condominiums in 1974, the URA first released two parcels of land for 
condominium housing around the fringe of city centre. During this period, few projects 
were completed. This was because the condominium concept was new and untested. As 
such, only the big and well-established developers and those with foreign experience 
actively undertook these projects. From figure 3.1 we can also find that the whole private 
residential market remained lackluster and flat during this period.  
 
2):    1980-1982: The First Boom and Rapid Growth of Condominiums 
The first three years in 1980s can be regarded as the phase of the first boom and rapid 
growth of condominium market. Rapid economic growth in the seventies led to rising 
national income and higher purchasing power. In addition, a large percent of marriage-age 
people in early 1980s also generated an enormous demand for housing. As many of these 
people were not eligible for public housing, the demand was channeled into condominium 
housing. In the meantime, the global property boom, especially in Hong Kong, 
significantly strengthens the confidence of foreign real estate investors and speculators 
and attracted them into Singapore condominium market. Since the supply failed to keep 
up with demand, prices of condominium units escalated during this period. The overall 
real estate marketing Singapore experience a peak in 1981 and remained this high level in 
next two years. Due to the time-lag from the purchase of land to the completion of a 
project, although developers scrambled for land for condominium development, the 
apparent shortage of condominium supply still remained until the end of 1983. 
 
3):    1984-1986(Quarter 2): The First Slump 
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From 1984 to the middle of 1986, Singapore condominium market experienced the phase 
of the first slump. Because of the boom of early 1980s, many real estate developers 
entered the condominium market for the first time and a great number of condo projects 
were submitted for approval. Thus, since the late 1983, numerous projects were completed, 
resulting in excessive supply. In the meantime, Singapore economy also suffered a 
recession and a negative GDP growth rate for the first time during this period, which 
worsens the condition of condominium market. As a result, condominium prices began to 
decline along with the downturn of the economy from 1984 to the middle of 1986.  
 
4):    1986 (Quarter 3)-1996 (Quarter 2): The recovery and The Second Boom 
In early 1986, in order to mitigate the troubled real estate market, Singapore government 
announced a set of measures. They include, but are not limited to, reduction of tax rate and 
CPF cuts, more flexible payment structure of land premiums, etc. From the middle of 
1986, the condominium market consolidated slowly and began to shows signs of recovery. 
Condominium prices ceased declining and showed slight increase from 1986. In the 
following ten years, condominium market recovered from slump and experienced the most 
significant period of Bullish in history. By 1990, the market was again on the upswing and 
the number of submissions for new projects increases steadily. Except for a slight slow-
down during the Gulf Crisis, the market moved strongly in early 1990s. As a sign of 
heated market, condominium prices reached a record high in the second quarter of 1996.   
 
5):    1996 (Quarter 3)-Present: The Second Slump and Adjustment 
From the late of 1996, Singapore condominium market again entered a phase of slump and 
adjustment. In May 1996, facing the over-heated real estate market, Singapore 
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government introduces a serious of measures to curb speculation activities in whole real 
estate market. These measures were effective in deflating the speculative bubble and the 
volume of transactions in private residential market fell significantly. As a result, 
condominium prices began to fall after these measures were introduced. The declining 
price trend continued and was deteriorated by the Asian Financial Crisis which happened 
in July 1997. Accompany with extreme pessimistic economic outlook, the condominium 
market saw a drastic price drop from early 1997 to late 1998. During this period, the 
overall market value of condominium units was decreased by more than one third. As a 
response to rapid recession, in June 1998, the government introduced some measures such 
as temporary freezing of government land sales, extension of the project completion 
without penalty and deferment of stamp duty payable by the buyer of uncompleted 
properties, etc, which were aimed at helping business tide over the prevailing economic 
difficulties. From the beginning of 1999, condominium prices began to pick up. Although 
condominium prices keep rising in early 2000, the knowledge of a potential over supply of 
new homes, the fallout in the stock market as well as fears of a recession in the US greatly 
affected the local economies, which in turn influenced real estate market and caused 
condominium prices to decline again, and the market enters a period of adjustment. 
 
3.3    The Structure of Singapore Condominium Market 
During the early development of condominiums in Singapore, they are mainly located in 
the prime residential districts, as the high premium for location could only be justified by 
higher plot ratios. Gradually, over the last two decades, with most public transport 
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infrastructure in place, private condominiums are also being developed in the suburban 
areas.  
 
Traditionally, Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) segments Singapore private 
residential market into five submarkets and release separate price indices and statistic data 
for each submarket. Map 3.1 plots the location of these submarkets. 
 
Map 3.1 Traditional Structure of Singapore Condominium Submarket 
 
 
Source of the map: Sim and Yu (1993) 
 
However, this submarket structure appears to be somewhat ad hoc. For example, the 
boundaries of these submarkets are commonly identified by the postal districts used in 
Singapore, which is obvious has less economic meanings. Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) adopt 
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geo-statistic technique in research on segmentation of Singapore condominium market, 
and they identify a new structure with 18 submarkets across Singapore based on the 
condominium transaction data in 2000, which proves to be more scientific. Map 3.2 plots 
the location of these submarkets.  
 
Map 3.2 New Structure of Singapore Condominium Submarket 
 
 Source of the map: Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) 
 
The empirical results in Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) show that across the submarkets the 
pricing mechanisms are very different, which is proved by the chow test of hedonic 
functions among different submarkets. Although they do not examine the 
heteroscedasticity problem directly in their study, the finding reflects that across 
submarkets, housing prices tend to be much heterogeneous, which implies the potential 
existence of heteroscedasticity problem in data. In addition, the significant estimate of 
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range1 means that within this distance, the housing prices are spatially correlated. All these 
findings imply that transaction data across Singapore appear to be highly heterogeneous 
and spatio-autocorrelation exists on prices of housing units that are close to each other. 
Therefore, special econometric techniques should be applied when estimating hedonic 
model facing spatial autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity problems, which supports the 
research direction of this study. 
 
3.4    Research Data Description 
This study uses transaction data of multi-unit condominium market in Singapore between 
1990 and 2000. As introduced in section 1.4, the original data are obtained from an online 
real estate transaction database called Realink. They include five types of information:  
1: Transaction Price;  
2: Details of the transacted property, including House Number (indicating the Level and 
Unit), Street Name, Project (Development) Name and Postal Code;  
3: Floor Area and Construction Date;  
4: Land Tenure of property; and  
5: Contract and Transfer Dates of the transaction.  
 
Based on the above information, our database is extended by adding information on 
condominium and neighborhood attributes affiliated with all transacted housing units. For 
example, our dataset also includes detailed information of condominium facilities 
(whether the project has swimming pool, barbeque, gymnasium, etc), which are obtained 
                                                 
1 It is a concept from geo-statistics which means that within this distance, the transaction prices of housing 
units tend to be correlated with each other. 
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from “Guide to Private Residential Properties in Singapore”, published by Jones Lang 
LaSalle, a worldwide property research and consultant company. Meanwhile, Virtual Map 
Singapore Pte., Ltd supplies Cartesian coordinates for all housing units and other referred 
locations based neighborhood facilities, which allow us to compute the linear distances 
between one housing unit to the various neighborhood facilities, including schools, Mass 
Rapid Transit (MRT) station, CBD, etc. The research period covers from January 1 1990 
to December 31 2000. In total, there are 67,294 transactions during this period.  
 
The data in Year 2000 is used for testing ex-sample predictability. We also delete the 
transactions from the remaining data which did not have accurate information on the 
postal code (that provides the crucial information to identify Cartesian coordinates of 
housing units), the date of Temporary Occupation Permit, transaction price, the floor level 
of the unit etc. The amended dataset has 55,282 observations from 1990 to 1999, and they 
come from 1048 buildings in 455 condominium projects. 
 
Table 3.1 provides the definition of hedonic variables which will be used in this study.  
 
Table 3.1 Variable Definitions 
Variables Description 
Y Log of dwelling transaction price  
Area  Floor area in each condominium flat (unit: m2) 
Age The age of the condominium project (Unit: year) 
Level The floor level where the flat is (Unit: number) 
Tenure Dummy variable with ONE indicating 999 years’ leasehold or 
freehold, otherwise ZERO. 
Total Units Total number of dwelling units in the condominium project (Unit: 
number) 
Dis to Primary Linear Distance to the 1st or 2nd nearest top 30 primary schools  
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School (1 and 2)  (Unit: km) [  ]1
Dis to Secondary 
School 
Linear Distance to the 1st nearest top 10 secondary schools  
(Unit: km) [  ]2
Dis to Junior College Linear Distance to the 1st nearest top 10 junior college (Unit: km) [  ]3
Dis to MRT Linear Distance to the nearest MRT station (Unit: km) [  ]4
Dis to CBD Linear Distance to the central of CBD (Unit: km) [  ]5
Barbecue  Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has barbecue area and 0 if not. 
Gymnasium Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has gymnasium and 0 if not. 
Jacuzzi Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has Jacuzzi and 0 if not. 
Sauna Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has Sauna and 0 if not. 
Swimming pool Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has swimming pool and 0 if not. 
Tennis court Dummy Variable, 1 if condo project has tennis court and 0 if not. 
Note: 
[1]: The top 30 primary schools are defined by Singapore Ministry of Education and ranking remains 
constant from 1990 to 2000. Virtual Map Singapore Pte., Ltd supplies Cartesian coordinates for these 
schools.  
[2]: The top 10 secondary schools are defined by Singapore Ministry of Education and ranking remains 
constant from 1990 to 2000. Virtual Map Singapore Pte., Ltd supplies Cartesian coordinates for these 
schools.  
[3]: The top 10 Junior colleges are defined by Singapore Ministry of Education and ranking remains 
constant from 1990 to 2000. Virtual Map Singapore Pte., Ltd supplies Cartesian coordinates for these 
colleges.  
[4]: Virtual Map Singapore Pte., Ltd supplies Cartesian coordinates for all MRT stations. 
[5]: We adopt the coordinates of central point at CBD area as reference. Virtual Map Singapore Pte., Ltd 
supplies Cartesian coordinates for this point. 
 
In Singapore, each building block corresponds to one postcode. The geo-statistical 
information in our dataset is the X-Y Cartesian coordinates for each building. In the 
dataset, the average distance between the buildings is 9.0 km with a standard error of 
5.4km. The shortest distance is 0.002km, while the longest distance is 28.5km. The size of 
condominium projects ranges from 8 dwelling units to 1,2 dwelling units. Each 
condominium project may have more than one building block with the height of the block 
ranging from 1 to 35 storeies. Each transaction record is associated with the variables 
indicating the full address, hedonic characters, condominium project characters, 
neighborhood amenities as well as the details in relation to the sales of the unit. The 
statistics of some key variables are given in Table 3.2 below. The calculation is based on  
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the sample data from 1990 to 1999, to be consistent with the modeling period.  
 
Table 3.2 Statistics of Key Variables [2] 
Variables [1] Mean Std 
Y(S$) 883,6 560,190.8 
Area (sqm) 139.6 60.7 
Age (year) 1.2 5.6 
Level 7.2 5.6 
Total Units 386.2 307.0 












Dis to MRT (km) 1.4 0.9 
Dis to CBD (km) 8.4 4.2 
Sample size 55,282 
Note:  
[1]: The definition of all variables is given in Table 3.1.  
[2]: Out of all the condominium projects in the dataset, 41.66% are 99-year leaseholds while the rest are 
either 999-year leaseholds or freehold. 68.57% has barbecue facilities, 61.64% has Gymnasium, 21.36% has 
Jacuzzi, 57.42% has Sauna, 94.67% has swimming pool and 77.36% has Tennis court.  
 
Table 3.3 presents the dynamic patterns of average housing prices and the total number of 
transactions between 1991 and 1999, the index construction period for this study.2 
 
Consistent with the discussion of market phases in section 3.1, it is shown clearly in table 
3.2 that the 1990s’ housing market boom was between the 2nd quarter of 1992 and the 2nd 
quarter of 1996. 
 
                                                 
2 In chapter six of this study we will construct price indices from 1991 to 1999. The reason we do not 
include 1990’s data in index construction is because of the accuracy requirement for model implementation, 
which will be explained in section 4.5. 
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Table 3.3 Average Housing Prices and the Number of Transactions over Time 
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In addition, in order to further confirm the research findings of heterogeneity and spatial 
autocorrelation of housing prices in Tu, Sun and Yu (2003), we compare the prices of 
housing units within the building, the project and the whole Singapore condominium 
market together. Empirically, we select all projects which have no less than three 
buildings, and each building has more than 15 transactions for comparison. The reason for 
setting this criterion is to make sure that we have enough observations to compare the 
price differences of housing units within the building and the project (neighborhood) as 
well as the whole market. First, we compute the standard deviations of price per square 
meter for all units within each building, project and the overall market separately. Next, 
we compute the mean value of the standard deviations across the buildings and projects 
for further comparison.  Table 3.4 presents the outcome of these descriptive statistics. 
 
Table 3.4 Outcomes of Descriptive Statistics 
 Buildings Projects Overall Market 
Total Number 481 99 34,988 
Range of  STD 
 (S$/ m2) 
130.3~4673.0 336.4~4456.2 N/A 
Mean Value of STD  ]1[
(S$/ m2) 
1126.4 1237.5 2064.1 
Note: 
[1]: Since each building or project has one standard deviation, we compute the mean value of it in building 
and project level separately so as to compare the overall condition of price dispersion across these levels.  
 
 
In overall, there are 34,988 transactions that meet our requirements for comparison. These 
transactions are distributed across 481 buildings in 99 projects. From the mean value of 
standard deviation at the level of building, project and overall market, we find that 
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compared with price dispersion across the overall market in Singapore, within a close 
neighborhood (within one building or project), housing prices tend to be more similar as 
expressed by obviously smaller standard deviations. This phenomenon is consistent with 
the finding in Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) that condominium prices tend to be spatial-
autocorrelated within a range and tend to be more heterogeneous across submarkets. 
Meanwhile, we also find that standard deviations within building are smaller than those 
within project, which implies that although shared the same neighborhood characteristics, 
housing units are more homogeneous in prices within one building then those within the 
same project because they are physically at almost the same location. Therefore, the 
potential building effect may exist. These findings again strengthen our belief on spatial 
autocorrelation, building effect and product heterogeneity of housing (generating spatial-
heteroscedasticity problem), which form the main focuses of this study. 
 
3.5    Summary 
In this chapter, the historical development and price dynamics of  Singapore condominium 
market over the past three decades is presented first. In general, five phases of 
development and growth can be identified during this period. The review of the dynamics 
of condominium market shows that the performance of condominium market is close 
related with the economic development of Singapore. Subsequently, the structure of 
Singapore condominium market and the price schemes across submarkets are discussed. 
The structure shows that, housing prices tend to be spatially autocorrelated within a range 
and tend to be more heterogeneous across submarkets. Finally, the dataset in this study is 
introduced and some descriptive statistics are presented. The descriptive statistics 
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illustrates the potential existence of spatial autocorrelations, building effects and product 
heterogeneity of housing, which confirm the importance of performing further research on 
these problems in this study.  
 






4.1    Introduction 
Chapters 1 and 2 illustrate that in traditional hedonic model under OLS context, residuals 
are not only autocorrelated, but also likely to be heteroscedastic. To resolve these 
problems, a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model with Bayesian estimation 
method is developed in this study, which is applied to Singapore private condominium 
transaction data between 1990 and 1999. 
 
Section one carefully elaborates the potential econometric problems of a traditional 
hedonic price model in modeling property transaction data across time and space. Based 
on this model, section two briefly reviews the spatio-temporal autoregressive model 
proposed by Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and 
Sirmans (2000). Section three extends this model into a two order spatio-temporal 
autoregressive model. This is followed by an econometric specification of weight matrices 
in Section four and model selection tests in section five. Section six introduces a 
heteroscedasticity robust approach with Bayesian estimation method. Section seven 
presents the econometric implementation procedure of the model. 
 
4.2    Traditional Hedonic Price Model  
Typically, we model the relationship between the housing price and the hedonic housing 
characteristics using a semi-logarithmic functional form (equation 4.1).  
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uXPY +== βlog                         (4.1) 
Where Y is a n×1 vector of dwelling transaction prices, X is a n×k vector with k hedonic 
housing characteristics about structure, location, neighborhood information and time. β  is 
a n×1vector of hedonic coefficients, and u is a n×1 vector of residuals. N is the number of 
observations. 
 
Although there is no solid theoretical basis on how to choose correct functional form, 
many researchers found that this kind of semi-log form had numerous advantages, for 
example, the variation of marginal hedonic price, simple coefficient interpretation as well 
as convenient computation, etc. Malpezzi (2002) provides a detailed explanation on the 
strength of this function form.  
 
Traditionally, researchers assume u to follow an independent identical  normal distribution 
(i.i.d) as: 
),0(~ 2 INu σ                                                                                                                   (4.2) 
Where u has a mean of zero, a constant variance of  and zero covariance between each 
other which guarantees the independence property of data. Under this assumption, OLS 
proves to be the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE).     
2σ
 
However, as discussed in chapter one, real estate data are likely to show spatial and 
temporal autocorrelation. When the residuals are spatial-temporal autocorrelated, E {u u’} 
= Ω , a n×n matrix with nonzero off-diagonal elements. The consequences of spatial-
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temporal autocorrelations to OLS estimates are the same as those of time series 
autocorrelation: 
1: The OLS estimates are no longer BLUE and will be inefficient, which means the 
variance of estimated coefficients will not be the smallest when compared with other 
linear estimators. As a result, forecasts based on OLS will also be inefficient.  
2: The estimated variances of the hedonic coefficients will be biased, and hence tests of 
hypotheses are invalid. Meanwhile, if positive correlation among residuals exists, OLS 
tends to overestimate the t-statistic in inference. (Gujarati 2003) 
3: The autocorrelation among hedonic residuals means that there are some spatial and 
temporal information which has not been fully incorporated into hedonic model, and it 
will cause poorer model fit in expression of a lower R square.  
 
A lot of research has been done to work out spatial-temporal autocorrelation problem as 
discussed in chapter two. Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) introduce a spatio-
temporal filtering process, which efficiently reduces spatio-temporal autocorrelation of 
hedonic residuals in single-family transaction data. The model is reviewed in next section. 
 
4.3    Spatio-temporal Autoregressive Model (STAR) 
In Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998), a spatio-temporal filtering process is 
assumed as: 
uXY += β                                                                                                                               (4.3) 
ε+= Wuu                                                                                                                      (4.4) 
Substitute equation 4.4 into 4.3 and rearrange it, we get 
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εβ +−=− XWIYWI )()(                                                                                          (4.5) 
Where Y, X and β  are defined as in equation 4.1. In this model, all data are temporally 
ordered so that the first row in the dataset refers to the earliest transaction. W is a row 
standardized (each row in W sums to one) n by n spatio-temporal weight matrix. ε  is a 
vector of residuals that have mean of zero and are independent with each other after the 
spatio-temporal filtering process (equation 4.4). Meanwhile, it is also assumed that  ε has 
a constant variance of . 2σ
 
The W matrix can be generalized into a flexible form as: 
)()( TSSTTSIWI TSSTTS φφφφ −−−−=−                                       (4.6) 
Here S and T refer to the appropriate spatial and temporal weight matrices representing 
spatial and temporal filtering process separately. ST and TS are the interaction of spatial 
and temporal weight matrices, representing the interactive spatial and temporal filtering 
processes. TSSTTS φφφφ ,,,  refer to the parameters of the filtering variables. This flexible 
form combines various different filtering processes as explained by Pace, Barry, Clapp 
and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000). Since the transaction 
prices capture information relevant to the pricing of neighboring properties as they share 
similar neighborhood quality or facilities, it seems reasonable to assume that the sales 
price of a neighboring property will influence the subject property only if the neighboring 
sale is earlier in time.  In this model, the spatial and temporal weights are conditioned only 
on the previously transacted units, therefore both S and T are lower triangular matrices 
with diagonal term as zero. Obviously, the interactive terms of ST and TS are also lower 
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triangular. After this filtering process, it is expected that the residuals “ ε ” should be 
uncorrelated each other. 
 
4.4    Two Order Spatio-temporal Autoregressive Model (2STAR) 
This study extends the spatio-temporal filtering process proposed by Pace, Barry, Clapp 
and Rodriquez (1998) to a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model. The rational 
behind is due to the unique characteristic of multi-unit residential market. We argue that in 
a multi-unit residential market, the spatial process is different from that of a single family 
market, which has been extensively covered in US literature such as in Pace, Barry, Clapp 
and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000). In the multi-unit 
residential market, there are two kinds of spatial effects which may cause spatial 
autocorrelations among the housing prices. The first is named as the building effect. It 
refers to the effect of the unique characteristics of every building, such as the quality of 
design and layout, orientation and view, and distance from the main road. Building effects 
can differ from one building to another within the same condominium project. In this 
study, such effect is captured by a first order filtering process. The second is the 
conventional neighborhood effect, which encompasses location, distance to amenities and 
so on and is captured by a second order filtering process in the model proposed in this 
study. 
 
These two kinds of spatial effects may have different influences on the price of an 
individual housing unit. For example, the units in two buildings which have the same 
structural characteristics and are very close to each other may fetch different prices. Units 
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in the building that is farther from the main road are likely to fetch a higher price because 
of the reduction in traffic noise. Therefore multi-unit residential properties in the same 
neighborhood could still exhibit relative location advantages which produce an irregular 
price pattern within the neighborhood that should be captured.  
 
The existence of building effect implies that there may be potential irregularity among the 
prices of housing units in different buildings but are geographically close to each other, 
due to the unique location characteristics of each building. The irregularity may not be 
efficiently captured by the traditional neighborhood effect. In the context of single family 
market, since no two housing units would be in exactly the same location, such building 
effect doesn’t exist. Therefore, the STAR model proposed by Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998) removes the autocorrelation caused by the neighborhood effect only. In 
a multi-unit residential market, however, transaction prices of housing units in the same 
building would include information about the building effect. So, instead of capturing 
spatial autocorrelation by one spatial weight matrix S as in Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998), we split S into two separate spatial weight matrices, W1 and W2 and 
thus extending the STAR model into a two order one.   
 
W1 refers to the building effect. Practically, in our data, each condominium has a few 
building blocks and every building has one postcode that corresponds to a pair of unique 
coordinates. The distance between the units is the linear distance between the buildings 
computed by these coordinates. Therefore the distance between the units in the same 
building is zero (attribute to building effect matrix). The building effect is captured by the 
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prior transacted units in the same building.  However, if there is no prior transaction in the 
same building, it is substitued by the earlier transactions in the first nearest building.   
W2 is the neighborhood effect matrix, similar as defined by Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998).  It is worth to mention that, W1 and W2 may be collinear as W1 may 
capture certain degree of neighborhood effect. Therefore if there are not enough 
neighborhood variations, W2 may be insignificant empirically.  
 
With this treatment, equation (4.6) in section 4.2 is extended as equation (4.7). 
)()( 212121 212121 TWTWTWTWTWWIWI TWTWTWTWTWW φφφφφφφ −−−−−−−=−           (4.7) 
Where are the building effect and the neighborhood effect matrices; T is the 




1T, TW1 and W2T, TW2 are the interactive terms of the two 
effects. 
2121
,,,,, TWTWTWTWT φφφφφφφ are the parameters. 
 













212121       (4.8) 
Where, are the parameters, indicating 
212121
,,,,,, TWTWTWTWTWW βββββββ βφ 1W , βφ 2W , βφT , 
βφ TW1 , βφ TW2 , βφ 1TW , βφ 2TW
TWTYWTYWTYYWY 2121 ,,,,,
separately.  are the 
spatio-temporal lags of independent variables. The spatio-temporal lags of dependent 
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There are two points to note here. First, obviously, there may be multicollinearity problem 
in equation (4.8). However, in case of large sample as this study, the impacts of 
multicollinearity problem can be reduced significantly. Second, the lagged dependent 
variables may create estimation bias if the OLS method is used and the sample size is 
small. In large samples, however, it will still produce consistent and asymptotically 
efficient estimates provided that the residuals are not autocorrelated (which is supported 
by two order spatial-temporal filtering process). 
 
The difference between equation (4.7) and equation (4.6) is that in equation (4.7), two 
separate spatial weight matrices W1 and W2 are used instead of one neighborhood effect 
matrix S in the STAR model. Therefore, equation (4.8), derived from equations (4.7) and 
(4.5) is named as a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model (2STAR). 
 
When thinking about spatio-temporal interactive process, it is not sure about whether 
building effect and neighborhood effect may have different interactive processes with time, 
and hence, we specify another kind of spatio-temporal interactive process by adding the 
assumption of ( )()21 21 STTWTW STTWTW φφφ =+ and )()( 21 21 TSTWTW TSTWTW φφφ =+ . 
Therefore, a equation (4.9) can be derived by considering the interaction of spatio-














          
    (4.9) 
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Where,  are the vectors of parameters, indicatingTSSTTWW βββββ ,,,, 21 βφ 1W , βφ 2W , βφT , 
βφST , βφTS  separately. In next chapter, the results estimated against equations (4.8) and 
(4.9), as well as the original STAR model in equation (4.5) are reported and compared. 
 
4.5    Model Selection Criteria  
When examining the parsimony of alternate non-nested model forms, two fit measures 
that have been always used are the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC(K)) and the 
Schwartz Criterion (SC(K)). The equations of these two criterions are (Greene, 2000): 
AIC(K) = Ln(e’e/n) + (2K)/n                                                                           (4.10) 
SC(K) = Ln(e’e/n) + K(ln(n)/n)                                                                       (4.11) 
Where K is the number of independent variables in model, e is the vector of residuals, and 
n is the sample size of data. As Greene (2000) pointed, “both criteria have their virtues, 
and neither has an obvious advantage over the other. The Schwartz criterion, with its 
heavier penalty for degrees of freedom lost, will lean toward a simpler model.” Greene 
(2000; Page 306) However, one potential shortcoming of these two criterions is in 
condition of large sample size. From equations (4.10) and (4.11) we can see that, the 
penalty of degree of freedom lost (different K values) will be divided by the sample size n. 
Although these two measures place a premium on achieving a given fit with a smaller 
number of parameters per observation (K/n), when n is large enough, it is obvious that the 
second term in both equations (4.10) and (4.11) would be less sensitive to the change of 
degree of freedom. Therefore, the penalty may not be sufficiently large to ensure that the 
criterion will lead the optimum model form. In this study, due to the large sample size of 
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transaction data (55,282), this problem could be serious. Section5.2.3 will further discuss 
this issue.  
     
4.6 The Specification of Weight Matrices 
Being different from the work of Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998), we adopt 
another way to specify the spatial weight matrices. In this study, building effect matrix W1, 
neighborhood effect matrix W2 as well as the conventional neighborhood matrix S are 
specified using a modified distance-decay weighting scheme (McMillen, 1996) as 
illustrated by equations (4.12a)& (4.12b). After generating these matrices, all weight 
matrices are set as row standardized matrices, except the first row in building effect matrix 
and temporal matrix and the first two rows in neighborhood effect (recall that the 
neighborhood effect refers from the second prior nearest transactions but the second row 
only has one prior transactions) matrix as it indicates the first transaction in the dataset and 







+−=                             if (j<i)           (4.12a) 
0=ijlw                                                       otherwise           (4.12b)   
Where,  denotes the element in the matrix, l =1, 2, 3 indicating matrixes Wijlw 1, W2 and S. 
Since only prior transactions are considered, ,  i and j indicate transactions 
“i” and “j” and i, j =1..n. d
ijw ijl ≥=  ;0
ij is the linear distance between transactions i and j. Di,q+1  is the  
q+1th  shortest distance between transaction i and its prior transactions. q indicates the 
optimal order of spatial lags for transaction i in order to sufficiently remove the spatial 
autocorrelations. Our modification to McMillen’s distance –decaying scheme is to include 
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a denominator “ω” to accelerate the speed of distance decaying. The process we adopt is, 
for transaction i, ωj=1 if transaction j is the first nearest prior transaction;  ωj=2 if the 
transaction j is the 2nd nearest; ωj=3 if  the transaction j is the 3rd nearest; otherwise   ωj=4. 
By doing so, we can further differentiate the strength of spatial autocorrelations among the 
buildings within one project and between the out of projects because it is reasonable to 
expect that the buildings within one project should appear higher extent of 
autocorrelations because they have the same design and construction characteristics.3  
 
One point to note is that, in this study, the respective matrices are generated based on the 
full sample size of 55,282. After all matrix operations, the first 1000 observations are 
dropped covering the transactions in Year 1990 and the earlier part of 1991. This is to 
ensure that each observation has enough prior neighborhood comparatives.    
 
Following the above matrix specification procedures, W1, W2 and S are specified as below: 
 








+−=                  if ( 1,iij Dd = ) and (j<i)                      (4.13a) 
01 =ijw                                              otherwise                   (4.13b) 
Where Di,1 refers to the shortest distance between transaction i and other prior transactions. 
If there is any prior transaction in the same building, Di1=0 as the distance between any 
                                                 
3 Suppose there are four buildings in one project. For building i, with this decay parameter ω, the nearest 
three buildings (the other three buildings within the same project of i) will get higher weight in 
neighborhood weight matrix than other neighboring buildings outside the project.   
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two units in the same building is zero that must be the shortest distance. If there is no prior 
transaction in the same building, the first nearest prior neighborhood transaction is taken 
as a proxy and Di1 indicates the distance between transaction i and this chosen transaction. 
In building effect matrix, ωj=1.  
 







1,2 ))/(1( +−=             if ( <1,iD 1, +< qiij Dd ) and (j<i)               (4.14a) 
 0                                                     otherwise                                (4.14b) 2 =ijw







1,3 ))/(1( +−=             if ( ≤1,iD 1, +< qiij Dd ) and (j<i)              (4.15a) 
03 =ijw                                     otherwise                                          (4.15b) 
 
The temporal weight matrix (T) is specified by following Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998).  
p
tij
1=           if     ijpi <≤−                                      (4.16a) 
0=ijt                             otherwise                                                        (4.16b) 
Where, indicates the element in T. P is the optimal order of time lags in order to 




                                                 
4 Consistent with Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998), we also found that a constant weight in temporal 
weight matrix performs acceptably in our data. Therefore, we adopt this specification for temporal weight 
matrix T. 
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Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) chose the optimum space and time lags based on 
some preliminary fitting of data. However, they didn’t clearly indicate the choosing 
process in their study. Being different, the optimum space and time lags (q and p in 
equations 4.10a to 4.15a) in this study are determined by Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR) (McMillen and Daniel, 1996; McMillen, Daniel and McDonald, 1997; 
Brunsdon, Fotheringham and Charlton,1996 and LeSage, 1999). The major advantage of 
this method is the use of distance-weighted (or temporally weighted) sub-samples of the 
data to produce locally linear regression estimates for every point in space, and we can 
compare the model performance with different orders of sub-samples (spatially and 
temporally neighboring observations) and find the optimum order of spatial (or temporal) 
lags within which the observations appear to be most homogeneous with each other, 
which reflecst the high level of spatial and temporal autocorrelations among data.  
 
A GWR model is expressed as: 
                                        (4.17) ξβ += iii XSYS 2/12/1
Where,  represents a n by n diagonal matrix containing distance-based and temporally 
ordered weights for transaction i and the diagonal elements for are equivalent to the 
elements in the i
iS
iS
th row of S. Y, X are defined as in equation (4.1), and ξ is a vector of error 
terms. The optimum order for W1 is obviously 1 because it only captures spatial effect 
within the same building. For the other two spatial matrices (W2 and S), the order is 
derived using combined spatial weight matrix S because W2 is a sub-set of S. iβ  refers to a 
k by 1 parameter vector associated with transaction i. Each observation will therefore 
correspond to one parameter vector. This vector is estimated by: 
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)'()'(ˆ 1 YSXXSX iii
−=β                                             (4.18) 
 
A cross-validation procedure is then implemented using a score function (equation 4.19) 








2)](ˆ[)(                                                                     (4.19) 
Where refer to the fitted value of estimated from equation (4.17), given q. The 
score function f(q) will be computed with the different values of q and an optimum 
number of q can be found which minimizes this score function.  
)(ˆ qy i≠ iy
 
The same procedure is applied to temporal matrix T to determine the optimum value of p. 
The rationale for this model is to identify an optimum sub-sample set that is the most 
homogenous, which reasonably identify the range of spatial and temporal effects. And q 
and p must be bigger than the number of independent variables (k) due to the requirement 
of degree of freedom in estimation.  
 
4.7    Robust Heteroscedasticity Using Bayesian Estimation 
The purpose of introducing 2STAR model is to reduce spatio-temporal autocorrelations 
among hedonic residuals, which focuses on the off-diagonal terms of residual variance-
covariance matrix (Ω ).  However, another problem that always exists in real estate data is 
heteroscedasticity due largely to the heterogeneous characteristics of a property. The 
existence of this problem produces non-constant values among diagonal terms in Ω..  In 
view of econometrics, the consequences of heteroscedasticity to OLS estimates are: 
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1: Although still unbiased and consistent, the OLS estimates are no longer BLUE and will 
be inefficient. Forecasts based on OLS estimates will also be inefficient. 
2: The estimated variances and covariance matrix of the regression coefficients will be 
biased and inconsistent, and hence tests of hypothesis are invalid.  
  To overcome this problem, a Bayesian estimation method which is first proposed by 
Geweke (1993) and then applied by LeSage (1999) is adopted to estimate equations 
(4.8&4.9) as well as to detect and to correct heteroscedasticity.  
 
4.7.1:    Basic Idea of Bayesian Estimation Approach and Its Comparison with the   
              Classic Estimation Approach 
Bayesian approach is a kind of analysis by which people use observed data to update his 
or her prior belief about something and then to derive a posterior belief. In short, it's a way 
to update one’s belief against the observed information. Bayesian methods in regression 
have been developed since the 1960s, starting with the seminar work of Box and Tiao 
(1973) and Zellner (1971).  
 
In short, there are three components in Bayesian approach. Congdon (2003) elaborates 
them in detail. The first is priors for parameters. In classical approach, the sample data “y” 
are taken as random while population parameter set θ, of dimensions P, are taken as fixed. 
In Bayesian analysis, parameters themselves follow a probability distribution, and the 
knowledge about which (before considering the data at hand) is summarized in a prior 
probability distribution )(θπ . In many situations, it might be beneficial to include in this 
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prior density that reflects the available cumulative evidence about a parameter from 
previous scientific studies.  
 
The second is likelihood function. In classical approaches such as maximum likelihood, 
inference is based on the likelihood of the data alone. In Bayesian approach, the likelihood 
is defined as the probability of the observed data y given parameter set θ, and is denoted as 
)|( θyp (Lee, 1989 and Congdon, 2003). The meaning here is that the observations (y) 
have a probability distribution that depends on the quantities of parameter set (θ), so that 
the probability density function (p.d.f.) of y depends on the vector of θ in a known way. 
When we are thinking of )|( θyp as a function of θ, we called it the likelihood function. 
(Lee, 1989) 
 
The third is posterior density. Likelihood function )|( θyp  is used to modify the prior 
beliefs )(θπ , with the updated knowledge summarized in a posterior joint density of 
parameter set θ, )|( yθπ . The relationship between these densities follows from standard 
probability equations. Thus 
∫×== θθπθθπθπθθ dypyypyf )()|()|()()|(),(                                                    (4.20) 






)()|()|(                                                                                           (4.21) 
The denominator is known as the marginal likelihood of the data and found by integrating 
the likelihood over the prior densities. 
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Compared with the classical estimation approach, there are several advantages of the 
Bayesian analysis. First, it allows for direct probability statements, for example, we can 
state that the probability of an unknown parameter falling between -1.5 and 1.5 is 95%. 
However, under the context of classic estimation approach, it is warned that we could only 
say if we carried out similar procedures time after time then the unknown parameter 
would lie in the confidence intervals with the probability of 95%. It appears that the 
classic approach is not answering the questions that what is the probability of the 
parameter value which researchers are really concerned, and that instead it just implies 
that if you iterate sampling and estimating process by 100 times then you could get the 
real value of parameter lie in the estimated interval for 95 times. However, re-sampling 
data for 100 times is rather difficult if not impossible for most of researchers. In fact it just 
answers some rather recondite questions which no-one is likely want to ask. The second 
advantage is that it allows for calculating probabilities of the predicted future observations, 
which is not possible in classic approach. In addition, it allows for incorporating evidence 
from pervious experience and experiments into overall conclusions, which has been 
proved to be meaningful in many cases. (Savage, 1961) 
 
Despite the attractiveness of Bayesian approach, it still faces much criticism by 
researchers who are in favor of classic approach. A standard objection to the Bayesian 
approach is that it is subjective. For example, even using the same data, researchers may 
still get different conclusions on research findings because of the different prior beliefs 
that they adopted in estimation. The classical approach, in contrast, is said to be objective 
because it does not refer to anything corresponding to the Bayesian notion of “prior 
beliefs”. However, the conclusion that using the same data can only produce one result 
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itself is subjective. Just as pointed by Berry (1996), “differences of opinions are the norm 
of science and an approach that explicitly recognizes such differences is realistic.” (Berry, 
1996; Preface) In fact, all model ingredients are subjective choices. Whenever a researcher 
comes up with a model or theory, his or her personal belief will guide this choice. 
Statistically, this kind of subjective choice requires to be tested against data, which is 
called as modeling check, and it applies to classical approach too as it does to Bayesian 
approach. However, the model decision itself is also subjective because the modeling 
check never says whether an analysis is right, only that it doesn't seem to be wrong. 
Therefore, researchers should make decision finally by themselves, which is apparently a 
subjective action.   
 
4.7.2    Bayesian Estimation Procedure with Heteroscedasticity Robustness 
Under the context of Bayesian approach, Geweke (1993) proposes a regression model 
which explicitly considers the heteroscedasticity problem. Specially, re-write 2STAR 
model in equation (4.8)5 to a compact form as equation (4.22) 
uXY += β~~                                         (4.22) 
Where, X~ is a matrix representing a combination of all variables on the right side of either 
equations (4.8). Y is the same as defined in equation (4.1). β~  is the respective parameter 
set. Bayesian estimation requires prior distribution information set as below 
(Geweke,1993 and LeSage, 1999).  
),0(~ 2VNu σ                                      (4.23a) 
                                                 
5 In fact, equations (4.8 & 4.9) as well as the STAR model derived from equations (4.5 & 4.6) can all be 
rewritten into the same format as equation (4.21) as a regression model, and same robust process can be 
implemented in estimation.   
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)(2χ= ,  i=1,2,….n                                                       (4.23c) 
),(~~ GcNβ                                            (4.23d) 
σσ
1~                        (4.23e) 
Where, the residuals (ε) are the independent normal distribution with zero mean and 
heterogeneous variance σ2V, V ),...,,( 21 nvvvdiag= and vi is the variance of the residual 
from the ith transaction. A diffuse prior is placed for σ. r is a pre-set hyper parameter with 
 distribution. The prior distribution of ),( 21 mmΓ
iv
r is set to have an independent χ2 (r)/r 
distribution (equation 4.23c) with a constant mean of 
r
1  and a variance of 
r
2 . Obviously, a 
smaller r produces a bigger variance of vi , which means that the value vi may change 
greatly among sample, and it indicates the existence of heteroscedastic problem because vi 
terms are no longer constant. As to unknown parameter set β~ , we place a multivariate 
normal distribution as its prior distribution (equation 4.23d). With all prior information 
about the parameters in equation (4.23), the next step is to compute the joint posterior 
distributions for parameters from which the coefficients in equation (4.8) are estimated.  
A typical problem in Bayesian estimation had been its difficulty to compute the joint 
posterior distribution for parameters ( )|( yθπ in equation 4.21) because it is too 
complicated in numerical computation. A development of Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) or Gibbs Sampling, (first developed by Geman & Geman, 1984, then extended 
by, for example, Gelfand & Smith 1990), however, gives an efficient way to approximate 
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the joint posterior distribution of parameter set. Arnold (1993) provides a good 
explanation of the methodology.  
 
Using Gibbs Sampling method, instead of computing the joint posterior density functions 
of parameters (equation 4.21), it can be approximated based on the distribution functions 
of each parameter conditional upon all other parameters. In this study, three parameters, 
,,~ σβ and V, need to be estimated. Following Geweke (1993) and LeSage (1999), their 
conditional distributions are expressed as below. 
]),'~([~),|~( 2121 HcGYVXHNVp σσσβ −− +                                                 (4.24a) 








222 )(~),~(|]/)/([),~|( χβσβσ             (4.24b) 
)1(~),~(|]/)[(),~|( 222 ++= − rvruvp iii χσβσσβ                       (4.24c) 
Where 111 )~'~( −−− += GXVXH  and β~'~iii xy −=u , i=1…n. and also see equation (4.22). 
 
Note that equation (4.24a) is very analogous to a generalized lease square (GLS) estimator 
as supposed by Theil and Goldberger (1961), known as the “mixed estimator”. And from 
equation we can find that this estimator uses 1 instead of 1 as weight in 
estimation. Therefore, observations with large vi terms, which reflect heteroscedastic 
sample points, would get less weights in estimation, which reflect the robust process of 
heteroscedasticity against these observations. 
)/( 2 ivσ 2/σ
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It is assumed that U stands for the parameters to be estimated, ),,~( Vσβ=U . With the 
prior information set by equations (4.23a) to (4.23e) and the conditional probabilities 
indicated by equations (4.24a) to (4.24c), an iteration process starts from a set of initial 
values of the parameters, ),,~( 0000 Vσβ=
0
.....3,2,1,0,
U ,which is obtained through the random draws 
from the prior information. U is then updated to U   through a Gibbs sampling procedure 
against the conditional distributions (equations 4.24a  to 4.24c). The process is iterated till 
a large number of draws,
1
=ττU , are obtained. It is proved that, the distribution 
of will converge to the joint posterior distribution of U when τ is large enough 
(Geweke, 1993). The mean of the distribution is used as the estimation of U and the 
standard deviation is used to make statistical inferences. And Geweke (1993) proves that 
this methodology can correctly detect and robust heteroscedasticity in regression model.    
τU
 
As to prediction interval, Geweke (1993) proves that conditional on a set of independent 
variables (say, x*), the estimated   is distributed as: *yˆ
);,~*'(~~|*ˆ 2 rxtXy σβ                                                                                                   (4.25) 
where );,~*'( 2 rxt σβ denotes the univariate Student-t distribution with mean β~*'x , 
variance parameter and degree of freedom r. Here2σ β~ , are estimated parameters from 
equation (4.24a) and (4.24b), and r is the hyper-parameter set by researchers. To draw a 
sample from the predictive density, we can condition on each set of simulated parameters, 
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4.7.3    A Monte Carlo Test on the Power of Heteroscedasticity Robustness Using   
            Bayesian Approach 
To examine the power of this Bayesian approach in heteroscedasticity robustness, this 
section performs a simple Monte Carlo test on this model. In this test, we generate a data 
set with 100 observations for a regression model as expressed below: 
Y= 0.85 +1.38 X1 -0.76 X2 + u                                                                                 (4.26) 
X1, X2 are generated from standard normal distribution. u is a vector of error terms with 
mean zero. We add two groups of heteroscedastic errors (observations from 31 to 50 and 
76 to 100) by enlarging the variance of them and remain errors of other observations 
homoscedastic. With the generated dataset, both OLS and Bayesian approach 6  are 
implemented. This allows us to compare the estimates of these two approaches and to see 
if the estimated v  parameters (see equation 4.22a and 4.23c) detect the non-constant 
variance of the data from 31 to 50 and 76 to 100. Appendix A is the program of this test. 
i
Table 4.1 shows the estimation results from OLS and Bayesian model. 
 
Table 4.1 Estimation Results of the Generated Data[1] 




















                                                 
6 In Bayesian model, we set hyper-parameter r as 4 as suggested by LeSage (1999). The reason will be 
explained in section 5.2.2. 
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[1]: ** denotes the Significance at 0.01 level. Parenthesis in the second row is the standard deviation of 
estimated coefficients, and parenthesis in the third row is the significance level of estimates.  
 
The results confirm the stronger power of Bayesian model than OLS estimates. Compared 
with OLS, the mean values of estimated coefficients from Bayesian model are all closer to 
the true value of coefficients. Meanwhile, Bayesian estimates also show smaller standard 
deviations of coefficients than OLS. It is not surprising that the significance levels of OLS 
estimates are lower because they suffer from the heteroscedasticity, which produces 
smaller values of t-statistics. Finally, OLS produces an inference of insignificant for 
coefficient of X2, which is obvious wrong. These findings are consistent with the 
conclusion that with heteroscedastic data, OLS estimates are inefficient and statistic 
inferences based on OLS are invalid.  
 
Figure 4.1 plots the posterior estimates of v  parameters from which we can see whether 
Bayesian model detect heteroscedastic observations accurately. In this figure, 
heteroscedastic observations are plotted by red curve in order to differentiate them from 
other homoscedastic observations. 
i
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From figure 4.1 we can see that the heteroscedastic pattern in data is detected quite 
accurately as expressed by larger and more heterogeneous vi terms in red curve. 
Meanwhile, for data appear to be homoscedastic with each other, Bayesian model will not 
over-identify them as heteroscedastic observations. It again confirms the reliability of this 
model to robust heteroscedasticity problem in estimation. 
 
 4.8    Summary of Econometric Implementation Procedure 
This study uses Matlab in model forming and econometric implementation. Figure 4.2 is 
the flowchart of modeling process.  
 
In overall, the modeling process can be separated into six steps as shown in flowchart. In 
each step, there is one matlab function affiliated for model implementation. Therefore, 
there are six functions supported the whole modeling process, and appendix B presents the 
program of these functions. At the first two steps, we should identify the optimum orders 
of lag for spatial and temporal weight matrix separately. After getting the optimum order 
for spatial and temporal weight matrix, we can generate building effect, neighborhood 
effect, combined spatial effect and temporal effect matrices, which form the step 3 to step 
5. With generated weight matrices, we can form 2STAR or parsimonious 2STAR 
(2PSTAR) model. Finally, the model can be estimated by Bayesian heteroscedasticity 
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Figure 4.2 Flowchart of Modeling Process 
N
Starting Point 
Determine Optimum p 
Step 2(Sec 4.4) 




 Determine Optimum q 





Specify S 2   
Step 3(Sec 4.4)
Specify W1 
Step 3(Sec 4.4) 
Form the Variables of 2STAR Model or  
2PSTAR Model 
(Sec 4.3) 
Estimated by Bayesian Heteroscedasticity  
Robust Model 
Step 6(Sec 4.5) 
      2: For combine spatial weight matrix S, the function is the same as for W1. 




5.1    Introduction 
In this chapter, the two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model with Bayesian 
estimation developed in chapter four is applied to the Singapore condominium transaction 
data between 1991 and 19997 . Section 5.2 reports the modeling results. Section 5.3 
compares the performance of the different models in this study. Section 5.4 addresses the 
predictive ability of the models using ex-sample data. Section 5.5 examines the 
relationship between heteroscedasticity robustness and autocorrelation reduction in detail. 
 
5.2    Empirical Results of Different Models 
For comparison, we first estimated a traditional hedonic model using time indicator 
variables. The modeling results are reported in Table 5.1, and a brief analysis of the model 
is given in Section 5.2.1. We then estimated the STAR model (equation (4.5) 
incorporating with equation (4.6)) using both OLS estimation and Bayesian estimation in 
section 5.2.2. The results are reported in Table 5.2, and the existence of heteroscedasticity 
is illustrated by Figure 5.1. A brief analysis of the models is also reported in this section. 
Finally, our extended two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model (2STAR, see 
equation (4.8)) as well as its parsimonious form (2PSTAR, see equation (4.9)) are 
                                                 
7 Recall that we delete first 1000 observations (all data in 1990 and earlier part in 1991) because of the 
requirement of model accuracy (see section 4.5). 
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estimated against both OLS estimation and Bayesian estimation. The results are reported 
in Table 5.3 of Section 5.2.3. 
 
5.2.1    Traditional Hedonic Model 
In the traditional hedonic model, we employ three types of variables. The first relates to 
the physical structure such as level, floor area, etc. The second group comprises variables 
associated with the condominium attributes such as the availability of barbecue pit, sauna, 
swimming pool, tenure, age, total number of units, etc. The third is the neighborhood 
location related variables such as distance to good primary or secondary schools, junior 
colleges, MRT, CBD, etc. In addition, we use quarterly time indicator variables in the 
hedonic model. The model is estimated by OLS method. The outcome of the traditional 
hedonic model is presented in Table 5.1. Only the significant variables with expected sign 
are kept in the reported model. 
 
Table 5.1 Traditional Hedonic Model Estimates [1,2] 
Variables OLS Estimates STDEV P-level 
Constant 12.4162 0.0113 0.0000 
Level 0.0052 0.0002 0.0000 
Area 0.0048 0.0000 0.0000 
Age -0.0105 0.0002 0.0000 
Tenure 0.1852 0.0025 0.0000 
Dis to MRT -0.0099 0.0014 0.0000 
Dis to CBD -0.0251 0.0003 0.0000 
Dis to Secondary School -0.0168 0.0011 0.0000 
Dis to Junior College -0.0139 0.0006 0.0000 
Barbecue area 0.0264 0.0026 0.0000 
Gymnasium 0.0331 0.0026 0.0000 
Jacuzzi 0.0560 0.0028 0.0000 
Sauna 0.0265 0.0024 0.0000 
Swimming pool 0.1108 0.0052 0.0000 
Tennis court 0.0371 0.0029 0.0000 
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91Q3[3] -0.0242 0.0151 0.1090 
91Q4 0.0367 0.0149 0.0140 
92Q1 0.0334 0.0166 0.0444 
92Q2 0.0275 0.0121 0.0227 
92Q3 0.1057 0.0115 0.0000 
92Q4 0.0940 0.0114 0.0000 
93Q1 0.1307 0.0114 0.0000 
93Q2 0.2354 0.0103 0.0000 
93Q3 0.2474 0.0106 0.0000 
93Q4 0.2876 0.0107 0.0000 
94Q1 0.3142 0.0107 0.0000 
94Q2 0.4418 0.0101 0.0000 
94Q3 0.4747 0.0102 0.0000 
94Q4 0.4787 0.0105 0.0000 
95Q1 0.5280 0.0106 0.0000 
95Q2 0.5819 0.0101 0.0000 
95Q3 0.5478 0.0105 0.0000 
95Q4 0.5941 0.0102 0.0000 
96Q1 0.6530 0.0101 0.0000 
96Q2 0.7082 0.0100 0.0000 
96Q3 0.6546 0.0111 0.0000 
96Q4 0.7013 0.0114 0.0000 
97Q1 0.6783 0.0115 0.0000 
97Q2 0.6826 0.0114 0.0000 
97Q3 0.6909 0.0115 0.0000 
97Q4 0.6761 0.0124 0.0000 
98Q1 0.6008 0.0145 0.0000 
98Q2 0.5466 0.0116 0.0000 
98Q3 0.4847 0.0130 0.0000 
98Q4 0.3745 0.0114 0.0000 
99Q1 0.4322 0.0110 0.0000 
99Q2 0.5619 0.0104 0.0000 
99Q3 0.6532 0.0109 0.0000 
99Q4 0.7103 0.0116 0.0000 
2R  0.7359 
SSE 2990.5 
Median |error|[4] 0.1323 
First lag autocorrelation 0.7595 
Akaike IC -2.8969 
Schwartz IC -2.8889 
Number of observations 54,282 
Number of variables 49 
 
Note:  
[1]: The dependent variable is the Y=log(price), the definition of all variables are given by Table 3.1 in 
chapter three. The time dummy variables are 91Q3 to 99Q4.  
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[2]: Total Number of Unit and Distance to Primary School are dropped in this model as they all express 
positive sigh, which is unexpected.  
[3]: The base year is the second quarter of 1991. 
[4]: It indicates the absolute median error. 
 
The traditional hedonic model shows an 2R of 0.7359. All hedonic independent variables 
are significant and have the expected sign. Consistent with Pace, Barry, Clapp and 
Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000), we observe that the first 
lag autocorrelations8 among the residuals is extremely high (0.7595), which obviously 
violates the assumption of independence under the OLS estimation. It also indicates that 
some spatial information is not captured by the independent variables selected in the 
model. This figure is much higher than the same estimate in the market for single family 
(that is between 0.35 and 0.4 in Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez 1998b), which reflects 
that the transaction prices are more highly correlated in the multi unit residential market. 
This may be partially attributed to the building effect.  
 
5.2.2    Spatio-temporal Autoregressive Model (STAR) 
Before estimating the STAR models (equations 4.5), the optimum order of spatial or 
temporal lag is estimated using the score function explained in Section 4.4. The optimum 
orders for the spatial and temporal weight matrices are 16 and 20 respectively. In applying 
the Bayesian estimation, the prior hyper-parameter r is set as 4 as suggested by LeSage 
(1999) to reflect our belief that there is a medium degree of heteroscedasticity problem in 
our data. By implementing some Monte Carlo simulations, LeSage (1999) suggests this 
                                                 
8 It refers to the correlation of one residual with residual of the prior nearest unit. If there are more than one 
prior units that have the same nearest distance with the current unit, the average value of their residuals are 
used to compute the correlation. 
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value as a reliable selection in heteroscedasticity robust model.9 In Table 5.2, we report 
the outcome of the STAR model under both the OLS and the Bayesian estimation method.  
 
Table 5.2 STAR Model Estimates [1,2,3] 
Variables STAR model 
OLS  Estimates 
BSTAR model 
Bayesian Posterior Estimates 




























































ST×Age[5] -0.0001 0.0003 
                                                 
9 Simulation results show that if data are not heteroscedastic, the posterior value of  are similar with each 
other, however, if heteroscedasticity appears, the Bayesian model with prior r of 4 can effectively detect and 
correct the heteroscedasticity problem in estimation. Therefore, the risk of overestimate the 
heteroscedasticity problem is less. 
 iv
 








































2R  0.8709 0.8606 
SSE 1462.8 1580.5 




Akaike IC -3.6129 -3.5355 
Schwartz IC -3.6088 -3.5314 
Optimum order[8] q=16, p= 20 q= 16, p= 20 
Number of draws 
in Gibbs 
Sampling 
N/A 9500  










[1]: The dependent variable is the Y=log(price), the definition of all variables are given by Table 3.1 in 
chapter three. STAR model refers to equation 4.5 estimated by OLS and BSTAR refers to the STAR model 
estimated by Bayesian Robust Procedure as expressed in equation 4.22. 
[2]: The first 1000 observations (covering 1990 and the early part of 1991) were cut from the sample for 
prior validation of the spatial and temporal weight matrices.  
[3]: * denotes the Significance at 0.05 level; ** denotes the Significance at 0.01 level. Parenthesis is the 
standard deviation of estimated coefficients.  
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[4]: S×Level is the multiplication of spatial (including same building and neighborhood) effect matrix S and 
the variable of “Level”. It indicates the spatial lag of the variable “Level” across building and neighborhood. 
The similar interpretation applies to S×Area, S×Age and S×Tenure.  
[5]: T×X is the multiplication of temporal effect matrix T and the variable of X where X represents Level, 
Area, Age or Tenure. It indicates the temporal lag of the variable. The similar interpretation applies to ST×X 
and TS×X that indicate the spatial (including same building and neighborhood)-temporal lags, the temporal-
spatial lags (including same building and neighborhood) of X separately. 
[6]: S×Y is the multiplication of spatial (including same building and neighborhood) effect matrix S and the 
dependent variable Y. It indicates the spatial lag of the dependent variable across building and neighborhood. 
The similar interpretation applies to T×Y, ST×Y, TS ×Y.  
[7]: It indicates the absolute median error. 
[8]: The definition of optimum order is given in Section 4.4. 
 
The results show that the first lag spatial autocorrelation is significantly reduced to 0.3886 
in OLS based on STAR model and 0.3735 in BSTAR model. But this is still considered as 
being high. This reflects that the original STAR model cannot capture the building effect 
efficiently. In fact, Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and 
Sirmans (2000) adopts a slower distance decaying scheme in their STAR model than the 
one used in this study and the figure of first lag autocorrelation could be higher. 10 
 
Figure 5.1 plots the mean of posterior distribution of v terms (reflect variances of 







                                                 
10 In these two papers, they use a different distance decaying process. They adopt (λ=0.75 and refers to 
the order of the spatial lags) as distance decaying factor. Obviously, this factor decreases slower in first few 
lags than process adopted in this study, which means that for first few lags, the prior neighboring units get 
less weights in estimation than in this study. Therefore, the autocorrelation value should be higher in the first 
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Figure 5.1 Posterior Mean of vi Estimates: BSTAR Model [1] 
 
Note:  
[1]: vi is defined in Section 4.5.2 and STAR model is introduced in Section 4.2. 
 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the significant outliers in estimations. This indicates the violation 
of the homoscedasticity assumption in OLS estimation, thus casting suspicion on the 
estimates and the inference from the OLS estimation.  
iv
 
Comparing these two sets of estimates, we find that most coefficients are significant with 
consistent sign, and the coefficients the four key variables (Level, Area, Age and Tenure) 
have the expected sign. For example, it is reasonable that the coefficient for level is 
positive, which means that higher level would add a price premium on housing unit.   
 
One point needs to note is that the coefficients for intercept and ST×Age in both the 
STAR and BSTAR models are insignificant. This may be due to the existence of high first 
order autocorrelation among the hedonic residuals, which causes statistic inference  
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unreliable because of the upper bias of the estimated variances of the coefficients as 
discussed in section 4.2.   
 
Furthermore, the variable, ST×level, which is significant under the OLS estimation 
(STAR), becomes insignificant in the Bayesian estimation (BSTAR). It implies that by 
taking account of the heteroscedasticity problem, the Bayesian model corrects the 
suspicious statistic inference from OLS.  In fact, after the Bayesian treatment of 
heteroscedasticity, it is shown that the Bayesian estimates produce smaller standard 
deviations, which means that the Bayesian estimates can produce more accurate statistical 
diagnoses or inferences. This finding is consistent to our Monte Carlo test result as in 
section 4.6.3. 
 
Meanwhile, it is observed that the 2R in the Bayesian estimation is somewhat lower, which 
is consistent with the heteroscedastic robustness of the model.11 In addition, the absolute 
mean error is also lower, which is also consistent with robust process because Bayesian 
model will downweight outlier observations (as explained in section 4.5.2) in the 
estimation, and therefore, try not to overfit model with outliers which appear to be 
heteroscedastic. 
 
5.2.3    Two Order Spatio-temporal Autoregressive Model (2STAR) 
We report the 2STAR estimates as well as the parsimonious form of the model (2PSTAR) 
under both the OLS estimation and the Bayesian estimation in Table 5.3. The posterior 
                                                 
11 It is obvious that OLS estimates should always produce the highest r-square and adjusted r-square 
compared with other estimates due to its least square property. Therefore, when other estimation process is 
adopted, both r-square and rbar-square would be lower.  
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mean of v (heteroscedasticity) estimates are presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 separately. i
 
Table 5.3 Two Order Spatio-temporal Autoregressive Model Estimates [1,2,3] 
Variables 2STAR 2BSTAR  2PSTAR 2PBSTAR   












































































































































W2T×Level[5] -0.0045** -0.0023**   
 






























TW ×Level  2 [5] 0.0012 0.0009* 
(0.0005) 
  
TW ×Area  2 [5] 0.0003** 
(0.0001) (0.0001) 
  
TW ×Age  2 [5] -0.0053** 
(0.0007) 
-0.0033**   























W T×Y  1 [6] -0.1707** 

























TW2×Y[6] -0.1717** -0.1125** 
(0.0080) 
  
























TS×Age[7]   -0.0078** -0.0042** 
(0.0126) 
 












TS×Y[7]   -0.2743** 
(  0.0134) 
-0.1723** 
(0.0088) 
2R  0.8925 0.8719 0.8919 0.8712 
SSE 1218.5 1451.8 1225.3 1459.4 
Median 
|error|[8] 
0.0663 0.0526 0.0662 0.0525 
First lag 
autocorrelation 
-0.0321 -0.1283 -0.0176 -0.12 
Akaike IC -3.7952 -3.6201 -3.7900 -3.6151 




q=16, p= 20 q= 16, p= 20 q=16, p=20 q=16 p= 20 
Number of 
draws in Gibbs 
Sampling 
N/A 9500  N/A 9500  
 r in Gibbs 
Sampling 
N/A 4 N/A 4 
Number of 
observations 
54282 54282 54282 54282 
Number of 
variables 
36 36 28 28 
Note:  
[1]: The dependent variable is Y=log (price), all variables are defined by Table 3.1 in chapter three. 2STAR 
model refers the equation 4.8 estimated by OLS, 2PSTAR model refers the equation 4.9 estimated by OLS, 
2BSTAR and 2PBSTAR refer to the 2STAR and 2PSTAR models estimated by Bayesian Robust Procedure 
as expressed in equation 4.22. 
[2]: The first 1000 observations (covering 1990 and the early part of 1991) were cut from the sample for 
prior validation of the spatial and temporal weight matrices.  
[3]: * denotes the Significance at 0.05 level; ** denotes the Significance at 0.01 level. The figure in 
parenthesis is the standard deviation of the estimated coefficient. 
[4]: W1×Level is the multiplication of building effect matrix W1 and the variable of “Level”. It indicates the 
spatial lag of the variable “Level” at building level. The similar interpretation applies to W1×Area, 
TW1×Level and TW1×Level. Tenure and age are omitted as within one building, all units have the same 
tenure and age, which may cause nearly perfect multicollinearity problem.  
[5]: T×X is the multiplication of temporal effect matrix T and the variable of X where X represents Level, 
Area, Age or Tenure. It indicates the temporal lag of the variable. The similar interpretation applies to  
W1T×X, TW2×X and W2 T×X that indicates the spatial (at building level)-temporal lags, the temporal-spatial 
lags (at neighborhood level) and the spatial-temporal lags (at neighborhood level) of X separately, where X 
represents Level, Area, Age or Tenure.  
[6]: W1×Y is the multiplication of building effect matrix W1 and the dependent variable Y. It indicates the 
spatial lag of the dependent variable at building level. The similar interpretation applies to W2×Y, T×Y, 
W1T×Y, W2T×Y, TW1×Y, TW2×Y.  
[7]: see the notes of [4] to [6]. 
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[8]: It indicates the absolute median error. 
[9]: The definition is given in Section 4.4.  
 
Figure 5.2 Posterior Mean of vi Estimates: 2BSTAR Model [1] 
 
Note:  
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Figure 5.3 Posterior Mean of vi Estimates: 2PBSTAR Model [1] 
 
Note:  
[1]: vi is defined in Section 4.5.2 and 2PSTAR model is introduced in Section 4.3. 
 
The benefits of two order spatio-temporal models are seen when the results in the 2STAR 
and parsimonious 2STAR models (Table 5.3) are compared with the STAR model (Table 
5.2). The two order spatio-temporal models have significantly reduced the first lag 
autocorrelations (in absolute value) to 0.1283 or lower in the Bayesian estimation and to 
0.0321 or lower in the OLS estimation, in comparison with the STAR model. The results 
above show the significance of spatial or spatio- temporal lags at building level and the 
2R s for both the 2STAR (2BSTAR) model and the 2PSTAR (2PBSTAR) model are 
higher than STAR (BSTAR) model, which reflect that additional information has been 
incorporated by splitting the spatial information into building and neighborhood effects. It 
also implies that the STAR model does not correctly identify the correlation structure of 
the hedonic residuals in the multi-unit residential market, and therefore, loses much useful 
information in the estimation. Meanwhile, consistent with the finding from the STAR 
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model, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 detect that the problem of heteroscedasticity exists in our 
dataset. However, when comparing the 2STAR and the 2PSTAR models with the 
appropriate Bayesian heteroscedastic robust models, we find that the first lag 
autocorrelations (in absolute value) become higher in the Bayesian model. This implies 
that there may be a trade off between the autocorrelation reduction and the Bayesian 
heteroscedastic robustness. Further explanation on this finding is given in Section 5.5.   
 
Based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwartz Criterion (SC), specifications 
in 2STAR and 2PSTAR model show significant advantage over STAR model.(Tables 5.2 
and 5.3) The selection between 2STAR model and 2PSTAR model may be difficult 
because both of these two criterions show preference to 2STAR mode as expressed by the 
slightly lower values of AIC and SC for 2STAR model. However, as discussed in section 
4.6, large sample size may cause these two criterions less sensitive to the change of degree 
of freedom and make them to be over-drived by model fit (higher 2R ).12 In our study, the 
parsimonious form of 2STAR (2PSTAR) shows satisfactory results with consistent 
parameter estimates. Although the 2R s are slightly lower than the respective 2STAR 
models, the absolute value of median mean and the auto correlations are slightly lower too. 
These imply that this parsimonious model performs equally well. Therefore, the following 
discussion will be based on 2PSTAR models in Table 5.3. 
                                                 
12 Following SC, if 2STAR model can produce a 2R of 0.8925 with 36 variables, a competitive model over 
2STAR must have no more than 8 variables with a 2R of 0.8919 or higher, which is obviously too stringent. 
The standard becomes more unrealistic under AIC because following this criterion, even a model with 
a 2R of 0.8919 with only 1 independent variable still can not bit the 2STAR model in model selection.  
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In a parsimonious two order spatio-temporal model, there are eight groups of independent 
variables.  
• The key independent variables X including Level, Area, Age and Tenure  
• The first order spatial lags of independent variables (W1×Level and W1×Area)  
• The second order spatial lags of independent variables (W2×X);  
• The temporal lags of independent variables (T×X) 
• The spatio-temporal interactive lags of independent variables (ST×X and TS×X)  
• The first order, second order spatial lags of dependent variables (W1×Y, W2×Y) 
• The temporal lag of dependent variable (T×Y) 
• The spatio-temporal interactive lags of dependent variables (ST×Y and TS×Y) 
Out of the above variables, the coefficients of X have clear economic meaning, while the 
coefficients of spatio-temporal lags of X and Y cannot be interpreted directly.  Consistent 
with the results from the STAR model, the coefficients of X (level, area, age and tenure) 
are significant with expected signs. Larger and higher level housing units will obviously 
fetch higher transaction prices while older and leasehold dwellings get lower prices.  
 
The coefficients of the building and neighborhood spatial lags of both independent 
variables (W1× X and W2× X) and dependent variables (W1× Y and W2× Y) are all 
significant. Similar findings are also found for the temporal lags.  
As for the spatio-temporal interactive terms, ST×Age and TS×Tenure are insignificant in 
the OLS model, but significant at 1% level in the 2PBSTAR Model. These seem to imply 
that by further removing autocorrelation in hedonic residuals, 2PBSTAR model corrects 
the invalid OLS statistical inference resulting from heteroscedasticity problem. Meanwhile, 
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TW2×Level in 2STAR model experiences the same result, which implies that the Bayesian 
estimation also correct the invalid OLS statistical inference resulting from the 
heteroscedasticity. 
 
5.3.    Comparison of Model Performance 
5.3.1    A Comparison of Model Fits 
We compare the statistical diagnoses across the seven models tested so far. The results are 
shown in Table 5.4.  
 
Table 5.4 Model Performance Comparison 
 Traditional 
OLS 
STAR BSTAR 2STAR 2BSTAR 2PSTAR 2PBSTAR 
2R  0.7359 0.8709 0.8606 0.8925 0.8719 0.8919 0.8712 
SSE 2990.5 1462.8 1580.5 1218.5 1451.8 1225.3 1459.4 
Median 
|error| 
0.1323 0.0820 0.0758 0.0663 0.0526 0.0662 0.0525 
AIC -2.8969 -3.6129 -3.5355 -3.7952 -3.6201 -3.7900 -3.6151 




49 25 25 36 36 28 28 
 
Consistent with Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and 
Sirmans (2000), we find significant improvement in the performance of the spatio-
temporal model over the traditional hedonic model using time indicator variables. In 
addition, we also find that the two order spatio-temporal models generally perform better 
than the original STAR model in the market for multi-unit family. In terms of the 
heteroscedasticity problem, the SSEs of the BSTAR, 2BSTAR and 2PBSTAR are reduced 
by 47.1%, 51.45 % and 51.2% respectively, as compared to their OLS part.  In addition, 
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comparing the three Bayesian models, the second order (2BSTAR) and the parsimonious 
(2PBSTAR) models show a reduction in the SSE over the BSTAR model by 8.2% and 
7.7% separately. 
 
In order to further examine the performance of the Bayesian robust models with the 
corresponding OLS spatio-temporal models, table 5.5 reports the error statistics of 
different models for comparison. 
 
Table 5.5 In-sample Error Statistics 
 STAR BSTAR 2STAR 2BSTAR 2PSTAR 2PBSTAR
Minimum -2.0870 -2.9570 -1.9521 -3.1214 -1.9540 -3.1004 
1% -0.5196 -0.5646 -0.4486 -0.5328 -0.4496 -0.5338 
5% -0.2532 -0.2597 -0.2115 -0.2032 -0.2117 -0.2037 
10% -0.1748 -0.1795 -0.1451 -0.1260 -0.1446 -0.1260 
25% -0.0740 -0.0779 -0.0627 -0.0528 -0.0630 -0.0527 
50% 0.0110 0.0011 0.0045 -0.0004 0.0041 -0.0005 
75% 0.0885 0.0743 0.0693 0.0524 0.0695 0.0523 
90% 0.1716 0.1525 0.1458 0.1251 0.1467 0.1262 
95% 0.2331 0.2123 0.2090 0.1994 0.2098 0.2006 
99% 0.3701 0.3577 0.3917 0.4541 0.3932 0.4588 
Maximum 1.0349 0.9960 1.0939 2.2401 1.0918 2.2295 
Median |error| 0.0820 0.0758 0.0663 0.0526 0.0662 0.0525 
Mean |error| 0.1133 0.1101 0.0975 0.0915 0.0978 0.0917 
Variables 25 25 36 36 28 28 
 
From table 5.5 we find that the median and mean absolute errors of the Bayesian models 
are consistently lower. For example, comparing with the STAR, 2STAR and 2PSTAR 
models, the median absolute errors in the BSTAR, 2BSTAR and 2PBSTAR models are 
reduced by 7.57%, 20.67% and 20.7% respectively. In addition, the percentile statistics of 
error terms show that, from 5% to 95% of the error distribution, the estimation errors in 
2BSTAR and 2PBSTAR models are consistently smaller than those in appropriate OLS 
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models. It means that Bayesian approach effectively detects heteroscedastic observations 
and downweight them in estimation. Therefore, for most of the data (90% in our study), 
Bayesian approach will give more accurate estimations than OLS in spite of lower 2R  
because it does not overfit outlier observations and thus produces estimators that are more 
consistent with the overall pattern of the data.    
 
5.3.2    Autocorrelation Reduction 
The most significant improvement of two order spatio-temporal model is the reduction of 
first lag autocorrelation as shown in Table 5.6.   
 
Table 5.6 Pairwise Autocorrelation of the Residuals 
 Traditional 
OLS 
STAR BSTAR 2STAR 2BSTAR 2PSTAR 2PBSTAR
1st Lag 0.7595 0.3866 0.3735 -0.0321 -0.1283 -0.0176 -0.1200 
2nd Lag  0.4433 0.0126 -0.0126 0.0373 0.0411 0.0342 0.0396 
3rd Lag  0.3966 0.0298 0.0375 0.039 0.041 0.0355 0.0401 
4th Lag  0.3051 -0.003 -0.0068 0.0314 0.0365 0.0286 0.0356 
5th Lag  0.343 0.0198 0.0325 0.0419 0.0359 0.0386 0.0349 
6th Lag  0.222 -0.0101 -0.0063 0.0197 0.0209 0.0172 0.0200 
7th Lag  0.2296 0.0063 0.0112 0.0161 0.0189 0.0154 0.0186 
8th Lag  0.2075 -0.0331 -0.0227 0.0017 0.0115 0.0019 0.0121 
9th Lag  0.1872 -0.0267 -0.0180 0.0094 0.0151 0.0089 0.0156 
10th Lag  0.1841 -0.0184 -0.0096 0.0065 0.0150 0.0083 0.0165 
11th Lag  0.1481 -0.0358 -0.0221 -0.0091 0.0041 -0.0099 0.0043 
12th Lag  0.1478 0.0018 -0.0012 0.0039 0.0111 0.0044 0.0116 
13th Lag  0.1298 0.0205 0.0255 0.0148 0.0111 0.0131 0.0098 
14th Lag  0.1317 -0.0098 0.0084 0.0013 0.0089 0.0024 0.0092 
15th Lag 0.1436 -0.0168 -0.0123 -0.0034 -0.0019 -0.0029 -0.0016 
16th Lag 0.136 0.0338 0.0382 0.0164 0.0167 0.0144 0.016 
 
One interesting finding from the table is that, in the traditional OLS model, the second lag 
of auto correlation is about 0.4433 that is much lower than the first lag, and is close to the 
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first lag of autocorrelation estimated in the market for single family (see, Pace, Barry, 
Clapp and Rodriquez, 1998). In the multi unit residential market, the second lag of 
autocorrelation reflects the neighborhood effect, equivalent to the first lag in the market 
for single family. Therefore, the finding actually implies the importance of the building 
effect. It is apparent that the two order spatio-temporal model incorporates the spatial 
information better when explaining house prices in the context of a multi-unit residential 
market. Although both the STAR and 2STAR models effectively reduce the pair wise 
correlation from the second lag of autocorrelation and onward, the correlation for the 
STAR model in the first lag is still high (0.3866). In fact, in this study we use a very fast 
distance declining process which means the weights to the first lagged spatial observations 
are higher, yet the pairwise correlation still cannot be fully accounted for in the STAR 
model. However, after we split the spatial effects into the building and neighborhood 
components, the correlation declines significantly, as can be seen in the outcome of the 
2STAR and 2PSTAR models.  
 
5.4    Model Comparison on Ex-sample Performance  
 
Based on the transaction data in 2000, we run the various spatio-temporal models 
introduced in this study to examine the ex-sample performance of the models. Summary 
statistics of various models’ ex-sample performances are reported in table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 EX-sample Performance Statistics 
 STAR BSTAR 2STAR 2BSTAR 2PSTAR 2PBSTAR
Ex-sample 2R  0.8519 0.8435 0.8687 0.8464 0.8641 0.8415 
Median |error| 0.0914 0.0836 0.0736 0.0655 0.0721 0.0658 
Mean |error| 0.1256 0.1218 0.1078 0.1060 0.1080 0.1073 
Variables 25 25 36 36 28 28 
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Both 2STAR and 2PSTAR models produce higher ex-sample 2R than STAR model, which 
reflects that two order spatio-temporal model performs better than traditional one in ex-
sample prediction. The lower ex-sample 2R in Bayesian models than OLS may be 
attributed to the potential influence of heteroscedastic outliers in data. Consistent with the 
in-sample finding, Bayesian models produce smaller median and mean absolute error 
when compared with appropriate OLS models. Finally, it is not surprising that 2BSTAR 
and 2PBSTAR model again produce smaller median and mean absolute error than BSTAR 
model (about 13% reduction).  
 
5.5    Further Examination of Heteroscedasticity Robustness and 
         Autocorrelation Reduction  
       
When comparing the performance of the Bayesian robust models with the corresponding 
OLS models, we find that the median absolute error of the Bayesian models is consistently 
lower. For example, in table 5.4, for the STAR, 2STAR and 2PSTAR models, the median 
absolute errors in the Bayesian models are reduced by 7.57%, 20.67% and 20.7% 
respectively than their OLS counterpart. This shows that the Bayesian models are not 
affected by the outlier observations and thus produce estimators that are more consistent 
with the overall pattern of the data.   
 
Another point to note from the outcome is that, when implementing the Bayesian 
estimation, the first lag of autocorrelation actually increases to more than 0.12 in both the 
2STAR and 2PSTAR models. The possible reason may be due to the robust estimating 
process. In a multi-unit residential market where there is high product homogeneity, it is 
very likely that when outlier observations appear, the Bayesian estimates will not only 
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down-weight the outlier observations, it may also down-weight all the observations in the 
same building simultaneously, which makes the first lag autocorrelation higher than that 
of OLS estimation. To explore this issue, we select two buildings in our dataset and plot 
the posterior vi estimates of the 2STAR model with the Bayesian estimation in Figure 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.4 Posterior Mean of vi Estimates Sorted by Two Buildings[1] 
 
Note:  
[1]: vi is defined in section 4.5.2. 
 
The first 68 observations which are plotted as blue curve in Figure 5.4 are from Building 
A while the remaining observations plotted in green are from Building B. The posterior vi 
estimates show that the data from Building A has a significant heteroscedasticity problem 
while the data from Building B are more consistent with the overall pattern.  
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To further explore this problem, we randomly select ten buildings from the dataset and 
plot their posterior estimates of vi in 2STAR model in figure 5.5. In order to identify, 
every instantaneous change of color means a movement of vi estimates from one building 
to another. 
 
Figure 5.5 Posterior Mean of vi Estimates Sorted by Ten Buildings[1] 
 
Note:  
[1]: vi is defined in section 4.5.2. 
 
Consistent with figure 5.4, we find that within each building, the vi estimates appear to be 
more similar with each other than those between the different buildings. Therefore, in the 
estimation, the Bayesian model may set similar weight to most observations from one 
building simultaneously, as a result, generating the spatial correlations among the 
observations in one building and thereby producing a higher first lag autocorrelation 
among the residuals related to this building. Thus, there seems to be a trade-off between 
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heteroscedasticity robustness and incorporation of spatial information in the model 
estimation. 
 
5.6    Summary 
This chapter applies the 2STAR and 2PSTAR(as well as 2BSTAR and 2PBSTAR) models 
to Singapore condominium transaction data from 1991 to 2000. The analyses conclude 
that both spatio-temporal autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity problems are prevalent in 
real estate data. The empirical results show that both building effect and neighborhood 
effect prove to be significant in a multi-unit residential market. Meanwhile, in a multi unit 
residential market, the performance of the two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model 
is much better than the traditional hedonic model using time indicator variables and the 
original spatio-temporal autoregressive model because it incorporates more spatial 
information into the model, thus outperforms the models originally developed in the 
market for single family. This implies that the specification of the spatio-temporal model 
should consider the physical market structure as it determines the spatial process.  
 
From the posterior estimates of heteroscedastic residuals, the study finds that the Bayesian 
estimation method can efficiently detect and correct heteroscedasticity, indicating that the 
Bayesian estimation method is more suitable for estimating real estate hedonic function 
than the conventional Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation. By examining the 
pairwise correlations of spatio-temporal lagged residuals, it is also found that there may be 
a trade off between heteroscedastic robustness and the incorporation of spatial information 
in model implementation because in the estimation, the Bayesian model may identify and 
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down-weight heteroscedastic observations from one building simultaneously, generating 
the common spatial information from the observations within one building, which causes 
the first order correlation among residuals to be higher. 
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Chapter 6 
HOUSING PRICE DYNAMICS OF SINGAPORE 
CONDOMINIUM MARKET AT DISAGGREGATE LEVEL 
 
6.1    Introduction 
This chapter is aimed at uncovering the price dynamics of the Singapore condominium 
market at disaggregate level, and building specific indices are derived by 2PSTAR model 
against Bayesian estimation.  
 
Similar to Pace, Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) in  single-family market, the 
specification of  two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model adopts the spatial and 
temporal lags of each transaction in the sample, which can create a spatial price surface 
that evolves over time in the multi-unit residential market. As pointed by Pace, Barry, 
Clapp and Rodriquez (1998), this kind of spatio-temporal filtering process has the 
advantage that at any point on the spatial surface it is easy to separate out an index over 
time and for any given point in time it is easy to separate out a spatial price surface. 
 
To further address the procedure of constructing building specific price indices, the 
parsimonious form of 2STAR model (2PSTAR) is used. Re-write 2PSTAR at a given 
location as (see equation 4.9 in Chapter 4): 
 























At any location and a given time, is the estimated housing price. And the 
building effect matrix W averages the values in the same building (if there are no 
units sold before, the units in the nearest building are used as proxy) for previously sold 
housing units before time t.  Similarly, the neighborhood effect matrixW averages 





th nearest building to the 16th nearest 
building) sold before time t. As time passes, the entries in the rows of W and 
change as nearby housing units are sold or housing units become too old (not 
the latest three transactions in the referred building). The temporal weight matrix 
contains nonzero entries for the nearest 20 housing units recently sold before time t. 
Therefore, T  provides the average price of twenty housing units immediately before 







  represents the typical housing attributes of the hypothesized unit uses in index 
construction (in this study, we adopt the average of housing attributes in data, which is a 
standard freehold housing unit with the average size (139.65 sqm), age (1.185 years) and 
level (7.19). The value appreciation over the time is calculated and converted into indices. 
In theory, the model is feasible to construct indices against any time period. However, to 
make our indices comparable with the official published index (URA index), quarterly 
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indices are constructed. Specially, the mid day of each quarter is chosen as the sample date 
for the index point for that quarter. 
 
Section 6.2 examines the disaggregate price dynamics across housing submarkets. Section 
6.3 illustrates the existence of building effect and neighborhood effect using building 
specific price indices. Finally, section 6.4 further discusses the problem of transaction 
frequency and its influence on building specific housing price index construction.  
 
6.2    The Price Dynamics across Housing Submarkets 
Against the submarket structure identified by Tu, Sun and Yu (2003), we arbitrarily select 
one building from each submarket. For example, building 1 comes from submarket 1 and 
building 2 comes from submarket 2, etc. In total, there are eighteen buildings selected and 
separate price index for each building is derived. Table 6.1 in appendix C presents the 
project name and relevant information of each building. All selected buildings started their 
first sale at the early of 1990s in data, and each building has more than 45 transactions 
across index period so as to ensure there are enough observations to construct reliable 
index. Most of these buildings (except 3 of them) come from newly developed projects 
since 1990s.  
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Map 6.1 The Locations of the 18 Selected Buildings 
 
 
For the eighteen selected buildings, the prices of the hypothetical housing unit are 
estimated on a quarterly basis. The price appreciation rates are used to derive indices 
related to the hypothetical housing unit, which is used to proxy the building related indices. 
For comparison, we also plot the URA Residential Price Index, which is produced by the 
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), the statutory body responsible for the urban 
planning and development of Singapore. Table 6.2 in appendix C presents the index 
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Figure 6.1 plots the indices of eighteen selected buildings.  
 
































































[1]: URA index is the official condominium price index.   
 
Clearly, the eighteen indices do not move in tandem with each other nor with the URA 
Condominium Price Index.  The indices for buildings from submarkets 1& 2, which are 
located in the Central Area are more consistent with the URA index. However, also within 
the Central Area, the index for building from submarket 5 is less volatile. This could be 
due to the special location factors that are related with the selected building. Further, the 
building from submarket 10, a residential area that is relatively isolated and few projects 
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were developed there. Thus, the price tends to be more suppressed as a result, as reflected 
in the index. This phenomenon may reflect the impacts of less transaction frequency on 
index construction, which will be further discussed in section 6.4.  
 
The different dynamic paths across submarkets prove that the location (the combination of 
building and neighborhood effect) does have a strong influence on housing price over time, 
and it will be seriously biased if we use the aggregate price index to proxy the dynamic 
pattern of individual building and project across metropolitan area. The specific building 
level price index provides a clearer picture of the price levels as it takes into account both 
the building and neighborhood effects.  As both building and neighborhood effects can be 
separately accounted for over time, the indices constructed based on the two order spatio-
temporal autoregressive model are able to provide a more accurate analysis of the price 
dynamics. This will help appraisers and investors to better predict the price movements of 
a particular building rather than using a general index as a proxy. 
  
6.3    Evidence of Building and Neighborhood Effects  
This section examines the evidence of building and neighborhood effect using building 
specific price indices. In particular, we use the estimated 2PBSTAR model to derive the 
building specific price indices for all buildings within same condominium project. We 
select three projects from three submarkets and each of them has more at least four 
buildings within project. Table 6.3 in appendix C presents the information of three 
projects. From this table we can see that all the three projects were developed since early 
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1990s, and most of the buildings have at least 65 transactions (except 2 buildings in Parc 
Oasis) across index period.  
 
Map 6.2 is the location distribution of the selected condominium projects. The three 
projects belong to three different submarkets. Two of them locate in the west part of 
Singapore and the other one locate in east part of Singapore. 
 
Map 6.2 The Locations of the 3 Selected Projects 
 
 
Table 6.4a to table 6.4c in appendix C present the index values of different projects. And 
figure 6.2a to figure 6.2c plot the building indices of each project separately.  
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1994. 
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1998. 
 
 
By examining the price dynamics across the different buildings within one condo project, 
we can find some meaningful conclusions. First, on the whole, buildings within the same 
project tend to show some extent of similar dynamic trend. For example, in West Bay, all 
price indices appear to be stable before the middle of 1995. They then share a significant 
increment of price in 1996 and subsequently the prices become stable again. Findings of 
similar dynamic trend can also be found in the other two projects. This is not surprising 
since within each project all buildings share the same neighborhood specifics and facilities. 
Market movements of one neighborhood tend to influence the dynamic trend of prices 
across all building blocks in the same area, which shows a clear evidence of neighborhood 
effect as traditionally discussed. Second, the buildings within the same project do show 
different price dynamic paths. In West Bay, for example, buildings 2, 3 and 4 experienced 
much higher price appreciation than building 1 and 5 during 1996. Although they all show 
an increasing trend in 1996, the extent of increase proves to be much different. In Parc 
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Oasis, the inconsistence on price dynamic paths among the buildings appears to be more 
obvious. The different price dynamics can also be found in the buildings of Sims Ville. 
Obviously, the different price dynamic paths across the building blocks in one project 
reflect the existence of building effects. Other things being equal, the blocks with better 
orientation, view or layout will command a premium over other blocks in the same 
condominium. One thing needs to be noted is that the premium fetched may change over 
time. For example, the buyer’s housing preference for the building related characteristics 
may change over time, which may cause building effect non-constant across time. 
 
In addition, the buildings within one project show different dynamic patterns between the 
pre-sale period and the after-TOP period. For example, in Parc Oasis (figure 6.2b), the 
indices of the ten building blocks show different price movements before and after the 
TOP. During the presale period (between 1993 and 1996), the price movements are very 
close, however, the price movements show a drastic difference after the TOP date in the 
late 1996. Similar findings can also be found from West Bay (figure 6.2a). For example, 
during the presale period (between 1991 and 1994), the price movements of five buildings 
are almost the same, however, the prices show a drastic difference after the TOP date in 
the late 1994, where the price levels of  buildings 2, 3 and 4 appear to be much higher than 
the other two. The reason of this phenomenon may be that, during the presale period, 
condominium developers do not fully capitalize the building effect into housing price and 
hence the price premiums set for the different buildings within the same project don’t 
reflect the true price differences. However, after the TOP date, the physical existence of 
building helps both the developers and the consumers to identify the special characteristics 
of each building, which are attributed to the building effect and capitalized into the 
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housing prices. Although the price dynamic patterns before and after the TOP show less 
difference in Sims Ville (figure 6.2c), it may be due to the late top-date that is at the end of 
1998, which causes after the TOP period too short to be examined reasonably.  
 
In order to further identify the existence of the different dynamic patterns for the buildings 
between the pre-sale and the after-TOP periods, we select all projects which have more 
than four buildings within the project and where each building has more than twenty 
transactions. To be more comparable, the TOP dates of these projects should be between 
1994 and 1996. The reason for setting these criteria is because we want to ensure that the 
time periods for both the pre-sale and the after-Top are sufficiently long and also to have 
enough buildings and observations to compare. Including the two projects that have been 
reported before (West Bay and Parc Oasis), there are ten projects that fit the criteria, and 
the total number of buildings in these projects is 64. Tables and figures in appendix D 
report the detailed information as well as the derived indices for the buildings in the other 
eight projects. In overall, the buildings within all of the ten projects show somewhat 
different price dynamic patterns. Except BT Regency and Orchid Park, the buildings in the 
other eight projects also show similar price dynamic patterns during the pre-sale period 
than during the after-TOP period. The phenomena strengthens the finding that, before the 
TOP date, the price dynamics are largely affected by the developers’ pricing scheme that 
may not fully reflect the impact of building effect, after the TOP date, the price dynamics 
is determined by the market demand and supply. Therefore, the different dynamic patterns 
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Although further studies need to be carried out to examine the developers’ pricing 
behavior, the fact that individual buildings exhibit different price movements over time 
proves the existence of building effect in a multi-unit housing market. With further 
empirical analysis, the specific index for the individual building block can be a useful 
analytical tool to determine the building effects on the market value of the property. 
 
6.4   The Impact of Less Transaction Frequency on Building Specific  
        Housing Price Index Construction 
Most indices derived so far have relative large transaction numbers (more than 50) in the 
affiliated buildings except for two buildings in Parc Oasis (with 20 transactions). In order 
to examine the impact of less transaction frequency on the housing price index, we 
selected five building blocks with the number of transactions less than 15 during the last 
ten years. Table 6.5 in appendix C presents the information of the five selected buildings. 
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Map 6.3 The Locations of the 5 Selected Buildings 
 
 
Table 6.6 in appendix C presents the index values of the five buildings. The indices are 
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[1]: URA index is the official condominium price index.   
 
 
For the buildings with fewer transactions, the price indices portray a somewhat different 
pattern than those with more transactions.  In general, the indices for the buildings with 
less frequent transactions appear to be much less volatile than those with more 
transactions. It is not surprising because with fewer transactions within one building, less 
updated information on building effect can be incorporated across time. Therefore, W1 
matrix in equation (6.1) tends to be constant over time, which causes the price indices less 
volatile. In addition, the indices could be more suppressed if the less transaction frequency 
problem appears not only in a specific building, but also in the buildings in neighborhood 
of it. If it is the case, entries in both W1 and W2 in equation (6.1) would tend to be constant 
and then produce a rather stable estimated price over time, which may not be able to 
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6.5    Summary 
Based on the 2PBSTAR model, this chapter performs a large number of simulations to 
derive price indices at the individual building level. A number of interesting findings can 
be found from these indices. First, the study finds that the condominium projects in the 
different submarkets exhibit price movements which are not identical. In addition, the 
indices for the individual buildings in the same condominium also show different dynamic 
paths, which confirms the existence of building effect in a multi-unit residential market. 
Second, by examining the various dynamic paths of buildings within the projects, we find 
the different price dynamic patterns for the buildings during the pre-sale and the after-TOP 
periods. During the pre-sale period, real estate developers may not have fully capitalize 
the building effect in the housing prices and therefore, causing prices among the buildings 
to be more homogeneous and to obviate from their market prices. Third, we also find that 
the transaction frequency does influence the estimated dynamic paths of the disaggregate 
price indices. Fewer transactions may introduce a “smooth effect” into the price index and 
detriment its accuracy.  
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Chapter 7 
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1    Summary of Main Findings 
By splitting the spatial effects into building and neighborhood effects, this thesis 
introduces a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model (2STAR) with the 
consideration of the heteroscedasticity problem arising from the nature of the data. Both 
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and Bayesian estimations are adopted in this study. The 
methodology is applied to the Singapore condominium transaction data between 1991 and 
2000 and building specific price indices in this period are derived to examine the dynamic 
pattern of the market at disaggregate level. 
 
The thesis begins with a review of previous work on housing price analysis which forms 
the background for this study. From the literature review, we find that there are some 
issues that have not been addressed sufficiently in the current literature: 
1) In the literature of spatial and spatio-temporal models, few studies have explicitly 
examined the potential differences between the single-family market and the multi-unit 
market on the spatial correlation generating process in housing price.  
2) Despite a plethora of studies on the hedonic housing price index construction, few of 
them attempt to derive a methodology to construct a location specific disaggregate price 
index in addition to the traditional aggregate index. 
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3) Most studies on heteroscedasticity in housing data tend to link this problem to some 
identifiable factors such as age, external area, etc. However, location is also a reason to 
cause heteroscedasticity problem. And it is not clear in the literature on how to specify 
space-related heteroscedasticity in the modeling process and to produce heteroscedastic 
robust estimates of coefficients in this case. There is also no research that has been done to 
examine the pattern of heteroscedasticity in a multi-unit housing market.  
4) In Singapore, few attempts have been made to study housing price dynamics using 
spatial modeling technique.  
 
To fill in the gaps, we derive a two order spatio-temporal model for a multi-unit 
residential market. The model serves as a contribution to both international and local 
literature. 
 
Following the literature review, chapter 3 provides an overview of the Singapore 
condominium market. The historical development and price dynamics of the Singapore 
condominium market over the past three decades is first presented. In addition, the 
structure of the Singapore condominium market is discussed. A new submarket structure 
proposed by Tu, Sun and Yu (2003) is used, and to support the evidence of spatial 
autocorrelation and the heterogeneity of housing prices. Finally, the database of this study 
is discussed in detail. The descriptive statistics of the research data confirm the previous 
findings on spatial autocorrelation and heterogeneity of housing prices. In addition, the 
findings also imply that a special kind of building effect may exist in the multi-unit 
residential market, which encourages us to construct a special model to identify this effect 
in the study. 
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The research methodology adopted in this study is presented in chapter 4 and it can be 
summarized as a two order spatial-temporal autoregressive model (2STAR).  The reason 
for introducing this two order model is because of the special nature of the data in a multi-
unit residential market. We argue that in a multi-unit residential market, there are two 
kinds of spatial effects which influence the transaction price of the housing units. One is 
the building effect and the other is the neighborhood effect. The building effect does not 
exist in the market for single-family homes; however, in a multi unit residential market, 
where units in the same building have nearly the same location characteristics, it is 
necessary to take a separate treatment and to incorporate more building information based 
on the prior transactions in the same building. We attempt this point by developing a two 
order model which explicitly considers the building effect and neighborhood effect 
separately in model. In addition, a heteroscedastic robust model using Bayesian approach 
is adopted in this study. A unique advantage of this model is that instead of identifying the 
generating process of heteroscedasticity, which may have a great danger of 
misspecification, we can estimate the heteroscedastic values directly from the posterior 
estimates from data. And this model is very suitable in examining space-related 
heteroscedasticity because in this case, it is not clear on how to specify heteroscedasticity 
generating process across space. 
 
The research methods presented in chapter 4 is then applied to Singapore condominium 
transaction data from 1991 to 1999 in chapter 5. The analyses conclude that both spatial 
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity problems are prevalent in our data. The major 
findings include: 
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1) In a multi-unit residential market, a two order spatio-temporal autoregressive model 
incorporates more spatial information into the model, thus outperforming the models 
originally developed in the market for single family. 
 
The empirical results from the OLS and the Bayesian estimates of 2STAR and 2PSTAR 
model show that both the building effect and the neighborhood effect prove to be 
significant in a multi-unit residential market. The coefficients for the building and 
neighborhood effects are significant at 1% level in both the OLS and the Bayesian 
heteroscedastic robust model. The performance of the two order spatio-temporal 
autoregressive model is also much better than the traditional hedonic model using time 
indicator variables and the original spatio-temporal autoregressive model. This implies 
that the specification of the spatio-temporal model should consider the physical market 
structure as it determines the spatial process.  
 
2) There is a serious heteroscedasticity problem in real estate data which needs to be 
explicitly modeled, and the Bayesian estimation method can efficiently detect and correct 
this problem. 
 
From the posterior estimates of the variances of the hedonic residuals, the study finds that 
the Bayesian estimation method can efficiently detect and correct heteroscedasticity. 
When comparing the performance of the Bayesian robust models with the corresponding 
OLS models, we find that the median absolute error of the Bayesian models is consistently 
lower. This shows that the Bayesian models are not affected by the outlier observations 
and thus produce estimators that are more consistent with the overall pattern of the data. In 
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addition, consistent with the property of robust estimator, after the Bayesian treatment, the 
model produces smaller standard deviations on estimated coefficients, which means that 
the Bayesian estimates can produce more accurate statistical diagnoses or inferences. All 
these findings indicate that Bayesian estimation method is more suitable for estimating 
hedonic function than the conventional Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation. 
 
3) There is a trade off between heteroscedastic robustness and the incorporation of spatial 
information in model implementation in a multi-unit residential market.  
 
By examining the pairwise correlations of spatial lagged residuals, it is also found that 
there may be a trade off between the heteroscedastic robustness and the incorporation of 
spatial information in model implementation because in the estimation, the Bayesian 
model may identify and downweight heteroscedastic observations from one building 
simultaneously, leaving out the common spatial information from the observations within 
the building, which causes the first order correlation among the residuals higher. 
 
In chapter 6, based on the empirical model estimated in this study, a substantial amount of 
simulations are conducted to derive price indices at the individual building level. There 
are many interesting findings that can be found from these indices. First, from indices of 
buildings selected from the different submarket as proposed by Tu, Sun and Yu (2003), 
the study finds that different condominium projects in different submarkets exhibit price 
movements which are not identical. The specific indices for individual buildings in the 
same condominium also show different dynamic paths in price, which confirm the 
existence of building effect in a multi-unit residential market. All these results imply that 
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investments in residential properties do not similarly enjoy the kind of market return as 
shown in the overall URA Index.  In fact, the return for an investment is specific not only 
for a submarket, but also specific to a particular building in this submarket. The significant 
differences of price indices across the various buildings and submarkets show that the 
spatio-temporal models can capture the variation of property prices better and track the 
timing of capital gains and losses that the investors may accrue on spatially distributed 
properties more accurately. These results may also have significant implications in 
modeling other types of real estate prices where strata title transactions dominate, such as 
the strata titled office market. Second, by examining the various dynamic paths of the 
buildings within the projects, we find that there is a significant disparity of price 
differences among buildings between the pre-sale and the after-TOP period. During the 
pre-sale period, real estate developers may not have capitalized the building effect into 
prices of the units correctly and hence, lead the housing prices among buildings to be 
more homogeneous. Third, we also find that transaction frequency does influence the 
estimated dynamic path of the disaggregate price index. Less frequent transactions may 
introduce a “smooth effect” into price index and detriment its accuracy. This phenomenon 
is similar with the valuation based price index, in which less updated market information 
can be incorporated and appraisers intend to rely on appraised values which may not fully 
reflect recent market movement.  
 
7.2    Research Contributions 
The major contributions of this thesis are as below. 
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From the modeling framework perspective, this study first introduces the concept of 
building effect in addition to neighborhood effect in a multi-unit residential market. Hence, 
this study extends the first order spatial-temporal filtering process proposed by Pace, 
Barry, Clapp and Rodriquez (1998) and Pace, Barry, Gilley and Sirmans (2000)  for 
single-family market to a second order spatial-temporal autoregressive model for multi-
unit residential market (2STAR), which explicitly considers the physical characteristics of 
the multi-unit housing market in price generating process. The empirical results prove the 
existence of the building effect. Compared with the STAR model, our 2STAR model 
removes more first lag spatial autocorrelations among the hedonic residuals and hence 
incorporates spatial information more efficiently when modeling housing prices. 
 
From the econometric perspective, this study first adopts a Bayesian heteroscedastic 
robust model in housing price research, which effectively detects the heteroscedastic 
observations in the data and correct them in model estimation. The posterior estimates of 
variance among the residuals show an obvious heteroscedasticity problem in the data. In 
addition, the median absolute error in Bayesian model is decreased by over 20% when 
comparing with the model estimated by OLS, which reflects that the Bayesian models do 
not overfit outlier observations and thus produce estimators that are more consistent with 
the overall pattern of the data.  
  
In view of the research scope, although it is well recognized that spatial statistics is well 
suited for housing price analysis, few attempts have been made to examine the 
disaggregate price dynamics using spatial modeling technique in Singapore. Therefore, 
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this study attempts to fill the gap and serve as a contribution to the international literature 
on this issue.  
 
Finally, the empirical findings of this study raise some interesting questions such as the 
potential trade-off between the heteroscedasticity robustness and the spatial 
autocorrelation reduction, the developers’ pricing behavior, the impact of less transaction 
frequency on housing price index construction, etc. All of these deserve further research. 
 
7.3    Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research 
One limitation of this study stems from the implementation of the Bayesian 
heteroscedastic robust model. In this model, we adopt a pre-set hyper-parameter r to 
control the strength of heteroscedastic robustness of the model. As explained in section 
4.5.2, different values of r in the prior distribution for the vi ’s constitute different 
hypothesis about the seriousness of heteroscedasticity problem in data and hence may 
affect the posterior estimations of coefficients. Although we adopt a medium strength 
value of 4 as suggested by LeSage (1999) in this study, it is more reasonable if we can try 
more values and compute the posterior odds ratios among different values from which we 
can select the most appropriate one. Geweke (1993) provides detailed information for 
computing this kind of posterior odds ratios. And further studies can be performed to 
compute this ratio using Monte Carlo integration methods. 
 
When specifying spatial weight matrix for the building effect and the neighborhood effect, 
we only examine two-dimensional spatial effects (physical distance between housing 
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units). However, whether it is possible to introduce “vertical spatial effects” appropriately 
in spatial weight matrix obviously deserves more attention in future research, especially in 
high-rise property market. For example, it is intuitive that housing units located in same 
floor or share the same orientation should have more homogeneous prices. And the issue 
of vertical spatial effect should be further examined. 
 
Finally, this study focuses more on spatio-temporal autocorrelation in housing prices. 
Spatial heterogeneity, as expressed by variation of coefficients throughout space, is not 
examined in this thesis. Therefore, further research can be done to incorporate spatial 
heterogeneity into this two order spatio-temporal model as an extension. 
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Appendix A 
FUNCTION FOR MONTE CARLO TEST OF BAYESIAN 
HETEROSCEDASTICITY ROBUST MODEL 
 
% y= 0.85 +1.38X1 -0.76 X2 + u 
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Appendix B 
MATLAB SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS FOR THIS STUDY 
 
Function 1: scoreq.m 
function q = scoreq(qmin,qmax,y,x,east,north) 
% PURPOSE: evaluates cross-validation score for optimal temporal q(with spatial tie) in 
gwr 
%          based on tricube weighting 
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% USAGE: score = scoreq(qmin,qmax,y,x,east,north); 
% where: qmin = minimum # nearest neighbors to use in CV search 
%        qmax = maximum # nearest neighbors to use in CV search      
%        y    = dependent variable 
%        x = matrix of explanatory variables 
%     east = longitude (x-direction) coordinates 
%    north = lattitude (y-direction) coordinates 
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% RETURNS: q = # of nearest temporal neighbors that minimum the score 
%              function           
% written by: Sun Hua with reference on LeSage (1999) 
 
[n k] = size(x); res = zeros(n,1); 
qgrid = qmin:qmax; 
nq = length(qgrid); 
wt = zeros(n,nq);  
order=east(1,1); 
for jj=2:n 
            if isempty(find(east(1:jj-1,1)==east(jj,1)))==1 
               order(end+1,1)=east(jj,1); 
               if length(order)>qmax+1 
                   break; 
               end 
           end 
end 
 
for iter = jj:n; 
 dx = east(1:iter-1,1) - east(iter,1); 
 dy = north(1:iter-1,1) - north(iter,1); 
 d = (dx.*dx + dy.*dy); 
        newdist=sort(d); 
        uniqdist=newdist(1,1); 
        dd=length(d); 
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         % sort distance to find q nearest neighbors 
         ds = sort(d); 
  for jj=2:dd 
            if newdist(jj,1)~=newdist(jj-1,1) 
               uniqdist(end+1,1)=newdist(jj,1); 
            end 
         end 
         dmax = uniqdist(qmin:qmax+1,1);  
         for j=1:nq; 
          if dmax(j,1)==0 
          nzip = find(d <= dmax(j,1)); 
          wt(nzip,j) = (1-(d(nzip,1)/(dmax(j,1)+0.1)).^3).^3;    
          else 
              for vv=1:j 
              j1=find(d==dmax(vv,1)); 
              k=length(j1); 
            % when vv is larger than 4, we regard them all as 4 and divided them by 4. 
                if vv>=4 
                vvv=4; 
                else 
                vvv=vv; 
                end 
                  for ii=1:k 
                     wt(j1,j)=((1-(d(j1(ii,1),1)/dmax(j+1,1))^3)^3)/vvv; 
                  end  
              end 
             wt(iter,j) = 0.0; 
          end; % end of j loop 
          end; 
for j=1:nq; 
% computational trick to speed things up  
% use wt non-zero to pull out y,x observations 
nzip = find(wt(:,j) > 0); 
ys = y(nzip,1).*sqrt(wt(nzip,j)); 
xs = matmul(x(nzip,:),sqrt(wt(nzip,j))); 
bi=xs\ys; 
% compute predicted values 
yhat = x(iter,:)*bi; 
% compute residuals  
res(iter,j) = y(iter,1) - yhat; 
end; % end of for j loop over q-values 
end; % end of for iter loop 
 
tmp = res.*res; 
score = sum(tmp); 
[smin sind] = min(score); 
q = qgrid(sind); 
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Function 2: scoret.m 
function t = scoret(qmin,qmax,y,x) 
% PURPOSE: evaluates cross-validation score for optimal t  
%           
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% USAGE: score = scoreq(qmin,qmax,y,x,east,north); 
% where: qmin = minimum # nearest neighbors to use in CV search 
%        qmax = maximum # nearest neighbors to use in CV search      
%        y    = dependent variable 
%        x = matrix of explanatory variables 
%      
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
% RETURNS: t = # of nearest neighbors that minimum the score function           
% written by: Sun Hua 
 
 
[n k] = size(x); res = zeros(n,1); 
d = zeros(n,1); 
qgrid = qmin:10:qmax; 
nq = length(qgrid); 
wt = zeros(n,nq);  
for iter = (qmax+1):n; 
         for j=1:nq; 
   nzip = (iter-(qmin+10*(j-1))):iter-1; 
          wt(nzip,j) = 1; 
   wt(iter,j) = 0.0; 
         end; % end of j loop 
for j=1:nq; 
% computational trick to speed things up  
% use wt non-zero to pull out y,x observations 
nzip = find(wt(:,j) > 0); 
ys = y(nzip,1).*sqrt(wt(nzip,j)); 
xs = matmul(x(nzip,:),sqrt(wt(nzip,j))); 
bi=xs\ys; 
% compute predicted values 
yhat = x(iter,:)*bi; 
% compute residuals  
res(iter,j) = y(iter,1) - yhat; 
end; % end of for j loop over q-values 
end; % end of for iter loop 
 
tmp = res.*res; 
score = sum(tmp); 
[smin sind] = min(score); 
q = qgrid(sind); 
 
 





% Purpose: to compute tricube weighting temporal-based spatial matrix (with spatial tie) 
for combine spatial weight matrix S and building effect matrix W1 
% Note: each spatial lag only selects latest three transactions as reference. 
%------------------------------------------------- 
% east:latitude or x-coordiante 
% north:longitude or y-coordinate 
% order: the number of nearest observations 
% W: (optional) user options: number by number zeros matrix 

















    TT=sparse(zeros(5000,5000)); 
    TTT=sparse(zeros(triv,triv)); 
     for ii=2:main 
     T(end+1:end+5000,:)=TT; 
     end 
     tt=T; 
     for jj=2:main 
     T(:,end+1:end+5000)=tt; 
     end 
        TT=[T;Trow]; 
        T=[TT Ttriv]; 
        W=T; 
        clear T; 
        clear TT; 
        clear TTT; 
        clear Ttriv; 
        clear Trow; 
        clear tt; 
        clear jj; 
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        clear ii; 
        clear main; 
        clear triv; 
        clear a; 
        clear c; 




            if isempty(find(east(1:jj-1,1)==east(jj,1)))==1 
               ord(end+1,1)=east(jj,1); 
               if length(ord)>order 
                   break; 
               end 




        xc=east; 
        yc=north; 
        xi=east(i,1); 
        yi=north(i,1); 
        dist1=zeros(number,1); 
        for st=1:number 
            dist1(st,1) = sqrt((xc(st,1)-xi).*(xc(st,1)-xi) + (yc(st,1)-yi).*(yc(st,1)-yi)); 
        end 
        dist=dist1(1:i-1,1); 
        new=sort(dist1); 
         
    if i<=jj 
        ddmax=max(dist(:,1)); 
        fdmax=find(new>ddmax); 
        if isempty(fdmax)==0 
        dmax=new(fdmax(1,1),1); 
        else 
        dmax=ddmax+0.1; 
        end 
      
             for ss=1:i-1 
               W(i,ss)=(1-(dist(ss,1)/dmax)^3)^3; 
             end 
             clear dmax; 
             clear ddmax; 
    else 
        newdist=sort(dist); 
        uniqdist=newdist(1,1); 
        for jjj=2:i-1 
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            if newdist(jjj,1)~=newdist(jjj-1,1) 
               uniqdist(end+1,1)=newdist(jjj,1); 
               if length(uniqdist)==order+1 
                break; 
               end 
            end 
        end 
        ddmax=uniqdist(order+1,1); 
        for vv=1:order 
            j1=find(dist(:,1)==uniqdist(vv,1)); 
            % when vv is larger than 4, we regard them all as 4 and divided them by 4. 
            if vv>=4 
                vvv=4; 
            else 
                vvv=vv; 
            end 
                if length(j1)<=3 
                W(i,j1)=((1-(dist(j1(1,1))/ddmax)^3)^3)/vvv; 
                else 
                W(i,j1(end-2:end,1))=((1-(dist(j1(1,1))/ddmax)^3)^3)/vvv;   
                end 
        end 
    end 
   
    tt=sum(W(i,:)); 
    if tt~=0 
    W(i,:)=W(i,:)./tt; 
    end   
i 
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Function 4: triW2.m 
function W2=triW2(east,north,order,W) 
% Purpose: to compute tricube weighting temporal-based spatial matrix for neighborhood 
effect matrix W2 (with spatial tie) 
% Note: each spatial lag only selects latest three transactions as reference  
%------------------------------------------------- 
% east:latitude or x-coordiante 
% north:longitude or y-coordinate 
% order: the number of nearest observations 
% W:(optional) user options: number by number zeros matrix 
% written by Sun Hua 

















    TT=sparse(zeros(5000,5000)); 
    TTT=sparse(zeros(triv,triv)); 
     for ii=2:main 
     T(end+1:end+5000,:)=TT; 
     end 
     tt=T; 
     for jj=2:main 
     T(:,end+1:end+5000)=tt; 
     end 
        TT=[T;Trow]; 
        T=[TT Ttriv]; 
        W=T; 
        clear T; 
        clear TT; 
        clear TTT; 
        clear Ttriv; 
        clear Trow; 
        clear tt; 
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        clear jj; 
        clear ii; 
        clear main; 
        clear triv; 
        clear a; 
        clear c; 




            if isempty(find(east(1:jj-1,1)==east(jj,1)))==1 
               ord(end+1,1)=east(jj,1); 
               if length(ord)>order 
                   break; 
               end 




        xc=east; 
        yc=north; 
        xi=east(i,1); 
        yi=north(i,1); 
        dist1=zeros(number,1); 
        for st=1:number 
            dist1(st,1) = sqrt((xc(st,1)-xi).*(xc(st,1)-xi) + (yc(st,1)-yi).*(yc(st,1)-yi)); 
        end 
        dist=dist1(1:i-1,1); 
        new=sort(dist1); 
         
    if i<=jj 
        ddmax=max(dist(:,1)); 
        fdmax=find(new>ddmax); 
        if isempty(fdmax)==0 
        dmax=new(fdmax(1,1),1); 
        else 
        dmax=ddmax+0.1; 
        end 
      
             for ss=1:i-1 
               W(i,ss)=(1-(dist(ss,1)/dmax)^3)^3; 
             end 
             clear dmax; 
             clear ddmax; 
    else 
        newdist=sort(dist); 
        uniqdist=newdist(1,1); 
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        for jjj=2:i-1 
            if newdist(jjj,1)~=newdist(jjj-1,1) 
               uniqdist(end+1,1)=newdist(jjj,1); 
               if length(uniqdist)==order+1 
                break; 
               end 
            end 
        end 
        ddmax=uniqdist(order+1,1); 
        for vv=2:order 
            j1=find(dist(:,1)==uniqdist(vv,1)); 
            % when vv is larger than 4, we regard them all as 4 and divided them by 4. 
            if vv>=4 
                vvv=4; 
            else 
                vvv=vv; 
            end 
                if length(j1)<=3 
                W(i,j1)=((1-(dist(j1(1,1))/ddmax)^3)^3)/vvv; 
                else 
                W(i,j1(end-2:end,1))=((1-(dist(j1(1,1))/ddmax)^3)^3)/vvv;   
                end 
        end 
    end 
   
    tt=sum(W(i,:)); 
    if tt~=0 
    W(i,:)=W(i,:)./tt; 
    end   
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Function 5: creatT.m 
function result=creatt(number,order,W) 
% Purpose: to compute temporal matrix 
%function result=creatt(number,order,W) 
%------------------------------------------------- 
% number: number of observations 
% order: temporal lag number 
% W: user options: number by number zeros matrix 
















    TT=sparse(zeros(5000,5000)); 
    TTT=sparse(zeros(triv,triv)); 
     for ii=2:main 
     T(end+1:end+5000,:)=TT; 
     end 
     tt=T; 
     for jj=2:main 
     T(:,end+1:end+5000)=tt; 
     end 
        TT=[T;Trow]; 
        T=[TT Ttriv]; 
        W=T; 
          
       end           
else 
        T=W  % user-supplied zeros matrix 
             
       
            
    end 
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        for i=2:number 
             for j=1:order 
                  if j<i 
                     T(i,i-j)=1; 
                  end 
             end 
         end 
 
         
 
for t=1:number 
    tt=sum(T(t,:)); 
     if tt~=0 
    T(t,:)=T(t,:)./tt; 
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Function 6: ols_g.m (written by LeSage 1999) 
function results = ols_g(y,x,ndraw,nomit,prior,start) 
% PURPOSE: MCMC estimates for the Bayesian heteroscedastic linear model 
%          y = X B + E, E = N(0,sige*V),  
%          V = diag(v1,v2,...vn), r/vi = ID chi(r)/r, r = Gamma(m,k) 
%          B = N(c,T),  sige = gamma(nu,d0)     
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% USAGE: results = ols_g(y,x,ndraw,nomit,prior,start) 
% where: y    = dependent variable vector 
%        x    = independent variables matrix of rank(k) 
%       ndraw = # of draws 
%       nomit = # of initial draws omitted for burn-in 
%       prior = a structure for prior information input 
%               prior.beta, prior means for beta,   c above (default diffuse) 
%               priov.bcov, prior beta covariance , T above (default diffuse) 
%               prior.rval, r prior hyperparameter, default=4 
%               prior.m,    informative Gamma(m,k) prior on r 
%               prior.k,    informative Gamma(m,k) prior on r 
%               prior.nu,   informative Gamma(nu,d0) prior on sige 
%               prior.d0    informative Gamma(nu,d0) prior on sige 
%                           default for above: nu=0,d0=0 (diffuse prior) 
%       start = (optional) structure containing starting values:  
%               defaults: OLS beta,sige, V= ones(n,1) 
%               start.b   = beta starting values (nvar x 1) 
%               start.sig = sige starting value  (scalar) 
%               start.V   = V starting values (n x 1) 
% --------------------------------------------------- 
% RETURNS: a structure: 
%          results.meth  = 'ols_g' 
%          results.bdraw = bhat draws (ndraw-nomit x nvar) 
%          results.vmean = mean of vi draws (nobs x 1) 
%          results.sdraw = sige draws (ndraw-nomit x 1) 
%          results.yhat  = mean of draws from posterior for y-predicted 
%          results.rdraw = r-value draws (ndraw-nomit x 1), if Gamma(m,k) prior  
%          results.pmean = b prior means (prior.beta from input) 
%          results.pstd  = b prior std deviation, sqrt(prior.bcov) 
%          results.m     = prior m-value for r hyperparameter (if input) 
%          results.k     = prior k-value for r hyperparameter (if input) 
%          results.r     = value of hyperparameter r (if input) 
%          results.nu    = prior nu-value for sige prior 
%          results.d0    = prior d0-value for sige prior 
%          results.nobs  = # of observations 
%          results.nvar  = # of variables 
%          results.ndraw = # of draws 
%          results.nomit = # of initial draws omitted 
%          results.y     = actual observations 
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%          results.x     = x-matrix 
%          results.time  = time taken for sampling 
%          results.pflag = 'plevel' (default)  
%                          or 'tstat' for bogus t-statistics 
% -------------------------------------------------- 
% NOTE: use either improper prior.rval  
%       or informative Gamma prior.m, prior.k, not both of them 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% SEE ALSO: coda, gmoment, prt_gibbs(results) 
%--------------------------------------------------- 
% REFERENCES: Geweke (1993)  'Bayesian Treatment of the  
% Independent Student-$t$ Linear Model', Journal of Applied 
% Econometrics, 8, s19-s40. 
% ---------------------------------------------------- 
 
% written by: 
% James P. LeSage, Dept of Economics 
% University of Toledo 
% 2801 W. Bancroft St, 
% Toledo, OH 43606 
% jLeSage@spatial-econometrics.com 
 
[n k] = size(x);    
 
if nargin > 4 
% error checking on input 
if ~isstruct(prior) 




if nargin == 6   % user-supplied starting values 
    if ~isstruct(start) 
        error('ols_g: must supply starting values in a structure'); 
    end; 
b0 = start.b; sige = start.sig; V = start.V; 
end; 
 
if  nargin == 5  % ols starting values 
b0 = (x'*x)\(x'*y);  % Find ols values as initial starting values 
sige = (y-x*b0)'*(y-x*b0)/(n-k);  
V = ones(n,1); in = ones(n,1); % initial value for V   
end; 
 
if nargin == 4 % default values 
b0 = (x'*x)\(x'*y);  % Find ols values as initial starting values 
sige = (y-x*b0)'*(y-x*b0)/(n-k);  
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V = ones(n,1); in = ones(n,1); % initial value for V  
mm = 0; rval = 4; % rval = 4 is default 
nu = 0; d0 = 0; % default to a diffuse prior on sige 
T = eye(k)*1e+12; c = zeros(k,1); 
end; 
 
if nargin < 4 
error('Wrong # of arguments to ols_g'); 
end; 
 
if nargin > 4 
fields = fieldnames(prior); 
nf = length(fields); 
mm = 0; rval = 4; % rval = 4 is default 
nu = 0; d0 = 0; % default to a diffuse prior on sige 
c = zeros(k,1); T = eye(k)*1e+12; 
 for i=1:nf 
    if strcmp(fields{i},'rval') 
        rval = prior.rval;  
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'m') 
        mm = prior.m; 
        kk = prior.k; 
        rval = gamm_rnd(1,mm,kk);    % initial value for rval 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'nu') 
        nu = prior.nu; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'d0') 
        d0 = prior.d0;    
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'beta'); 
    c = prior.beta; 
    elseif strcmp(fields{i},'bcov'); 
    T = prior.bcov; 




[checkk,junk] = size(c); 
if checkk ~= k 
error('ols_g: prior means are wrong'); 
elseif junk ~= 1 
error('ols_g: prior means are wrong'); 
end; 
 
[checkk junk] = size(T); 
if checkk ~= k 
error('ols_g: prior bcov is wrong'); 
elseif junk ~= k 
error('ols_g: prior bcov is wrong'); 
 






Q = inv(T); Qpc = Q*c; 
 
bsave = zeros(ndraw-nomit,k);    % allocate storage for results 
ssave = zeros(ndraw-nomit,1);  
rsave = zeros(ndraw-nomit,1); 
vmean = zeros(n,1); 
yhat = zeros(n,1); 
 
hwait = waitbar(0,'MCMC sampling ...'); 
t0 = clock; 
for i=1:ndraw; % Start the sampling  
          ystar = matmul(sqrt(V),y);  
          xstar = matmul(x,sqrt(V)); 
          xpxi = inv(xstar'*xstar + sige*Q);  
          xpy = (xstar'*ystar + sige*Qpc);  
          % update b   
          b = xpxi*xpy;     
       a = chol(xpxi); 
       b = sqrt(sige)*a'*randn(k,1) + b;           
 
         % update sige  
          nu1 = n + nu;  
          e = ystar - xstar*b; 
          d1 = d0 + e'*e; 
          chi = chis_rnd(1,nu1); 
          t2 = chi/d1; 
          sige = 1/t2; 
           
          % update vi 
          e = y - x*b; 
          chiv = chis_rnd(n,rval+1);    
          vi = ((e.*e./sige) + in*rval)./chiv; 
          V = in./vi;    
   
         % update rval 
         if mm ~= 0            
         rval = gamm_rnd(1,mm,kk);   
         end; 
    if i > nomit % if we are past burn-in, save the draws 
    bsave(i-nomit,:) = b'; 
    ssave(i-nomit,1) = sige; 
    yhat = yhat + randn(n,1).*sqrt(sige*vi) + x*b; 
 
    vmean = vmean + vi; 
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    if mm~= 0 
        rsave(i-nomit,1) = rval; 
    end; 
end; 
waitbar(i/ndraw); 
end;          % End the sampling 
gtime = etime(clock,t0); 
close(hwait); 
 
vmean = vmean/(ndraw-nomit); 
yhat = yhat/(ndraw-nomit); 
 
% return results 
results.meth  = 'ols_g'; 
results.bdraw = bsave; 
results.pmean = c; 
results.pstd  = sqrt(diag(T)); 
results.vmean = vmean; 
results.sdraw = ssave; 
results.yhat = yhat; 
if mm~= 0 
results.rdraw = rsave; 
results.m     = mm; 
results.k     = kk; 
else 
results.r     = rval; 
results.rdraw = rsave; 
end; 
results.nobs  = n; 
results.nvar  = k; 
results.y     = y; 
results.x     = x; 
results.nu    = nu; 
results.d0    = d0; 
results.time = gtime; 
results.ndraw = ndraw; 
results.nomit = nomit; 
results.pflag = 'plevel'; 
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Appendix C 
TABLE 6.1 TO 6.6 FOR CHAPTER 6 
 
Table 6.1 The Selected 18 Buildings 









Building 1 1991-3-5 1990-12-31 69 ARDMORE POINT 
Building 2 1992-9-14 1985-12-31 109 HOLLAND HILL MANS 
Building 3 1992-9-9 1993-12-31 87 LANDRIDGE CDO 
Building 4 1992-5-12 1995-12-31 185 THE PARKSHORE 
Building 5 1993-5-22 1996-12-31 187 SPRING GROVE 
Building 6 1993-5-15 1990-12-31 64 EURO-ASIA APT 
Building 7 1992-10-5 1986-12-31 63 AMBER PARK 
Building 8 1994-2-4 1996-12-31 54 PARK COURT 
Building 9 1992-10-8 1985-12-31 114 BEDOK COURT 
Building 10 1993-6-15 1995-12-31 57 BT REGENCY 
Building 11 1994-2-17 1997-12-1 164 ASTORIA PARK 
Building 12 1992-1-7 1992-12-31 65 CASA ESPERANZA 
Building 13 1992-12-22 1994-12-31 49 TROPICANA CDO 
Building 14 1993-3-31 1994-12-31 64 GOLD COAST CDO 
Building 15 1992-4-21 1994-12-31 64 CHERRYHILL CDO 
Building 16 1992-10-16 1981-12-31 50 BRADDELL VIEW 
Building 17 1990-4-12 1993-12-31 112 BULLION PARK 






























Q1 1991 100          100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Q2 1991 64.06961          135.7711 104.2999 102.9013 78.54488 101.2882 104.1852 99.90005 118.9223 101.6637
Q3 1991 65.25288          135.4727 102.2142 100.6622 79.35014 102.1324 93.96949 108.4805 119.5901 102.3983
Q4 1991 66.18608      138.6663 106.258 99.97 80.07552 97.09309 92.9322 105.2639 92.70943 103.3654
Q1 1992 66.59105          139.9199 103.3861 102.4085 80.61383 96.26167 93.87557 105.9821 93.96949 91.02828
Q2 1992 66.51784          139.6683 113.3035 125.2072 80.38039 97.96107 133.1625 107.0151 102.5008 92.28395
Q3 1992 66.13977         132.923 112.2659 124.7323 92.73725 95.49465 135.7575 100.2503 97.6774 74.83384
Q4 1992 81.73401          137.0808 121.6892 132.4056 88.57682 94.16704 107.4333 102.1426 74.76652 77.21318
Q1 1993 99.68051          142.5325 118.0573 131.7848 89.5655 93.47277 109.6255 100.8335 82.58848 71.29101
Q2 1993 111.26 160.721       127.0106 136.9711 126.3644 113.769 114.088 107.6699 88.70978 73.97818
Q3 1993 119.5542         165.6157 114.4079 129.2657 135.3779 127.89 99.02479 104.4564 89.47598 96.74418
Q4 1993 125.2698          173.9156 115.4653 134.7431 126.2634 132.6442 119.3154 100.9747 95.75283 92.99727
Q1 1994 147.0202          169.9782 122.0426 131.798 130.5518 130.8393 131.3506 161.85 96.88941 94.99936
Q2 1994 136.3016          175.5055 122.2503 131.8771 131.6399 134.3529 114.1222 189.1935 104.1435 94.86646
Q3 1994 154.3728         200.993 121.7501 147.1379 138.32 152.4551 159.5361 200.752 131.482 97.9121
Q4 1994 161.2039          200.1706 136.7111 144.3254 132.7371 136.7795 145.6593 193.6534 78.02039 92.19171
Q1 1995 185.4472          230.7581 129.7189 142.6609 132.9629 145.8488 153.0662 214.2986 133.4691 94.36499
Q2 1995 175.98 225.1057        130.291 144.8024 131.1275 163.444 152.0288 214.4272 127.9923 97.41402
Q3 1995 202.871          181.3394 125.2824 147.0202 128.5053 164.9381 162.6776 217.2547 131.7057 99.54106
Q4 1995 183.3451          229.4466 129.8228 143.5912 134.1918 169.5029 177.7664 212.6761 136.2062 98.56046
Q1 1996 191.3435          265.3289 138.3754 150.3958 137.4239 180.0564 185.9114 222.4873 142.7179 100.6219
Q2 1996 196.4426         290.3451 132.4321 147.7719 138.7356 185.336 210.8127 206.9485 152.4246 107.6161
Q3 1996 228.0284       310.2474 160.432 141.5241 134.6219 175.7689 210.876 208.5691 140.762 99.69048
Q4 1996 235.161          234.2222 234.2925 148.4384 137.5889 190.4653 214.513 217.1895 143.3186 102.7779
Q1 1997 229.6302          235.4669 227.6411 142.6038 134.0041 184.7808 208.0275 212.2511 140.3403 102.9116
Q2 1997 267.8883          292.8235 232.1004 140.6353 134.8644 186.5819 200.9327 214.1058 133.3224 104.2894
Q3 1997 254.365          287.3412 232.4488 148.2901 136.1926 187.7423 199.2121 210.7073 136.2744 100.6823
Q4 1997 248.8301          213.9132 225.2634 141.1708 133.0294 175.5757 188.5136 206.2255 140.2561 97.02515
Q1 1998 206.5557          210.8549 228.8508 181.6116 134.4336 164.6415 190.2559 209.5097 141.8075 98.63934
Q2 1998 134.851          204.5414 222.1539 177.039 130.6563 161.8986 165.682 203.3381 123.6766 95.97332
Q3 1998 102.6649         196.9737 213.3364 171.1209 128.7883 147.182 132.4851 195.7367 89.78969 92.92291
Q4 1998 107.0579         215.9118 181.0132 153.5414 162.515 147.8163 114.305 196.6195 96.27129 93.69738
Q1 1999 108.8608          168.5395 143.2899 157.271 165.2352 141.1566 116.8476 181.4301 96.49297 95.83905
Q2 1999 113.1563          190.8657 160.6889 158.5183 174.9273 129.0591 160.6407 171.9614 100.7931 100.6119
Q3 1999 125.2323         218.3 174.8573 191.3052 210.0132 153.7565 172.2196 190.5034 109.6803 101.3389
Q4 1999 204.48 221.6213        171.4978 192.3411 214.4701 155.2397 185.8556 187.4234 71.43373 105.443 




















Q1 1991 100         100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Q2 1991 146.0093         102.3881 103.2311 102.6444 106.7479 111.0822 118.8985 106.3793
147.7128        101.4606 119.3034 113.3375 102.8601 100.6421 114.6828  108.1034
Q4 1991 121.5189         102.9939 94.70532 113.7349 103.2518 107.3474 89.87054 106.8966
Q1 1992 124.6326 101.2578 113.974 103.1898 104.3729 99.4913 92.48719 115.8621
Q2 1992 142.0487        90.96458 100.5214 105.6858 120.0574 106.6732 93.0624 123.1034
Q3 1992 105.4957         93.35134 101.8978 132.2601 97.49199 106.7479 97.01544 129.4828
Q4 1992 95.03737 116.137 105.6012 134.595 41.119 103.2621 99.64065
Q1 1993 115.847        89.88852 123.9614 106.0881 134.6084 106.4175 95.27526 132.931
Q2 1993 116.6491         91.70438 159.568 128.5953 76.52903 99.90005 96.50262 143.6207







        89.93347
99.84013
115.1885
126.8202        131.7241
 41.37059
124.5578
Q3 1993 96.87003 150.6897
Q4 1993 127.2139         85.86448 122.9491 152.7756 117.6919 118.8153 108.9479 94.82852 158.1034
Q1 1994 190.694         95.71454 123.4418 152.9132 116.9411 119.1365 111.3602 94.13879 167.2414
Q2 1994 212.6335         97.90231 123.1336 155.4572 145.5428 103.8627 93.62245 198.4483
Q3 1994 208.9239         96.54123 129.1107 175.4528 128.7368 159.8075 109.4722 99.11395 208.9655
Q4 1994 222.8882        100.6823 123.3308 165.6323 122.3359 150.3958 105.6224 97.1028 218.7931
Q1 1995 220.4939        124.508 120.7196 161.4944 124.8946 159.8235 140.3263 98.04928 223.6207
Q2 1995 221.3113        124.9321 122.8507 162.1092 129.408 164.6744 139.9479 98.48165 224.8276
Q3 1995 217.1026         145.9363 129.2916 165.1196 124.8322 162.4825 225.5564 97.30693 228.4483
Q4 1995 211.7       144.6866 117.739 162.1741 151.9073 160.5765 228.5992 96.48332 248.2759
Q1 1996 213.2937        163.2806 123.0352 167.5648 152.8673 195.815 238.8582 100.2704 261.0345
Q2 1996 222.5096         174.1767 133.0959 231.4283 187.4796 200.2908 254.5431 103.0248 291.5517
Q3 1996 201.5163         171.9786 150.5312 225.2408 183.4735 195.2675 249.7025 97.01544 288.9655
Q4 1996 224.0502        177.0213 157.1766 231.7989 192.784 191.9952 261.5094 100.9646 281.8966
Q1 1997 218.2345        172.5298 168.3374 225.3986 226.0984 153.48 255.0017 99.54106 268.1034
Q2 1997 235.1374         174.9797 170.1993 227.2999 231.1277 156.0334 254.9762 177.4644 265.3448
Q3 1997 231.7062         173.7592 191.4583 232.9142 230.3432 154.2802 258.0801 174.8048 256.3793
Q4 1997 223.8487        162.5475 187.5921 228.2337 226.2341 153.526 249.1288 167.4308 248.2759
Q1 1998 235.0199        166.1632 185.9486 234.9259 230.205 157.6646 229.2631 170.1993 223.6207
Q2 1998 229.3777         129.0333 181.3938 211.4038 223.5131 152.9285 206.1636 166.1798 206.5517
Q3 1998 211.2137         124.6825 175.5757 203.8471 215.4158 146.7852 169.9272 159.8875 185.6897
Q4 1998 203.1146         113.7576 176.4558 204.6232 216.5172 130.4344 162.8892 119.4945 172.4138
Q1 1999 175.9272         107.0258 170.3355 174.8748 190.5796 118.5542 165.2187 124.7448 183.9655
Q2 1999 179.9844         112.2547 178.3718 183.3634 177.8197 112.0192 188.0241 139.2499 203.6207
Q3 1999 208.8821        131.0095 180.977 181.3938 178.8362 124.222 204.9918 153.4953 219.6552
Q4 1999 220.6263         129.7319 192.9768 177.5354 175.4704 130.1087 215.1144 158.5817 231.0345
119.4467
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Table 6.3 The Selected 3 Projects 
Project Name Building First 








Building 1 1992-5-19 1994-12-31 79 
Building 2 1992-5-27 1994-12-31 80 
Building 3 1991-8-6 1994-12-31 65 
Building 4 1992-5-19 1994-12-31 80 
West Bay CDO 
Building 5 1992-5-19 1994-12-31 69 
Building 1 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 124 
Building 2 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 131 
Building 3 1993-5-15 1996-12-31 129 
Building 4 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 125 
Building 5 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 129 
Building 6 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 20 
Building 7 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 15 
Building 9 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 111 
Building 9 1993-6-3 1996-12-31 117 
Parc Oasis 
Building 10 1993-3-10 1996-12-31 125 
Building 1 1995-10-12 1998-12-31 124 
Building 2 1995-10-5 1998-12-31 132 
Building 3 1995-9-25 1998-12-31 132 
Sims Ville 
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Table 6.4a Index Values of West Bay CDO 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 102.689 102.6941 102.6894 102.6865 102.6819 
Q3 1991 112.9841 112.9894 112.9775 112.9718 112.9688 
Q4 1991 112.7462 112.7432 112.6787 112.6519 112.681 
Q1 1992 113.0812 113.0749 113.0454 113.0362 113.0542 
Q2 1992 108.4191 106.0288 106.097 108.0689 109.1465 
Q3 1992 103.9414 115.6555 116.1489 111.3949 116.7419 
Q4 1992 102.9747 115.0939 120.3624 111.7932 109.4808 
Q1 1993 116.8214 113.8627 120.625 103.128 114.6917 
Q2 1993 105.2339 104.4078 117.2386 105.0004 119.2273 
Q3 1993 106.6294 104.7056 117.4087 105.7978 106.5076 
Q4 1993 113.5792 110.9461 111.7805 105.2569 101.5681 
Q1 1994 99.4055 109.4835 109.4054 101.5667 109.5905 
Q2 1994 101.7634 112.6158 111.9593 101.8875 102.3126 
Q3 1994 107.4198 119.1997 116.1979 107.5752 107.8202 
Q4 1994 104.005 109.7189 102.9997 104.0045 104.8862 
Q1 1995 105.1382 119.3015 104.6138 108.0837 104.793 
Q2 1995 104.5006 120.0274 114.1351 108.7859 104.3857 
Q3 1995 160.4236 152.7917 155.73 128.4219 103.8526 
Q4 1995 158.2443 178.538 148.4566 142.9904 102.6574 
Q1 1996 151.5585 187.8351 155.6177 187.4682 107.0971 
Q2 1996 154.2522 195.0095 159.3773 191.7118 133.1827 
Q3 1996 151.5472 193.298 154.7195 186.108 129.2119 
Q4 1996 156.7786 200.5722 199.6339 195.5191 133.6911 
Q1 1997 152.1792 194.6894 193.7759 189.78 129.7663 
Q2 1997 154.1242 197.4224 200.0816 192.4625 131.4328 
Q3 1997 152.5293 195.3827 198.1833 192.5619 130.1071 
Q4 1997 149.4457 191.3855 194.0123 187.6377 127.4201 
Q1 1998 152.1228 194.8044 197.4359 190.9709 129.6431 
Q2 1998 147.7228 189.1676 191.7386 185.467 125.9112 
Q3 1998 142.9811 182.838 185.3509 179.3026 121.7206 
Q4 1998 133.2461 130.0774 186.0756 179.9989 122.4687 
Q1 1999 136.5703 113.1429 190.2948 184.082 126.3328 
Q2 1999 129.8514 126.2179 144.4979 167.7689 130.724 
Q3 1999 150.1994 142.598 129.344 153.7622 147.0007 
Q4 1999 143.8043 144.3269 126.633 122.4651 145.4445 
 
 
    






















Q1 1991 100          100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100.00
Q2 1991 101.64336          101.65352 101.6434 101.6434 101.6535 101.6535 101.6535 101.6535 101.6535 101.64
Q3 1991 102.36759          102.36759 102.3574 102.3574 102.3574 102.3676 102.3676 102.3676 102.3778 102.37
Q4 1991 102.09157          102.09157 102.0916 102.0916 102.0916 102.1018 102.1018 102.1018 102.1018 102.09
Q1 1992 102.79844          102.80872 102.8087 102.819 102.8396 102.8499 102.8396 102.7984 102.7882 102.79
Q2 1992 54.069496         54.058683 54.03166 54.01005 53.99925 53.95607 53.97226 54.05868 54.08572 54.07 
Q3 1992 37.317791          37.332721 37.32899 37.34019 37.35513 37.35513 37.34392 37.30287 37.28795 37.30
Q4 1992 55.67717         55.710586 55.63821 55.66604 55.70502 55.64934 55.62152 55.59372 55.6104 55.64
Q1 1993 55.51594          55.538151 55.55481 55.58816 55.62152 55.66047 55.62708 55.52149 55.48819 55.50
Q2 1993 147.63901         147.81629 147.6833 147.8311 148.053 147.9938 147.8163 151.4825 151.4219 151.51
Q3 1993 151.25546          138.70789 146.0677 143.0609 142.0203 150.2605 150.6065 137.3003 140.5088 145.34
Q4 1993 141.3544          141.41095 151.6644 139.4032 140.9451 151.9073 150.2004 133.3224 130.1868 159.23
Q1 1994 141.08608          139.97589 143.9938 142.9894 143.6917 160.1915 150.3657 135.7439 135.1074 151.21
Q2 1994 141.46753         142.81787 150.908 142.9179 144.8459 160.5443 150.6516 137.7128 135.0264 142.25
Q3 1994 160.60857          150.89288 153.6643 146.5505 155.1621 169.5877 158.9628 141.7649 143.2326 160.53
Q4 1994 155.67495        149.19739 158.55 141.4109 145.805 165.6157 155.4261 137.6439 137.4926 142.16
Q1 1995 153.61818         147.00553 162.385 138.8744 145.3683 155.566 156.0022 137.9747 140.9028 150.52
Q2 1995 146.91735   148.9738      150.1403 158.1858 143.3903 155.5349 154.8675 142.2904 134.5412 148.42
Q3 1995 160.91402 144.99078 159.8555 146.5945 150.7119      171.4635 155.9242 142.9894 135.8661 146.23
Q4 1995 154.83657          145.07781 153.4646 136.8753 151.4219 168.2701 153.2806 132.3659 142.7893 138.72
Q1 1996 161.33294        155.97101 156.9097 150.3506 154.6509 175.4528 160.2236 142.6323 151.0287 144.83
Q2 1996 160.51224          145.26653 154.9915 147.9198 147.8902 160.3358 160.5604 165.566 145.5137 153.77
153.37259 141.60906 160.3358 145.7467 143.2613 155.6594 155.8463 164.214 142.1766 148.88
188.62675 171.39489 163.0196 151.059 173.9852 161.5751 146.4773 140.9451 154.91
Q1 1997 183.73053       166.94596 158.788 147.1379 190.9039 157.3654 157.3811 144.8024 138.5692 167.67
Q2 1997 186.78723       192.34107 179.7685 149.4512 193.886 159.7916 159.7436 167.7157 140.8042 170.45
Q3 1997 200.27075          220.73661 197.1116 167.2635 193.4599 159.6159 179.6787 167.1799 157.5228 169.94
Q4 1997 198.04023 219.15302 220.8249 187.1425     191.8033 176.8974 178.0866 165.6323 182.869 195.80 
Q1 1998 224.9707     223.60256 211.425 203.5212 195.7954 180.5071 181.9024 169.0628 212.6548 199.87 
Q2 1998 204.76648          185.50284 178.3718 198.06 185.2248 181.7387 177.1807 164.8556 198.3573 194.16
Q3 1998 196.7965          178.14008 156.6118 168.1355 155.3639 174.6476 170.1142 165.4502 179.8045 176.83
Q4 1998 197.26938          147.93459 158.1858 156.8469 150.9985 175.2775 170.6424 165.9141 180.2906 177.38
Q1 1999 144.8169          129.83575 146.7852 147.2851 154.6818 178.1045 173.5334 168.5901 148.8397 166.05
Q2 1999 153.03554          146.97613 161.2523 157.507 158.3757 186.3395 181.5389 163.3133 165.9307 179.23
Q3 1999 174.66506          147.75717 174.8398 174.2289 181.1219 196.4426 182.6132 164.5592 182.1026 175.80
Q4 1999 175.08476          175.34758 172.6852 171.9442 181.1038 186.5632 180.2546 188.589 185.8185 176.99
Q3 1996         
Q4 1996      161.4782     
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Table 6.4c Index Values of Sims Ville 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 99.7448 99.7188 99.7105 99.6838 
Q3 1991 108.138 108.204 108.2151 108.244 
Q4 1991 105.9654 105.9833 105.9335 105.9145 
Q1 1992 106.9422 106.9902 106.9516 106.9422 
Q2 1992 108.0437 108.0361 107.9337 107.9323 
Q3 1992 102.1883 102.2174 102.2302 102.2552 
Q4 1992 102.2743 102.2471 102.2393 102.2465 
Q1 1993 99.9087 99.8163 99.7618 99.6813 
Q2 1993 107.0782 106.9238 106.7821 106.5657 
Q3 1993 103.2247 103.1913 103.1849 103.1611 
Q4 1993 99.1139 99.1028 99.0855 99.074 
Q1 1994 97.5819 97.4785 97.4362 97.3748 
Q2 1994 165.8145 165.59 165.5036 165.3795 
Q3 1994 173.1835 172.8948 172.8014 172.6739 
Q4 1994 168.4803 168.2076 168.1447 168.0852 
Q1 1995 185.3281 185.1267 185.0919 185.034 
Q2 1995 187.4828 187.0154 224.9294 224.7803 
Q3 1995 190.9631 190.3743 210.8728 210.7064 
Q4 1995 211.5606 206.3926 213.5655 208.5668 
Q1 1996 231.2262 222.9709 233.4676 212.589 
Q2 1996 221.0028 237.7348 235.6305 213.4843 
Q3 1996 215.337 217.5044 228.201 212.2969 
Q4 1996 216.532 238.4058 247.2102 232.2148 
Q1 1997 211.4622 233.3604 225.9391 225.4969 
Q2 1997 220.813 220.937 235.365 218.3052 
Q3 1997 218.5443 229.3672 207.0774 207.0315 
Q4 1997 217.9376 222.7151 213.2549 207.6558 
Q1 1998 218.4479 225.6882 215.1894 219.2904 
Q2 1998 195.4485 198.1102 189.234 184.4862 
Q3 1998 174.2867 180.776 180.1476 173.536 
Q4 1998 162.8052 173.7853 181.6231 166.2691 
Q1 1999 169.9894 171.1809 172.7877 165.2368 
Q2 1999 197.3374 198.6303 234.6792 179.611 
Q3 1999 202.0636 210.6371 210.9786 209.5499 
Q4 1999 193.4334 226.8846 201.9471 218.6151 
 
Table 6.5 The Selected 5 Buildings with Less Than 15 Transactions 
Building First 









Building 1 1992-5-8 1991-12-31 12 OAKSWOOD HT 
Building 2 1993-3-23 1998-12-31 6 EMERALD LODGE 
Building 3 1993-5-28 1981-12-31 3 BALMORAL GDN 
Building 4 1992-12-10 1984-12-31 9 LENGKONG GDN 
Building 5 1993-3-22 1984-12-31 9 KISMIS VIEW 
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Table 6.6 Index Values of the 5 Buildings with Less Than 15 Transactions 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 102.112 101.6376 101.6331 145.9526 102.9658 
Q3 1991 98.8074 102.6685 98.9905 146.5826 43.0364 
Q4 1991 97.017 102.3254 99.0089 121.3303 43.3098 
Q1 1992 96.8393 104.0297 87.2425 124.4695 90.238 
Q2 1992 88.2892 103.5643 87.2468 107.3478 90.9298 
Q3 1992 87.3463 102.3502 104.2052 106.9256 77.0392 
Q4 1992 89.0571 102.7224 106.61 108.1833 72.0699 
Q1 1993 101.6352 103.0787 109.1981 115.4515 50.6167 
Q2 1993 102.8572 99.8113 111.4684 116.4417 54.1001 
Q3 1993 124.9262 100.5935 45.212 122.8699 72.4651 
Q4 1993 155.5178 98.7691 44.5617 126.7827 71.413 
Q1 1994 155.5696 99.742 44.4317 129.1516 66.0622 
Q2 1994 160.4539 100.766 44.7964 130.0994 66.3649 
Q3 1994 170.5119 106.1805 48.0617 137.9096 70.2686 
Q4 1994 175.7592 104.1702 47.3719 158.5586 68.9761 
Q1 1995 188.6946 121.6547 47.5933 159.8305 77.1179 
Q2 1995 191.1938 139.9953 47.9277 160.5556 77.7051 
Q3 1995 192.5473 140.3796 48.166 195.9959 94.8908 
Q4 1995 188.9632 138.7811 47.9004 193.1653 93.2046 
Q1 1996 199.6899 144.9521 50.0996 200.5832 103.05 
Q2 1996 233.7394 147.3307 71.6676 203.1848 104.0797 
Q3 1996 227.9562 145.1999 69.6699 197.5483 103.7711 
Q4 1996 236.4011 149.6955 71.8509 212.8555 107.3109 
Q1 1997 229.4238 145.1296 69.7642 
233.149 146.4282 220.1756 106.6598 
Q3 1997 232.7347 145.0553 70.6832 216.5545 107.0778 
Q4 1997 228.1683 141.9504 69.2339 211.2631 104.9867 
Q1 1998 231.4614 144.9454 70.3367 215.3349 106.5699 
Q2 1998 224.0703 140.803 68.482 209.6105 103.5899 
Q3 1998 215.4601 135.4408 66.005 201.9103 99.8797 
Q4 1998 215.4831 135.743 66.2502 203.3758 100.1227 
Q1 1999 218.9368 138.6707 67.7001 206.8739 102.3794 
Q2 1999 211.3243 149.249 70.5427 216.011 81.7986 
Q3 1999 213.1278 150.1653 70.8025 217.2743 69.6533 
Q4 1999 210.5204 148.1937 69.6381 213.1622 68.3447 
206.6727 104.7556 
Q2 1997 70.704 
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Appendix D   
THE SELECTED 8 PROJECTS FOR PRE-SALE AND AFTER-
TOP COMPARISON 
 
Table D.1 presents the information of eight selected projects for comparison of dynamic 
paths during pre-sale and after-TOP period. 
 
Table D.1 The 8 Selected Projects 








Building 1 1991-10-25 1994-12-31 42 
Building 2 1991-11-7 1994-12-31 35 
Building 3 1991-10-28 1994-12-31 75 
Building 4 1991-10-24 1994-12-31 61 
Park East 
Building 5 1991-10-24 1994-12-31 41 
Building 1 1991-6-20 1994-12-31 37 
Building 2 1990-2-17 1994-12-31 21 
Building 3 1990-4-6 1994-12-31 35 
Building 4 1990-6-22 1994-12-31 89 
Building 5 1990-5-26 1994-12-31 83 
The Summit 
Building 6 1990-4-3 1994-12-31 70 
Building 1 1991-10-28 1994-12-31 119 
Building 2 1991-9-19 1994-12-31 107 
Building 3 1992-6-23 1994-12-31 89 
Building 4 1992-8-1 1994-12-31 46 
Building 5 1992-7-31 1994-12-31 44 
Building 6 1991-11-4 1994-12-31 50 
Elias Green 
Building 7 1992-4-13 1994-12-31 49 
Building 1 1992-5-27 1994-12-31 98 
Building 2 1992-5-12 1994-12-31 45 
Building 3 1992-4-25 1994-12-31 89 
Building 4 1992-4-29 1994-12-31 77 
Bishan Park CDO 
Building 5 1992-6-3 1994-12-31 68 
Building 1 1992-10-22 1995-12-31 70 
Building 2 1992-10-27 1995-12-31 63 
Building 3 1992-10-20 1995-12-31 79 
Building 4 1992-10-1 1995-12-31 90 
Avila Garden 
Building 5 1992-10-7 1995-12-31 78 
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 Building 6 1992-10-7 1995-12-31 45 
Building 1 1993-6-15 1995-12-31 57 
Building 2 1993-6-12 1995-12-31 30 
Building 3 1993-6-7 1995-12-31 50 
Building 4 1993-6-7 1995-12-31 35 
Building 5 1993-6-11 1995-12-31 35 BT Regency 
Building 6 1993-6-7 1995-12-31 29 
Building 1 1992-9-2 1996-1-15 57 
Building 2 1992-7-1 1996-1-15 80 
Building 3 1992-7-1 1996-1-15 112 
Building 4 1992-7-6 1996-1-15 53 
Building 5 1992-8-6 1996-1-15 111 
Building 6 1992-2-28 1996-1-15 159 
Orchid Park CDO 
Building 7 1992-7-11 1996-1-15 64 
Building 1 1993-4-16 1996-12-31 37 
Building 2 1993-1-31 1996-12-31 84 
Building 3 1993-4-12 1996-12-31 42 
Building 4 1993-4-7 1996-12-31 76 
Building 5 1993-4-7 1996-12-31 39 
Azalea Park CDO 
Building 6 1993-4-12 1996-12-31 77 
 
Map D.1 shows the location distribution of buildings in these eight projects. 
 
Map D.1 The Locations of the 8 Selected Projects 
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Table D.2a to table D.2h present the index values of different projects separately.  
 
Table D.2a Index Values of Park East 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 113.5858 113.5857 113.5844 113.583 113.5838 
Q3 1991 114.7891 114.7909 114.7872 114.7835 114.783 
Q4 1991 94.6791 97.8985 94.8923 94.1831 95.6018 
Q1 1992 98.8824 99.3275 97.7359 96.7305 90.3186 
Q2 1992 96.6831 98.6671 96.4205 89.3016 91.9671 
Q3 1992 97.3408 99.4706 95.6207 101.0462 93.4611 
Q4 1992 97.0656 100.0412 96.0256 97.7628 94.5344 
Q1 1993 99.0489 100.1925 94.5935 97.7838 92.5383 
Q2 1993 100.4991 101.9602 98.2505 93.311 94.5792 
Q3 1993 98.9978 98.1145 97.7933 91.2067 93.605 
Q4 1993 98.2362 97.7048 97.0999 97.2812 94.5816 
Q1 1994 98.1227 98.6057 97.1773 97.6094 94.8734 
Q2 1994 99.3809 100.2888 97.1532 98.5998 98.4867 
Q3 1994 103.2754 104.8802 102.5867 102.7376 101.3391 
Q4 1994 102.3088 103.1014 99.3597 101.6838 99.9018 
Q1 1995 103.9576 103.6985 102.2826 101.1793 100.4953 
Q2 1995 104.4799 103.9127 102.9529 101.6913 100.9785 
Q3 1995 104.3489 104.1938 103.1965 98.86 103.8358 
Q4 1995 102.9351 102.8604 101.8102 97.5518 102.45 
Q1 1996 107.5628 107.459 106.6679 101.9023 107.0359 
Q2 1996 107.231 107.3931 105.211 102.707 107.8959 
Q3 1996 104.0013 103.5133 101.7364 101.2892 104.636 
Q4 1996 107.3534 106.857 105.0173 104.5395 108.8194 
Q1 1997 104.1054 103.6355 101.8515 101.3825 105.5231 
Q2 1997 105.8097 105.4106 105.191 103.0329 103.9256 
Q3 1997 97.4623 125.968 105.3992 159.9335 103.5645 
Q4 1997 96.0683 156.1791 103.9161 157.1477 101.7402 
Q1 1998 98.226 192.0894 106.2627 160.2541 103.7435 
Q2 1998 114.321 187.9278 104.0318 187.213 118.2684 
Q3 1998 109.4481 165.2591 99.5721 169.4129 113.3372 
Q4 1998 110.327 166.8167 109.9232 148.4258 131.8552 
Q1 1999 113.1847 171.8392 143.9381 139.7498 157.5218 
Q2 1999 133.5033 161.8561 152.5193 148.134 154.7591 
Q3 1999 173.4332 169.6282 172.0645 166.4086 156.9111 
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Table D.2b Index Values of The Summit 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 Building 6 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 102.435 102.4645 103.5596 102.5587 118.7819 109.937 
Q3 1991 93.0982 103.0448 109.4389 85.6707 119.3282 112.291 
Q4 1991 91.9015 108.3302 108.9456 86.9946 103.59 110.7228 
Q1 1992 93.4779 110.451 110.0545 87.691 97.9144 109.6254 
Q2 1992 93.8101 106.8187 109.7104 93.5624 106.0756 107.4231 
Q3 1992 95.2103 106.3301 109.3057 106.9921 109.0396 106.1934 
Q4 1992 99.5237 108.0379 111.0392 98.517 111.8196 108.5256 
Q1 1993 100.4484 108.6795 107.4524 98.8987 112.2262 110.3484 
Q2 1993 101.1721 109.4373 108.2776 109.2358 113.5724 111.3431 
Q3 1993 95.7719 108.4712 107.4585 106.376 121.4051 111.7012 
Q4 1993 93.3176 109.2078 112.529 110.9125 127.0503 112.1864 
Q1 1994 105.5736 123.3837 127.2631 119.7915 135.9649 127.0802 
Q2 1994 145.4224 126.5532 148.4179 143.8237 187.5734 173.1686 
Q3 1994 163.8849 134.8398 190.3649 159.5563 208.7718 207.3417 
Q4 1994 169.7684 132.6743 198.7142 123.019 206.8304 206.9371 
Q1 1995 180.9419 125.1515 200.3018 122.4529 231.2346 214.2526 
Q2 1995 183.4225 126.5485 202.17 174.7201 235.404 217.0737 
Q3 1995 192.9664 127.153 204.1221 174.2408 237.594 219.0171 
Q4 1995 190.2299 125.1484 200.685 190.5797 193.6992 210.9564 
Q1 1996 197.6869 130.74 208.2752 198.2286 204.6392 215.5252 
Q2 1996 204.5809 133.3867 231.4658 199.3978 267.2863 219.7758 
Q3 1996 198.838 129.6206 224.9541 200.3157 259.5084 221.2686 
Q4 1996 207.3215 174.0817 234.505 224.3196 278.6761 229.8516 
Q1 1997 204.0292 219.5491 230.397 211.6983 264.5571 236.2599 
Q2 1997 217.7779 220.2055 192.4493 212.49 266.8339 239.6635 
Q3 1997 216.0178 219.3058 238.6381 202.334 269.3179 239.6315 
Q4 1997 210.7932 214.2657 233.2057 185.9072 252.6778 236.2579 
Q1 1998 206.1152 217.0126 236.1612 157.5807 255.2787 239.024 
Q2 1998 179.0648 210.3127 229.0735 152.9143 248.0511 231.9265 
Q3 1998 172.3346 191.5327 220.297 147.1947 238.8372 205.2612 
Q4 1998 172.1763 191.414 219.9912 147.2421 219.0714 178.5375 
Q1 1999 175.2029 194.7221 223.6461 132.0463 191.8234 159.9047 
Q2 1999 183.9381 184.6026 215.3227 146.5938 188.6817 170.4461 
171.0996 Q3 1999 185.8992 217.0781 165.5643 218.245 195.393 
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Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 118.9033 118.8813 118.8696 118.8459 118.8562 118.8824 118.9093 
Q3 1991 119.6185 119.596 119.5842 119.5612 119.5706 119.5962 119.623 
Q4 1991 89.8673 91.3188 94.7441 94.7297 94.7335 94.7493 89.8642 
Q1 1992 92.4873 92.4386 96.1471 96.1386 96.1405 96.1504 92.4847 
Q2 1992 93.0676 93.1818 94.1366 94.1276 94.1296 94.1401 95.6905 
Q3 1992 97.0137 96.7673 98.9122 102.7658 102.0413 98.1597 97.0663 
Q4 1992 99.6407 97.4939 100.4111 103.598 102.5234 98.9017 97.8743 
Q1 1993 95.272 97.2623 101.3492 103.358 103.0031 97.8736 97.852 
Q2 1993 96.5074 97.3576 99.235 106.5588 105.5676 100.2041 99.2621 
Q3 1993 96.8671 96.1017 99.7923 106.4693 104.9114 100.1732 98.5393 
Q4 1993 94.8309 95.207 98.0726 103.9164 103.6623 100.1238 96.6878 
Q1 1994 94.1357 94.87 98.1615 102.5769 102.1262 99.2272 95.5597 
Q2 1994 93.627 93.6527 98.5156 101.5869 102.7626 95.8105 95.6787 
Q3 1994 99.1169 98.1073 103.6599 107.9313 108.9753 100.3191 100.9437 
Q4 1994 97.1035 97.9863 102.4178 106.344 107.5384 99.1222 99.6041 
Q1 1995 98.0484 100.1346 101.3697 106.7592 107.6274 99.9561 101.5739 
Q2 1995 98.4826 97.5515 101.8174 106.9217 107.5065 100.3978 102.0235 
Q3 1995 97.3037 99.1659 101.7722 106.528 105.6977 99.6834 100.5453 
Q4 1995 96.485 97.4092 101.6317 105.7821 104.3522 100.1868 99.1451 
Q1 1996 100.2667 101.6253 106.693 110.1154 108.6261 104.0193 103.0363 
Q2 1996 103.0301 99.2575 105.2482 111.0513 109.5544 103.5198 104.1611 
Q3 1996 97.0129 96.6668 102.8022 106.8465 105.8756 100.0577 100.5742 
Q4 1996 100.9663 99.8114 106.3535 110.8139 109.1967 103.0601 103.6219 
Q1 1997 99.5397 120.9515 140.7176 128.9133 107.4113 101.5345 101.7844 
Q2 1997 177.4671 181.166 145.1585 133.1107 130.138 104.7347 127.281 
Q3 1997 174.8088 173.2517 175.4934 133.5507 176.9262 121.9189 151.385 
Q4 1997 167.4362 171.1831 176.0781 153.6415 174.5384 172.0554 148.8867 
Q1 1998 170.1967 174.2226 179.241 177.6211 177.994 175.1641 151.4274 
Q2 1998 166.1729 154.2975 165.2505 172.9704 173.3326 170.5365 170.1401 
Q3 1998 159.8886 148.5256 159.0698 166.5034 166.8512 164.1573 153.6952 
Q4 1998 119.4961 126.1213 159.2502 166.7544 167.1031 164.3438 153.6907 
Q1 1999 124.7471 124.9925 144.8848 150.8668 153.2222 167.2283 145.8613 
Q2 1999 139.2447 134.2507 134.751 138.202 159.2878 174.0475 151.4708 
Q3 1999 153.5015 150.0424 160.7467 144.8293 154.4514 170.1508 164.3138 
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Table D.2d Index Values of Bishan Park 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 103.3094 103.3044 103.3035 103.3083 103.3179 
Q3 1991 111.7454 111.7466 111.7455 111.7462 111.7497 
Q4 1991 108.6342 108.6456 108.6356 108.6204 108.6091 
Q1 1992 110.0811 110.0812 110.0689 110.059 110.0605 
Q2 1992 101.9134 101.8979 100.9951 102.4549 102.4667 
Q3 1992 110.3787 104.4128 103.322 104.314 111.7541 
Q4 1992 114.649 106.6566 95.0823 102.5133 113.6619 
Q1 1993 114.7931 106.0134 95.1903 108.5594 113.6979 
Q2 1993 114.1856 105.8755 107.2303 107.8622 114.6677 
Q3 1993 112.7627 105.1667 92.7835 105.645 111.0983 
Q4 1993 100.6791 102.8684 102.4778 104.9558 108.7871 
Q1 1994 111.5431 102.7972 104.2151 104.2527 109.3754 
Q2 1994 100.5336 101.9965 105.2071 106.0486 112.1007 
Q3 1994 116.5491 112.1122 112.163 111.8999 117.5427 
Q4 1994 92.4581 110.3634 95.4037 106.8072 114.6615 
Q1 1995 115.1954 108.5159 108.9698 107.797 115.6825 
Q2 1995 116.1503 107.854 109.5519 108.6737 116.5712 
Q3 1995 115.9738 107.6164 97.8306 108.4903 116.6252 
Q4 1995 113.7656 106.7729 96.2579 105.9498 114.2997 
Q1 1996 118.2014 110.8184 98.9783 109.3405 118.7746 
Q2 1996 119.3771 114.1732 111.2239 111.017 120.0034 
Q3 1996 116.614 108.9225 108.2477 107.3352 116.269 
Q4 1996 106.2677 111.6127 111.6989 110.3788 119.6012 
Q1 1997 114.8552 108.6191 108.5535 107.2708 116.2331 
Q2 1997 168.3105 113.3821 112.8172 171.1026 153.5688 
Q3 1997 197.3494 137.1256 136.6467 171.3559 153.8336 
Q4 1997 190.6233 135.342 164.6539 206.9147 152.7005 
Q1 1998 194.5307 138.1241 166.1468 202.0025 182.9858 
Q2 1998 183.5002 134.1241 161.4194 196.2666 177.8051 
Q3 1998 168.6515 129.0628 155.407 188.967 171.1997 
Q4 1998 149.5829 129.5636 155.8837 160.328 171.2614 
Q1 1999 138.8977 131.4326 125.4189 162.8181 173.9366 
Q2 1999 163.2286 174.6047 163.0225 157.8238 157.2883 
Q3 1999 169.324 164.4647 174.4311 179.1784 171.3928 
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Table D.2e Index Values of Avila Garden 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 Building 6 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 118.8787 118.8788 118.8793 118.8793 118.8792 118.8788 
Q3 1991 119.5708 119.5662 119.5658 119.5689 119.5733 119.5759 
Q4 1991 94.7296 94.724 94.726 94.73 94.7357 94.737 
Q1 1992 96.1923 96.1839 96.1854 96.1913 96.1999 96.2031 
Q2 1992 94.1619 94.1537 94.1549 94.1606 94.169 94.1723 
Q3 1992 102.6061 102.603 102.6023 102.6042 102.6073 102.6094 
Q4 1992 116.4639 114.9013 111.2467 110.1248 111.8053 116.8962 
Q1 1993 113.3752 111.9064 113.6337 101.2291 101.8109 82.9109 
Q2 1993 112.2144 120.5896 111.6328 107.5407 101.5171 83.5897 
Q3 1993 101.6669 113.0823 108.6565 100.9519 104.8463 93.0671 
Q4 1993 104.4257 113.3377 105.5911 105.1934 101.1199 82.584 
Q1 1994 107.9347 116.9118 108.3453 100.78 101.6034 82.4384 
Q2 1994 107.4653 116.3132 107.6415 99.3731 107.0981 72.0079 
Q3 1994 112.7873 107.6064 111.3449 104.6001 108.3432 88.7686 
Q4 1994 107.4496 104.9297 109.0536 101.6152 105.5468 76.3215 
Q1 1995 111.6648 115.6868 107.9618 98.1574 103.3748 85.3249 
Q2 1995 106.5262 116.5426 108.7432 107.3891 109.9386 96.531 
Q3 1995 112.006 115.879 108.5764 107.6651 110.4023 97.0426 
Q4 1995 110.3944 114.3704 110.0097 104.6816 108.7956 87.0433 
Q1 1996 116.6089 112.5811 114.8533 105.189 109.4066 84.4274 
Q2 1996 117.5056 114.3091 115.8276 108.2306 114.019 81.4761 
Q3 1996 111.1882 113.7885 108.4087 106.9787 102.3342 81.8825 
Q4 1996 114.2617 117.1895 107.6271 110.0747 84.6223 80.7029 
Q1 1997 117.3123 113.8125 107.3046 106.9681 85.3215 78.2915 
Q2 1997 175.5535 120.4884 204.2972 211.7767 115.1241 113.8662 
Q3 1997 177.5917 121.0659 201.241 212.8193 213.4185 181.9876 
Q4 1997 198.3319 118.4594 196.9318 208.2367 209.0086 165.2694 
Q1 1998 203.6263 143.4354 195.2241 214.0172 214.3893 169.6013 
Q2 1998 198.4989 139.833 190.2614 202.7833 208.9563 157.9464 
155.7171 134.1025 182.2084 143.0365 181.285 152.0147 
Q4 1998 153.5616 149.5034 172.4633 146.6888 162.6357 155.406 
Q1 1999 146.4713 151.5233 177.0499 153.7391 152.0314 140.9948 
Q2 1999 153.5722 170.9294 161.7776 168.4707 169.0467 147.8031 
Q3 1999 182.2137 179.2018 182.5898 168.3988 189.1792 149.4177 
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Table D.2f  Index Values of BT Regency 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 Building 6 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 101.664 101.6657 101.6316 101.6669 101.6669 101.6638 
Q3 1991 102.3966 102.3949 102.3225 102.3887 102.3887 102.392 
Q4 1991 103.367 103.3392 103.0783 103.3299 103.3299 103.3778 
Q1 1992 91.0292 91.188 90.893 91.2278 91.2278 90.9527 
Q2 1992 92.2852 92.7841 92.4053 92.8167 92.8167 92.1816 
Q3 1992 74.8326 74.9438 74.9453 74.613 74.9453 74.7663 
Q4 1992 77.21 68.0651 67.7282 68.0866 68.0866 77.1937 
Q1 1993 71.2907 71.5332 71.1392 71.5435 71.5435 71.2618 
73.9806 73.6394 74.0478 74.0478 
Q3 1993 96.7472 88.848 89.9746 98.8681 98.8681 96.9924 
Q4 1993 92.9918 89.9016 89.342 99.0547 99.0547 97.3676 
Q1 1994 94.997 88.4525 95.6093 97.4769 97.4769 96.6536 
Q2 1994 94.8631 88.3464 96.1765 88.7513 96.1765 95.5558 
Q3 1994 97.909 97.6452 96.6204 103.0498 103.0498 108.0085 
Q4 1994 92.1941 95.4217 95.2973 103.1832 103.1832 105.5337 
Q1 1995 94.3608 92.9547 96.4246 101.3038 101.3038 100.9386 
Q2 1995 97.4143 94.2129 97.741 102.5354 102.5354 102.3179 
Q3 1995 99.5375 92.0948 99.7646 105.9689 105.9689 100.5085 
Q4 1995 98.5633 91.9353 94.1836 102.6267 102.6267 100.1463 
Q1 1996 100.6233 99.9566 96.8362 107.9302 107.9302 104.216 
Q2 1996 107.609 100.7062 100.7828 108.205 108.205 107.2556 
Q3 1996 99.6877 94.0341 97.0087 103.6982 103.6982 105.4573 
Q4 1996 102.7714 96.9483 100.0298 106.8958 106.8958 108.6879 
Q1 1997 102.9074 90.5956 97.065 103.7473 103.7473 105.6929 
Q2 1997 104.2865 91.3667 98.3772 105.1221 105.1221 107.0364 
Q3 1997 100.6852 90.383 97.3356 102.8564 102.8564 105.8086 
Q4 1997 97.0199 88.0203 95.4687 100.6858 100.6858 101.6884 
Q1 1998 98.6398 89.5179 97.0915 108.9308 108.9308 103.4797 
Q2 1998 95.9709 87.1054 94.4983 105.9594 105.9594 100.6352 
Q3 1998 92.9179 88.023 91.4911 102.526 102.526 95.5873 
Q4 1998 93.6949 88.7382 92.184 103.2433 103.2433 96.3065 
Q1 1999 95.8375 91.8413 94.4876 110.471 110.471 98.6161 
Q2 1999 100.6076 96.4553 102.4792 121.7998 121.7998 103.4185 
Q3 1999 101.3409 97.1465 121.697 122.8885 122.8885 104.3006 
Q4 1999 105.4409 95.1364 119.0999 126.6397 126.6397 102.3115 
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Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 114.4147 114.4119 114.4065 114.4007 114.3971 114.4147 114.4204 
Q3 1991 127.771 127.771 127.7735 127.775 127.7747 127.7673 127.7673 
Q4 1991 125.0521 125.0522 125.0558 125.0581 125.0582 125.0477 125.0472 
Q1 1992 127.2 127.2003 127.2045 127.2074 127.2077 127.1952 127.1944 
Q2 1992 157.8246 157.8251 157.8221 157.8204 157.8211 157.8298 157.8289 
Q3 1992 150.9196 151.0003 144.8556 142.1676 155.376 162.545 143.4487 
Q4 1992 138.097 141.9087 143.7041 136.9284 154.2607 156.8016 145.0692 
Q1 1993 144.724 141.1708 144.3596 142.8712 141.3765 151.6198 147.5797 
Q2 1993 148.79 143.8248 149.6913 144.6031 158.5418 147.7655 147.2828 
Q3 1993 144.159 147.8484 156.5302 144.0425 160.3268 174.3089 158.8936 
Q4 1993 150.7929 150.7051 143.0042 156.0072 149.9711 163.0948 162.3045 
Q1 1994 154.1912 137.995 159.7381 144.7308 164.9976 179.9549 159.9276 
Q2 1994 174.9814 139.3858 152.1354 143.1577 144.6153 158.5379 156.4045 
Q3 1994 187.4635 148.7572 148.1125 163.9281 177.0433 150.9489 165.5726 
Q4 1994 182.5754 149.5218 143.4103 187.8778 161.9596 168.1795 149.6077 
Q1 1995 141.7114 139.0699 142.4691 167.3816 153.3025 162.3989 148.5067 
Q2 1995 143.5556 133.854 151.4253 196.4847 163.9819 163.9913 150.0328 
Q3 1995 143.6084 139.7547 154.1759 178.9646 167.3539 154.684 175.5582 
Q4 1995 153.1715 161.2688 145.8039 139.018 165.7014 179.9949 160.5287 
Q1 1996 163.747 181.5881 152.264 152.1286 187.5111 203.5027 206.9473 
Q2 1996 234.8649 247.6532 227.7906 182.6773 238.359 236.3041 234.1248 
Q3 1996 228.4217 237.4352 227.9735 226.4084 234.5897 223.0672 227.5557 
Q4 1996 237.3712 246.0723 188.4274 233.7428 233.828 234.0996 236.9644 
Q1 1997 224.4052 237.1041 147.3801 225.6693 233.4887 221.4039 215.7439 
Q2 1997 227.9918 241.1195 180.7833 229.6896 225.9337 224.9404 219.2388 
Q3 1997 227.5864 231.3131 220.2031 228.6876 240.2005 219.6472 213.6209 
Q4 1997 222.4094 216.8254 215.2622 223.2421 228.3452 214.5034 208.9771 
Q1 1998 226.1131 220.4376 218.8486 226.916 227.7801 224.0846 212.5231 
Q2 1998 206.209 214.5269 212.9858 220.8375 221.679 218.314 200.5641 
Q3 1998 192.257 205.6509 190.2135 211.4858 188.2702 158.9912 192.1547 
Q4 1998 173.6489 206.0439 190.7209 211.8304 167.4456 148.4283 182.482 
Q1 1999 163.6701 209.838 165.9725 201.6583 143.8107 161.64 185.9527 
Q2 1999 169.0068 158.2115 171.4511 171.9991 162.7401 173.1466 192.2776 
Q3 1999 171.4264 181.4701 186.1996 176.3797 193.3643 187.0207 184.4505 
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Table D.2h Index Values of Azalea Park 
Time Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5 Building 6 
Q1 1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Q2 1991 118.8763 118.8756 118.8756 118.8764 118.8767 118.877 
Q3 1991 119.574 119.5749 119.5772 119.5817 119.5807 119.5775 
Q4 1991 94.7228 94.7213 94.724 94.7333 94.7334 94.7304 
Q1 1992 96.1887 96.188 96.1922 96.204 96.2033 96.1982 
Q2 1992 94.1595 94.1591 94.1632 94.1743 94.1735 94.1683 
Q3 1992 102.6111 102.6126 102.614 102.6157 102.6147 102.6124 
Q4 1992 116.9267 116.9059 116.8943 116.8965 116.9089 116.9295 
Q1 1993 118.914 118.8852 118.8713 118.8718 118.8865 118.9166 
Q2 1993 122.0492 122.9856 121.1051 120.0991 123.2196 122.7196 
Q3 1993 120.6295 119.3899 119.922 119.0373 121.9163 122.6634 
Q4 1993 117.7131 119.3665 118.4317 119.3025 120.2666 119.5514 
Q1 1994 117.5727 113.6205 118.1547 118.3842 120.4967 120.2418 
Q2 1994 117.3113 114.9326 118.1466 117.9907 120.2055 120.5626 
Q3 1994 124.6042 115.8387 124.3372 123.1336 126.7941 126.7602 
Q4 1994 120.3362 116.2156 121.4892 121.075 123.7592 123.755 
121.2128 110.7382 118.8896 121.2899 125.1585 123.7919 
Q2 1995 121.7772 111.0042 119.4628 122.0553 124.0591 123.309 
Q3 1995 122.3372 113.8246 118.8174 122.4966 123.5584 125.0834 
Q4 1995 120.4578 107.7272 116.6836 118.6548 121.4518 122.1192 
Q1 1996 125.4669 111.865 124.1142 125.5603 126.2185 126.7347 
Q2 1996 126.4027 116.5163 125.9041 124.8025 127.2203 128.6768 
Q3 1996 122.2926 112.5463 121.3444 121.5081 123.109 123.6165 
Q4 1996 126.6514 114.4964 125.0975 125.1873 126.8638 127.9061 
Q1 1997 122.8793 109.6993 121.2704 121.8334 123.4159 123.8491 
Q2 1997 126.924 114.0392 126.1025 126.3302 129.458 129.0738 
Q3 1997 125.7496 118.8603 126.5951 125.9848 129.0383 127.5548 
Q4 1997 122.8601 119.978 123.887 123.2501 126.1791 125.5696 
Q1 1998 126.3683 150.1964 139.0194 148.8339 129.8911 128.6731 
Q2 1998 123.4557 160.4297 135.8003 145.1335 126.7134 139.1458 
Q3 1998 119.0711 169.1521 144.6954 140.1619 130.5753 134.1713 
Q4 1998 120.5352 158.0495 145.992 141.5705 132.0046 142.06 
Q1 1999 123.9931 162.4057 150.3189 154.379 145.1695 153.8115 
Q2 1999 152.7704 148.9724 167.5348 162.4548 169.5835 161.3145 
154.4693 176.3074 178.9634 187.9176 171.5778 184.6121 
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1994. 
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1994. 
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1995. 
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Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Jan 15, 1996. 
 






























































Note: Temporary occupation permit (TOP) date is Dec 31, 1996. 
 
    
